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Summary
Let C  be the boundary surface of a strictly convex d-dimensional body. An­
drews obtained an upper bound in terms of M  for the number of points on 
M C, the M-fold enlargement of C.
We consider the integer points within a distance S of the hypersurface 
MC. Introducing S requires some uniform approximabihty condition on the 
surface C, involving determinants of derivatives. To obtain an asymptotic 
formula (main term  the volume of the search region) requires the Fourier 
transform with conditions up to  the 6d-th derivative.
We obtain an upper bound subject to a Curvature Condition that re­
quires only first and second derivatives, that M C  has a tangent hyperplane 
everywhere, and each two-dimensional normal section has radius of curva­
ture in the range cqM +  1/2 <  p  <  C \M  — 1/2, where cq and ci axe non-zero 
constants.
Our main result is Theorem 2 .
TH EO R EM  2. Let C be a strictly convex hypersurface in d-dimensional 
space (d>  3), satisfying the Curvature Condition at size M . Then the total 
number, N , of integer points lying within a distance S of M C is bounded 
by the sum of two terms, one from Andrews’s bound, the other from the 
hypervolume of the search region, with explicit constant factors involving 6, cq 
and c i.
In the body of the thesis, to  simplify the notation, we use C  for the 
enlarged surface called M C  in this summary.
In Part II we enumerate a class of special magic squares. We observe a 
new identity between values of the zeta functions at even integers.
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N otation for Part I
The lower case definitions are listed first followed by the upper case and then 
the Greek. Points in Ed are defined either by upper case letters or bold-face 
lower case letters as in vector notation.
Co = Lower bound constant in Curvature Condition.
ci =  Upper bound constant in Curvature Condition.
d — Dimension.
f j  =  Number of j-dimensional faces of convex hull H. 
h — Height above hyperplane, 
n =  Normal vector to face F. 
v =  Vertex.
A  =  Sometimes a coefficient, otherwise area or (d — l)-volume in Ed.
B  — d-sphere radius C\M.
Bi =  d-ball, centre Wi on radius 1/2y/c06M.
C — Convex closed hypersurface.
Co = Inner boundary surface to shell E.
Ci = Outer boundary surface to shell E.
C(F) — Centroid of face F.
D  =  Distance or diameter.
v
E  =  Shell bounded by C\ and Co.
Ed =  d-dimensional real vector space with Euclidean metric. 
F , G =  Face or facet of polytope V  or convex hull H.
_  f Height of vector (chapters 1 and 2).
1 Convex hull of set of points S (chapters 3 — 7).
K  = Number of integer points in a set.
L  =  Partition length.
L* = Maximum component diameter.
M  =  Size parameter.
P,Q  = Point.
V  =  Convex polygon or convex d-polytope.
R  =  Radius.
Ro(V) — Normal projection of vertex V  onto Co-
Ri{V)  =  Normal projection of vertex V  onto C\.
R(V)  =  The reach of an enlarged vertex component S'(V).
S(V) = Vertex component of vertex V.
S  =  Set of integer points in shell E.
S(H) = Set of integer points on convex hull H.
S"(V) =  Enlarged vertex component of vertex V.
S*(Y) =  Boundary component of vertex V.
5 +, S~  =  Sets of primitive two-dimensional vectors.
T  = Set of centroids of j-faces of d-polytope V.
U =  Convex set.
V  =  Vertex or Volume.
Y  =  Mid-point.
8 — Small distance. 
p =  Radius of curvature. 
A — Lattice.
II, =  Plane or hyperplane.
vii
Abstract
Let C  be the boundary surface of a strictly convex bounded d-dimensional 
body. Strictly convex means that if P  and Q are points on C, then points on 
the line segment PQ  between P  and Q lie in the convex body, but not on its 
boundary C. Let M C  denote the dilation of C  by a factor M . Andrews [1] 
proved that the number of points of the integer lattice on M C  is
/  d(d-i)\
O l M  d+1 j ,  (1)
as M tends to infinity. Strict convexity is necessary because a part of a 
(d — l)-dimensional hyperplane in the boundary C can give as many as a 
constant times M d~l integer points for infinitely many values of M.
We consider the integer points within a distance 8 of the hypersurface 
MC.  The two-dimensional case has been well studied [25], [8], [21], [14], 
[22] and [24]. Introducing 8 requires some uniform approximability condition 
on the surface C , usually expressed in terms of upper and lower bounds for 
derivatives and determinants of derivatives. Let A  be the (d—l)-dimensional 
volume of C. The search region has d-dimensional volume
(2A8 +  0(<52)) M d~ \  (2)
and this is known to be the number of integer points on average over trans­
lations of the surface M C. To obtain an asymptotic formula one considers 
the Fourier transform of the convex body, with conditions at least as far as 
the 6d-th derivatives in order to estimate the multiple exponential integrals. 
Hlawka [20] obtained an asymptotic formula with error of size (1); see also 
Kratzel [27]. Under the C°° hypothesis of a convergent Taylor series, the 
error term in the asymptotic formula has been improved, most recently by 
Muller [33].
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We derive an upper bound for the number of integer points within a dis­
tance 8 of the hypersurface. We require only that C  has a tangent hyperplane 
at every point, and that any two-dimensional cross-section through the nor­
mal a t some point P  consists (in a neighbourhood of P) of a plane curve C' 
with continuous radius of curvature bounded away from zero and infinity.
Curvature C ondition (with size parameter M ). For any point P  on C  and 
any two-plane II through the normal to C  at P , let (7(11, P ) be the closed 
plane curve C  fl II. Then (7(11, P) is a twice differentiable plane curve with 
radius of curvature p lying in the range
cqM  +  i  < p < ciM  -  i ,  (3)
where the constants cq, c\  and 8  satisfy
T7 <  Co <  1 <  ci, and 8 < (4)M  4
Local Curvature C ondition. There is a constant k such that for (7(11, P ) 
defined as above, the points Q of (7(11, P ) with PQ < kM  form a twice 
differentiable plane curve with radius of curvature satisfying (3).
In order to state our results, we set up some notation. Let Co be the 
locus of points a t distance 8 from C  measured along the interior normals to 
C, and let C\ be the locus of points a t distance 8 measured along the exterior 
normals. Let E  be the d-dimensional shell bounded by Cq and C\ so that E  
has thickness 28. Let S  be the set of integer points in E, and let H  be the 
convex hull of S, so that H  is a d-dimensional convex polytope. All points 
of 5  he in if , but not all integer points on the boundary of i f  lie in S.
By Lemma 3.3.2, (stated in chapter 3) the boundary surfaces Co and Ci of the 
shell E  have a tangent hyperplane at each point Q, and their two-dimensional 
cross-sections (7(11, Q) in planes normal to the tangent hyperplanes are twice 
differentiable, with radius of curvatures in the range
CqM  <  p  <  C\M. (5)
Under the Curvature Condition, the shell E  containing 5 , the set of integer 
points, lies in a d-hypersphere of radius R — c\M. The volume Vd and surface 
content S& of this sphere is given by the formulae
Vi =  OiR1, Sd =  rfaaif'-1. (6)
We can now state our results.
2
TH EO R EM  1. Suppose that C is a convex surface in 3-dimensional Eu­
clidean space E3, satisfying the Curvature Condition at size M  (so that C  
is contained in a sphere radius c\M ). Then the total number, N , of integer 
points lying either on C, or within a distance 6 of C, is bounded by
< 216 ( ( ClM )§ + 2 9<S(ClM )2)  . (7)
T H EO R EM  2. Suppose that C is a convex hypersurface in d-dimensional 
Euclidean space Ed (d>  3), satisfying the Curvature Condition at size M  (so 
that C is contained in a hypersphere radius c\M ). Then the total number, N , 
of integer points lying either on C, or within a distance 8 of C, is bounded 
by
N  <  23J^ M ?d' + 2 9<S(ciM)^1j  . (8)
T H EO R EM  3. Suppose that C is a convex hypersurface in d-dimensional 
Euclidean space Ed (d > 3), satisfying the Local Curvature Condition at size 
M(so that C is contained in a hypersphere radius C\M ), with
M > ™ ^ .  (9)
r v
Then N , the total number of integer points lying either on C, or within a 
distance 8 of C, satisfies the same bound (8) as in Theorem 2.
In Part II we enumerate a class of special magic squares. As a by-product 
we observe a new identity between values of the zeta functions at even integers
- (  —7 7 v~^ (—l) fc7r2j-2* \
( io )
3
PART I
Integer Points Close to Convex 
Hypersurfaces
Chapter 1
Jarnfk’s Curve
This chapter gives an overview of the Jarnik Polygon and extends 
Jarnfk’s result to  a two-dim ensional plane in d-dimensional space.
1.1 Construction in Two Dimensions
Jarnik considered the question: how many integer points can he on a strictly 
convex closed curve of bounded length? Jam ik’s extremal curve [25] circum­
scribes a convex plane polygon constructed by a “greedy algorithm”, using 
the lists S +(H) and S~(H)  of all the primitive integer vectors (a, 6) corre­
sponding to rational gradients 6/a  in their lowest terms of height at most H  
as sides of the polygon. That is
S +(H) =  {(a ,6) : (a ,6) =  1, 1 < a < H ,  0 <  |6| <  H },
and
S~(H) = { (a ,6) : (a ,6) =  1, -1  < a < - H ,  0 < |6| <  H },
so that the rationals corresponding to S +(H) and S~(H)  have positive and 
negative denominators respectively and each set is ordered in terms of in­
creasing gradient.
The construction starts at an integer point or lattice point in the plane 
and takes all of the ordered primitive integer vectors in S +(H ), then the 
vector (0 , 1) with infinite gradient, then all of the ordered primitive integer 
vectors in S~(H)  and then the vector (0, —1) to complete the convex polygon.
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Hence all the vertices are integer or lattice points. For example, the twenty- 
three primitive rational gradients corresponding to the vectors of 5 +(4) are
r _ 4  - 3  - 2  - 3  - 4  - 1  - 3  - 2  - 1  - 1  - 1  0 1 1 1 2 3 1 4 3 2 3 41  
I 1 > 1 ’ 1 ’ 2 ’ 3 ’ 1 ’ 4 ’ 3 ’ 2 ’ 3 ’ 4 ’ 1 ’ 4 ’ 3 ’ 2 ’ 3 ’ 4 ’ 1 ’ 3 ’ 2 ’ 1 ’ 1 ’ l J '
Given th at a polygon can have at most two parallel sides and that each side 
direction must be unique, the Jarrnk polygon for any fixed height H  has the 
maximum number of sides say) and vertices ( /2(H)  say). In Jarm k’s
construction
24 H2
fo(ff)  =  h ( H )  =  —  +  0 ( H  log H)  (1.1)
and
fi H3
D„ = ^ -  + 0 {H 2logH),
7T
where D u  is the diameter of the polygon.
Jarm k’s upper bound for the number N  of vertices, in terms of the max­
imum length L  of the polygon [25] Satz 2 is
N  < ^ L l 2' 3 + O (L1/3) . (1.2)
Proofs are given in chapter 2. Figures (1.2) and (1.3) are examples of the
Jarrnk polygons’ for heights H  — 2 ,3 ,4 ,...,  10.
A
Figure 1.1: Radius of curvature bound restricts the “flatness” of the curve.
We note that Jarrnk uses “length < x” because the maximum number 
of integer points on a convex curve of length L might not be an increasing
6
function of L. That is, the radius of curvature in his theorem is bounded 
above by 7x, so you might not be able to flatten out the curve between two 
points A  and B, to pass through a point C  say.
60
40
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-60 -40 -20 20 40 SO
-20
-40
-60
Figure 1.2: Centred Jarrnk polygons’ of height 2,3 ,4 ,5  and 6 versus semicir­
cles of the polygon diameters.
The expressions for fo(H) and Dh imply that if a Jarnik curve of height H  
sits inside a circle of radius R, then H  =  0 {R 1^ )  and
f 0(H) = f l (H) = O(RV3).
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Figure 1.3: Centred Jarnik polygons’ of height 7 ,8 ,9  and 10 versus semicircles 
of the polygon diameters.
1.2 Moving Two-Dimensions into d Dimen­
sions
D efinition. Let x  =  (rci,. . . ,  , xd) be a point in Ed, let %fc,. . . ,  repre­
sent the d co-ordinate axes and let II be the ^'-dimensional plane constructed 
from the co-ordinate axes ytl !/** • • • - - 2/i, - We define the shadow or pro­
jection of the point x  onto II to be the point x/ =  (a^, a • • • > xd)->
such that
xk — x k, k = ih, 1 < h < j
x k =  0, k ^  ih, 1 < h <  j. (1.3)
LEM M A  1.2.1. Let II be a two-dimensional plane in d-dimensional space. 
Let A be the integer lattice contained in II with basis vectors a i and &2 and
8
let C be a Jarnik curve of relative height H  constructed in A using linear 
combinations of these basis vectors. That is, all edges of this Jarnik curve 
will have vectors of the form Aiai +  A2a2, for some integers X\ and A2 with 
|Ai| <  H  and | A2I < H. I f  fo(H), f i{H) are the number of vertices and edges 
of this polygon then
/o (H) = f i (H)  =  UH2(d ~ ^  + 0 (H log H).
7T
Proof. The projection or shadow of a convex shape is also convex. Hence 
the projection of the curve C onto the two-planes 2/12/2, 2/12/3, - •, ViVd yields 
d — 1 convex polygons whose heights are also at most H  in their respective 
planes. An upper bound for the maximum number of vertices and edges of 
each of these polygons is given in (1.1).
It only remains to check that three vertices of C that (obviously) do not 
Ue on the same edge in n  cannot be projected into a straight line on all the 
planes 2/12/2, 2/i2fe, • • -, 2/i2Id-
If this were possible, then our three vertices (under projection) would lie 
on the d — 1 lines
2/2 =  "*22/1 +  c2 
2/3 =  "*32/1 +  c 3
2Id =  "*d2/i +  cd- 
Equating these d — 1 equations yields
_  2/2 -  c2 _  2/3 - C3 _  _  1Id-Cd
m2 m3 rrid
which is just the equation of the straight line
i  =  (0, C2, c3 . . . ,  cd) -I- 2/1(1, m2, m3,; . . ,  md)
in d-dimensional space contradicting our initial assumption. Therefore an 
upper bound for the number of edges or vertices of C  is given by d — 1 times 
the upper bound in (1.1) and hence the result. □
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Chapter 2 
The Integer Points Close to a 
Curve
This chapter gives a new proof of the sim plest non-trivial upper 
bound on the number o f integer points lying on or near to  a convex 
closed curve in th e plane.
2.1 Edges and Vertices
We consider the convex closed curve C, which sits in a circle of radius c\M  
in the plane. We assume that C  has a continuous radius of curvature p at 
each point, which remains in some range
0 < p < C\M
for some constant c\ >  1.
The integer points S  lying on C  (if any) form a convex polygon with 
each side having a rational gradient as the vertices of the polygon are integer 
points. If the points of S  he within a distance 6 of the curve with S small, 
where P  is a point of S  and Q is the nearest point on the curve C, then for 
F , the centre of curvature of C  a t the point Q we have
YQ  =  pM,
implying that
pM  -  5 < Y P  < pM  +  6,
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so P  lies between two concentric circles centre Y , radii pM  4- 5 and pM  — 5. 
Therefore there are two curves C\ and Co with the same centres of curvature 
as C, distance 26 apart measured along a common normal, and all the points 
of S  He between C\ and Co- If 6 is small, then the points will all form a convex 
polygon. In any case, we can join up the points to obtain the smallest convex 
polygon th at contains all of our integer points. We call this convex polygon 
the polygonal convex hull, V, of the set of integer points S.
D efinition (major and minor arcs).
(i) A major arc is a side of our polygonal convex hull V  with three or more 
integer points lying on it.
(ii) A minor arc is a side of V  that has only two integer points lying on it, 
namely its end points.
(iii) A major arc of V  can be partitioned into components which are the 
parts of the side th at are within a distance 5 from the curve.
(iv) For a given side length L > 1, we can partition the sides of V  into two 
categories such th a t short sides have length < L  and long sides have 
length > L.
LEM M A 2 .1 .1 . The number of sides of the convex polygon is
< 15 (clM )2/3.
Proof Every side of V  has a gradient, where each gradient can occur at most 
twice due to the nature of convex polygons.
The equation of each polygon side can be written in the form
ax + by =  d, (a, b) =  1, gradient =  —a/b.
If two points (xi, 2/1), (x2, y2) He on such a side, then
axi +  byi =  ax2 +  63/2 — d,
-a (x 2 -  a:i) =  b(y2 -  j/i), 
a = V 2 - y \  
b x2 — x\
(jj2 -  2/1) =  - da, (x2 -  Xi) =  db,
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and this implies that consecutive integer points lying on a side of V  are 
separated by the vector (b, —a).
We take the convention that either b > 1 or b =  0 and |o| =  1. For short 
sides of P , those with length <  L, each gradient occurs at most twice with
This gives at most 1 +  L(2L +  1) possible gradients of short sides so at most 
2(1 +  L(2L +  1)) possible short sides. Let n8 be the number of short sides 
and ni the number of long sides so that
Regarding n/, let Pi , Pn be the integer point vertices of our convex 
polygon with Qi, Q2 , • • • , Qn the integer points inside the convex hull such 
that P1Q1P2 , P2Q2 P3 , * • * , Pn-iQ n-iPn, PnQnP\ form n right-angled trian­
gles whose vertices are integer points.
Repeated use of the triangle inequality yields
Now, in the long side case we have PrPr+i > L, where Pn+i also denotes Pi. 
Hence
1 < b < L, - L  < a < L.
na < 4 L 2 +  2 L + l  < 7 L 2,
and for L > 2 this reduces to
ns < 6L2. (2.1)
n n n
£  P r P r + l  <  P r Q r  +  ^  Q r P r+ U
r =1 r=l
and relating this to  the diameter of the circle gives.
n
PrPr+i <  4ciAf -I- 4ciM =  8ciM.
r=l
(2.2)
We choose L  to  equate the upper bounds for the numbers of long sides and 
the number of short sides, so
R ad iu s =  CiM
' Qi
Figure 2.1:
when
£ = ( ^ ) 1/3. (2-3)
The number of vertices of the convex polygon is the same as the number of 
sides,
2/3
< Tls + n, < 12 < 15(dM )2'3.
□
LEMMA 2.1.2. A set of K  integer points P*, 1 < i < K  that do not all lie 
on a straight line form K  — 2 non-overlapping triangles with integer comers.
Proof. If K  = 3 then we have a triangle as the three points are distinct. 
We now assume true for K  — t integer points, so that the t points form 
t — 2 non-overlapping triangles. Considering K  = t+  1 points, we define the 
convex hull to be the smallest convex polygon which contains all of the t  + 1  
points. An “outside point” is a vertex of the convex hull.
Now we re-number the points such that Pt+1, Pt are the two outside points 
that are closest together, continuing anti-clockwise with Pt- 1, Pt-2,. •. around
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Pl+l Pl+1
t-1
1+1
t-1
Figure 2.2:
the convex hull until the hull is re-numbered at point Pr. The “inside points” 
take the values Pr_i, , Pi-
If we remove the point p,+i then by Figure 2.2, the convex hull gets 
smaller and what we lose is a triangle when we drop down to the convex hull 
of the other t points.
By our inductive assumption, the t -1-1 points Pi, P2, • • * , Pt+i form t — 1 
non-overlapping triangles = (t-1- 1) — 2. If all of the points bar one he on a 
straight line then we again have t — 1 triangles. Therefore, true for K  =  t 
implies true for K  = t 4 - 1. □
LEMMA 2.1.3. The number of integer points lying within a short distance 
S of C is
< SnSciM. (2.4)
Proof Given that the integer point vertices of our convex polygon and any 
integer points contained within it He within a distance 5 from the closed 
convex curve C, we can associate a rectangle of width 26 with each side of 
the polygonal convex huh where the rectangles will overlap.
Any integer points inside the polygon must he within a distance 26 of the 
nearest polygon side. For each rectangle, if L is the length of the polygon 
side, then either all of the integer points lie on the polygon side or there 
are K  points forming K  — 2 triangles. The area of a triangle with integer 
points vertices is >  1/ 2 . Hence in the latter case, the total area of the K  — 2
14
triangles satisfies
(K  - 2 )  < 48L.
i+2
Figure 2.3:
Summing over the polygon sides we have
rta+nj «8+«I
5 2  PiPi+1(K  -  2) <  4<S 5 3  Li < 45(2jrciM), (2.5)
i=l t=l
where PjPi+i(iC — 2) is the number of such integer points (not including the 
end points) associated with the polygon side P»Pt+i and Li is the length of 
the side. Therefore, the total number of integer points that he strictly inside 
the polygonal convex hull is <  SnSciM. □
2.2 Major and Minor Arcs
As stated at the beginning of Section 2.1, a major arc can be partitioned 
into components, which are the parts of the side that are within a distance 
S from the curve.
LEM M A 2.2.1. A major arc of a convex curve has at most two components.
Proof. We initially assume that a chord AB  of a convex curve has three 
components APi, P2P3, P4B  with perpendiculars of length 6  to the curve 
PiQ i,P 2Q2 , P3Q3 , P4 Q4 , where Pi /  P2, P3 ^  P4 and length APi < AP2 < 
APS < AP4 . These conditions imply that the perpendicular distance from
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any point P* lying between Pi and P2 on the chord to the curve is > 5 and 
similarly for P" lying between P3 and P4. Therefore, the line parallel to and 
at a distance 5 from the chord A B  must cut the curve twice, once between 
Pi and P2 and once between P3 and P4. In total, the line cuts the curve four 
times, which contradicts the definition of convexity. □
/  w
Figure 2.4:
LEM M A 2 .2 .2 . Let L be the length of a component of a major arc. Then
L < L* =  4 ( 2 . 6 )  
A chord A B  o f C l. tangent to Co has length
AsJ&CqM  < A B <  4s / i c j d  (2.7)
Proof. We look at a continuous part of the line £ that stays within a distance 
5 of the curve.
From Figure 2.4, we get a chord A B  of the curve, equal and parallel to
the segment of the line £, and the curve stays within a distance 25 from the
line A B  as depicted in Figure 2.5.
Applying circular geometry to the circle radius R  with respect to the 
mid-point Y  of chord A B  we find that
-A Y .Y B  =  —W Y.YX ,
so that
(I) = 2S^2R ~ 2<5) - 4SR' (2-8)
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/  w
L/2U 2
2R-26
X
Figure 2.5:
This is maximal when the radius of curvature, R, is a large as possible, with 
R  =  C\M — 1/2 <  c\M . Hence the maximum length, L, of a component is 
< 4y/6c\M = L*.
The lower bound in (2.7) corresponds to the case when the curve has 
minimal radius of curvature R  — cqM  +  1/2. In this instance, by (2.8)
A B  =  2A Y  =  4y/S(R -  6) > 4V'&iiM.
□
LEM M A 2.2.3. The number of integer points lying on the sides of the major 
arcs of the polygon is bounded above by
192<SciAf. (2.9)
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Proof. The equation of each polygon side can be written in the form
ax +  by = d, (a, 6) =  1, gradient =  —a /6,
where, by the proof of Lemma 2.1.1, consecutive integer points lying on a 
major arc are separated by the vector (6, —a).
Let L  be the length of the polygon side. The number of integer points on 
the side, excluding the right hand endpoint which is counted with the integer 
points on the following side, is
Now we number the polygon sides as in Lemma 2.1.3, so that the gradient 
of the z-th side is —Oi/b^ the length is and the number of integer points 
(counting Pi but not Pi+i) is K{.
We recall the properties of the Farey sequence P{Q),  which consists of 
those fractions c/q with 0 < c < q, 1 < q < Q in lowest terms, so that 
(c, q) — 1, arranged in ascending order. The height of c/q is max(|c|, q) = q, 
and for q > 2 the number of Farey fractions of height q is (f>{q) (provided 
that q < Q).
To allow for negative gradients, we extend the Farey sequence to allow 
~q < c < q .  We map the gradient —a /6  to a fraction c/q with
where L* is the upper bound of Lemma 2.2.2. Each gradient occurs at most 
twice in the polygon, so at most four sides of the polygon are mapped to the 
same Farey fraction c/q in [—1 ,1].
In (2.10) we have
The polygon sides give various Farey fractions c/q. We rearrange them in 
increasing order, omitting repeats, as Cn/qn, n =  1, . . . ,  N. Then
q =  m ax(|a|, |6|) < Q  = [L*],
|c| =  min (|a |, |6 |) , sign =  sig n (-a /6),
y/c* + q2 Q
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N - 1 , N - l  !
> y ^ —  > T - V .
4n<Jn+ l  ^  9 » i *
since qrn+i <  L* from (2.10). Adding the term  n = N,  we deduce that
y " —7 -  < 2  +  - ^ -  < 2 +“  qnL* ~  qNL* L*
which yields
N r*
y  — <  2i*2 + v .
Recalling that each Farey fraction c/q corresponds to at most four polygon 
sides, we see from (2 .10) that the total number of integer points lying on the 
major arcs is
N T*
<  4 J 2  —  < 8L*2 +  4 L* < 12(L*)2.
n=l Qn
< 192SciM.
□
LEM M A 2.2.4. The total number of integers points (excluding righthand 
endpoints) of “long” minor arcs, those with length at least
-  (¥)"■
IS
< 6 (ClM )2/3. (2.11)
Proof Each long minor arc has length >  L  where
and we only count the left hand end points so that the total number of integer 
points equals the total number of long minor arcs. This gives an upper bound
< 2J ^ L  =  2„C1M  ( ^ )  < 6(cjM)2/3.
□
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In the next Lemma we count all of the minor arc sides of the polygon V  
whose height, as defined in Chapter 1, is a t most H. Since the length of a 
minor arc is a t least its height, and at most \ /2  times its height, we can take 
H  =  L  to give an upper bound for the number of integer points contributed 
by the short minor arcs (length < L) of V.
LEM M A 2.2.5. Let H  > 2. Let Ns be the number of integer points belonging 
to minor arc sides o f the polygon V  (excluding right hand end points) whose 
height is at most H . Then we have the bounds
24 H2
J V , < — 2-  +  0 ( tf  log tf),
7T
and
For
we have
Nx <  8 H 2.
1/3
(2.12)
3 )  ’
N. < 10 (c,M )2/3 (2.13)
CO ROLLARY 1 . The number of vertices of the Jamxk polygon of height 
H  (defined in Chapter 1) is given by
H H 24 H2
1 =  + 0 (H  log H). (2.14)
o=l q—1 
(o,9)=l
7T
9=
COROLLARY 2 . The diameter of the Jamtk, polygon of height H  is given 
by
ftlfS
—5-  +  0 ( H 2 log H).  (2.15)7TZ
Proof. Coimting the number of points becomes counting the number of sides. 
Each side has a gradient a/b corresponding to a Farey Fraction of height at 
most H. The number of such fractions including repeat sides, extended Farey 
Fractions and negative gradients is eight times this.
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For each height h ,l  < h < H , the total number of strict Farey Fractions 
is <f>(h) and using Mobius Inversion we have
d  d  
d\h d e
de=h
de—h e d  e
de=h
Hence by a standard computation [37] we have 
H it2 i
Yl*w = TW)+0{HlogH)
ij2 o i/2
=  - 5-.-% +  O(HlogH) =  - j -  +  0(H logH ).
Z IT* 7T
Therefore, the total number of short sides or their integer point vertices is
94 H 2
<  — 5— t- 0(H log if).
7T
To see that this must be <  8H 2, we consider all possible vectors of the form
(e, / ) ,  with 0 <  |e|, | / |  <  if , for which there are (2H  +  l )2 < 8L2 (If  >  2)
choices, and
8 (^t ^ ) 2/3 -  10(c>M)2/s-
The first Corollary follows directly from Lemma 2.2.5, as the Jarmk poly­
gon incorporates every possible primitive gradient twice. To see the second 
Corollary we note th at the height of the Jarmk polygon along the y-axis has 
length
, + 2 £ £ - . + “ ! f ± i > £ ; i
q=l 0=1 9=1
(o,g)=l (a,q)-l
= (H (H +  1) +  0 (logff))
6 H s + O (H logH ).
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TH EO R EM  2.2.6. The total number of integer points lying on or within 
a distance S from a convex closed curve with a radius of curvature p at each 
point, satisfying 0 < p <  R, in the plane is
< 16 (fl)2/3 +  2 0 WR. (2.16)
Proof The radius R  of the theorem is CiM in the notation of Lemmas num­
bered 2.2.5, 2.2.4, 2.2.3 and 2.1.3. The choices of L and of H  ensure that 
every minor arc is counted either as long in Lemma 2.2.4 or short in Lemma
2.2.5 or in both, since the length of a minor arc is a t least its height, and at 
most y/ 2  times its height.
Collecting together the individual upper bounds (2.13), (2.11), (2.9) and 
(2.4), we have.
<  (10 +  6)(ciM )2/3 +  (192 +  8)6dM  
integer points, and hence the result. □
R em ark. A result due to M artin [29] proves that the fundamental arcs of 
the scaled Jarmk polygons (diameter equal to two) converge to the arc C j 
defined by
y  =  ^ x2 -  1, - |  <  x  <  | ,  (2.17)
and the arcs obtained by repeatedly rotating C j by 90° about the origin. For 
clarity we restate M artin’s definition of convergence.
D efinition. Let Ch be the fundamental arc of the Jarmk polygon of height 
H  in R2, and for c > 0 , let Cj(e) denote the e-neighbourhood of Cj, that is, 
the set of all points whose distance to C j is less than e. Then we say that the 
sequence of curves C\, C*2, . . .  converge to C j if for every c > 0 there exists 
some integer H  such th at Ch is contained in Cj(e) for every H  > H(e).
The scaled length, A# , of the scaled Jarmk polygon of height H  converges to 
four times the length of Cj, which can be calculated as
« = 2 ^ + | m i + ^ ) .
=  6.12157... =  (0.974277...) x 2tt, 
which is less than the circumference of the unit circle.
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Table 2.1: Jarmk polygon dimensions (6 significant figures).
H eight H Vertices D iam eter Dh Length Ah 7T X D u Xh / ttDh
1 8 3 9.65685 9.42477 1.0246
2 16 9 27.5454 28.2743 0.97422
3 32 27 81.688 84.823 0.963041
4 48 51 154.673 160.221 0.965373
5 80 111 336.419 348.717 0.964734
6 96 147 447.563 461.814 0.969141
7 144 273 830.372 857.655 0.968189
8 176 369 1123.73 1159.25 0.969359
9 224 531 1618.64 1668.19 0.970297
10 256 651 1987.84 2045.18 0.971963
20 1024 5235 16001.9 16446.2 0.972985
It is interesting to see how fast the Jarmk polygon attains its limiting 
shape. In table 2.1 we have calculated values for H = 1, . . .  10 and H  =  20. 
Numerically we seem to have
0.963 <  < 0, (2.18)
7XDh
for H  >  2.
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Chapter 3
Curvature, Surfaces and 
Polytopes in Ed
T his ch ap te r u n d erp in s th e  s tru c tu re  o f convex hypersurfaces and 
po ly topes in  d-dim ensional E uclidean space.
3.1 Convex and Affine Spaces
We recall that an r-dimensional linear subspace in Ed is an r-dimensional 
plane through the origin, whereas an affine subspace of r-dimensions does 
not have to pass through the origin.
In order to rigorously work within the bounds of convex and affine Eu­
clidean spaces we now state (without proof) some fundamental results quoted 
from McMullen and Shephard [30].
P R O PO SIT IO N  3.1.1. A subset A  of Ed is convex if  and only i f  for all 
Xo, Xj £ A, and 0 < A <  1, the point
x  =  (1 -  A)xo +  Ax!
also belongs to A.
Geometrically this means th at A  is convex if and only if it contains all 
the line segments whose end points he in A.
P R O PO SIT IO N  3.1.2. I f  A \ and A2 are affine subspaces of Ed, then 
A\ fl A2 is an affine subspace and either
Ai n  a 2 =  0 ,
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or
dim(j4i f! A2) > dim ^i +  dimA2 — d.
PROPOSITION 3.1.3. I f  H  is a convex polytope in Ed, and A  is any 
affine subspace of Ed, then A n  H  is also a convex polytope.
3.2 Parallelism and Orthogonality in Ed
To clarify the parallel condition in higher dimensions, we introduce the idea 
of degrees of parallelism as described in [38].
D efinition (degrees of parallelism in higher dimensions). Let ITi and U2 be 
two planes of dimension p and q { p > q ) respectively in Ed that have no point 
in common. Let ^  be the plane of least dimension p  +  q — r that contains 
both IIi and II2. Then IIi and II2 intersect in an r-plane at infinity and we 
say that IIi and Ii2 are (r +  l) /q  parallel.
If p  =  q and r  — p — 1, then p-\-q—r = p + 1, and Hi and II2 are contained 
in the (p+  l)-plane \I>. We say that Ify and II2 are completely parallel. When 
this occurs, then through each point O in there is a unique line in #  that 
is normal to both Ify and II2. If two normals are drawn through two points 
O, O', cutting IIi and n 2 in A, B  and A', B ' then ABB'A* is a rectangle and 
A B  — A B '. The distance A B  is called the distance between the completely 
parallel p-planes.
We deduce th at if two completely parallel p-planes share a common point, 
then they are in fact the same p-plane.
In contrast to complete parallelism, we again refer to [38] in order that 
we may clarify complete orthogonality in higher dimensions.
Definition (systems of d mutually orthogonal lines). Through any point O 
in Ed we can find d lines that are all mutually perpendicular. We begin with 
a line l\. All lines perpendicular to l\ through O form a (d — l)-plane Ify 
whose normal vector a t O is Zi. Let l2 be one of these lines and let II2 be the 
(d — l)-plane whose normal vector at O is l2. Then all lines perpendicular 
to both Zi and l2 a t O lie in the (d — 2)-plane that is the intersection of Ify 
and II2. Let I3 be one of these lines. Continuing in this manner we create a 
system of d lines Zi, l2, ■ ■ ■ ,ld that are all mutually perpendicular. Any p of 
these lines determine a p-plane \Pp, and the remaining d — p lines determine 
a (d — p)-plane ^d-p- These two planes only intersect a t O and have the
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property that every line of \&p through O is perpendicular to every line of 
^d-p through 0 . The two planes !^p and ^d-p  said to be completely 
orthogonal.
We deduce that for \&p, defined as above and containing the point 0 , 
there exists a unique (d — p)-plane \1U-p that is completely orthogonal to \kp 
through 0 . Hence for a given system of d mutually orthogonal lines in Ed 
and any point 0 , for each partition of the lines into two sets containing p 
and d —p  lines there exists a unique pair of completely orthogonal planes, \kp 
and ^d-p, that intersect only at 0 ,
3.3 Curvature, Shells and d-Surfaces
In 3-dimensional Euclidean space we define the normal curvature at a point 
on a surface C  in terms of the two principal curvatures ri and r2 that cor­
respond to the principal directions d i and d 2 in which the surface torsion 
is zero. For a non-spherical point on a convex surface there are only two 
principal direction and they are orthogonal, whereas a t a spherical point (lo­
cally the surface resembles that of a sphere), all orthogonal directions are 
principal. Hence, on a sphere, any two orthogonal directions are principal 
directions so that the principal curvatures are equal and the surface torsion 
is always zero.
If we consider a direction on the surface that makes an angle 9 with the 
principal direction d i (corresponding to principal curvature r j)  and an angle 
(90° — 6 ) with principal direction d2 (corresponding to  principal curvature 
r2), then we find that the surface normal curvature r(0) and surface torsion 
t(0) in this direction are dependant on the principal curvatures. These results 
can be expressed via two famous formulae attributed to  Leonhard Euler and 
Sophie Germain respectively:
r(9) =  ricos20 +  r2sin20, (3.1)
~  (r 2 ~  it)  sin#cos0 . (3.2)
so that r 2 and r\ define the upper and lower bounds for the normal curvature 
and C  has continuous radius of normal curvature p a t each point such that
ricos20 +  r2sin 0
(3.3)
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For proofs of these results we refer the reader to [34]. We note that for a point 
P  on a convex surface, either r 2 >  t*i > 0 or 0 > r2 > ri, for if r 2 > 0 >  T\ 
then the point is hyperbolic and if r 2 or r\ is equal to zero then the point is 
parabolic. Therefore, on a convex surface, each point is either elliptic with 
r2 ^  r i or spherical with r  =  r2 =  r\. In the latter case the radius of normal 
curvature p can be expressed simply as
1
We now generalise these ideas to surfaces in higher dimensions.
H ypersurface C onditions (in Ed).
(1) A hypersurface C  is essentially an (d — l)-dimensional manifold em­
bedded in d-dimensional space such as a two-dimensional surface in 
three-dimensional space.
(2) For a given point P  on a hypersurface C in d-dimensional space there 
exist (d—1) principal directions d i, d2, . . . ,  d^-i that essentially amount 
to a preferred orthogonal basis for the tangent hyperplane to the hyper­
surface at P , where the d-th possible orthogonal direction n  is normal 
to  the tangent hyperplane.
(3) The normal curvatures 1*1, r2, . . . ,  rd-  1 for a point P  on the hypersurface 
C  can be determined by evaluating the cross-sectional curvatures of C  
along the principal directions in the tangent hyperplane at P . These 
normal curvatures of the hypersurface in the respective principal direc­
tions d i, d2, - . . ,  drf_i are called the principal curvatures.
(4) The principal curvatures r*i, r2, . . . ,  rd_i effectively describe the move­
ment of the normal vector n  to the hypersurface C  at a point P  via 
(d — 1) curvature elements in orthogonal directions and are also known 
as the extrinsic curvatures of C  at P .
(3.4)
For a more rigorous analysis of Conditions (2), (3) and (4), the reader may 
refer to  the bibliography [34] as a full treatise concerning the curvature of 
surfaces and the many ingenious methods devised for calculating the intrinsic 
and extrinsic curvatures and the principal directions is worthy of a long article 
in its own right.
We will assume from (2) that at every point P  on C there exist a tangent 
hyperplane, and from (3), that along any direction in this hyperplane at P  
we can take a two-dimensional cross-section, II of C, as clarified below in 
Lemma 3.3.1. This means that C  will appear in II as a closed plane curve 
C', where the curve C' will then have the usual measurable properties of 
“curvature” and “radius of curvature” .
D efinition. Let C be the boundary surface of a strictly convex bounded d- 
dimensional body, which sits in a hypersphere of radius C\M  in d-dimensional 
Euclidean space. At each point P  on C there exists a tangent hyperplane 
4/ with normal vector n, so that n  is the outward normal to C at P  and 
and n  form a completely orthogonal pair through the point P. Let Co be the 
locus of points a t distance 8  from C measured along the interior normals to 
C, and let C\ be the locus of points a t distance 8  measured along the exterior 
normals. Let E  be the d-dimensional shell bounded by Co and C\ so that E  
has thickness 28. Let S  be the set of integer points in E, and let H  be the 
convex hull of S , so th at i f  is a d-dimensional convex polytope [4], [6], [5]. 
All points of 5  lie in H, but not all integer points on the boundary of H  lie 
in S.
LEM M A 3.3.1. Let II be the two-dimensional affine plane defined by the 
normal n  to C  at a point P  and any other point inside our convex hull H  
that does not lie on n . Then Co and C\ will appear in II as convex curves 
seperated by a distance 28 along the normal n  to C at point P, and H  as a 
convex polygon whose vertices lie between these curves.
Proof. The space bounded by the convex hull H  is full d-dimensional, and 
applying Proposition 3.1.2, we have
2 >  dim II >  d +  2 — d,
yielding dim II =  2 . Our hypersurface C also contains a portion of d- 
dimensional space and so by a similar argument will contain a portion of 
two-dimensional space in II bounded by a convex curve C'. As II contains a
28
normal, through P , common to Co, C  and Ci, the distance along this normal 
between Cq and CJ in II must be 28. By Proposition 3.1.3, UDH  is a convex 
polytope H ' lying in II fl if , and the vertices of H ' must lie between the two 
convex closed curves C'0 and CJ. Hence H ' is a convex polygon in n. □
We now formulate more concisely the conditions satisfied by the hyper­
surface C via these plane sectional curves.
C u rv atu re  C ondition  (with size parameter M). For any point P  on C and 
any two-plane n through the normal to C at P , let C(n, P) be the closed 
plane curve C fl n. Then C(n, P) is a twice differentiable plane curve with 
radius of curvature p lying in the range
coM +  ^ < p < ClM - ^ ,  (3.5)
where the constants cq, C \ and 8 satisfy
T7 <  Co <  1 <  ci, and 8 < (3.6)M  4
Local C u rv a tu re  C ond ition . There is a constant k such that for C(n, P) 
defined as above, the points Q of C(n, P ) with PQ < kM  form a twice 
differentiable plane curve with radius of curvature satisfying (3.5).
D efinition (tac-plane). Let be a hyperplane and K  a closed connected 
set in Ed. Then 4*0 is called a tac-plane to a set K  if \&0 contains at least 
one point of K  and K  is contained in one of the (closed) half-spaces bounded 
by O o­
l e m m a  3.3.2. The boundary surfaces Co and C\ of our shell E  have a 
tangent hyperplane at each point Q, and their two-dimensional cross-sections 
C(n, Q) in planes normal to the tangent hyperplanes are twice differentiable, 
with radius of curvatures in the range
1 1
cqM  <  cqM  +  —  —  8  <  p  <  C \ M  —  —  —  8  <  C \ M , (3*7)z z
and
CqM  <  Cq M  +  -  +  8  <  p  <  C \M  — ^  +  6  <  C \M , (3.8)z z
respectively.
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Proof for  Co- Let the normal from Q to C meet C at a point P. Let ^  be 
the tangent hyperplane to C at P. Let 'I'o be the hyperplane through Q 
parallel to >P. The distance from ^  to is 5. All points of C other than P  
lie on the same side of so all points of Co other than Q lie on the opposite 
side of *o to Q, so ^o is a tac-hyperplane to Co-
Consider a two-dimensional cross-section, II say, through PQ. The sur­
faces C and Co meet the plane in closed curves C  and CJ. The tangent plane 
and tac-plane $o meet the plane in parallel lines I  and m, in a direction 
0 to some fixed axis. Let P  be the point (x(0), y{0))- Then Q is the point
m
Figure 3.1:
(X , Y ) = (x(0) — S sin 0, y(0) +  S cos 0),
with
W  = ^  ~ Scos0 = (p~S)c°s0 ,
These equations correspond to an intrinsic equation for CJ in which there 
is a tangent a t inclination 0, so the line m  is actually tangent to CJ. The 
radius of curvature of CJ is p — 6, which satisfies the inequalities given by 
(3.7) of the Lemma. Since every plane cross-section normal to \&o meets ^o 
in a line tangent to CJ, ^o is a tangent hyperplane to Co at Q, not just a 
tac-hyperplane. The proof for C\ is similar. □
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R em ark .
(1) The parameters in (3.5) axe specifically chosen so that if C  is any surface 
satisfying the Curvature Condition, then p, the radius of curvature of 
any plane cross-sectional curve of Cq or C\, will obey the inequalities
This simplifies a fundamental counting argument in following chapters 
where we cover the shell E, with thinner shells of thickness <$o, and each 
shell will satisfy (3.9).
(2) We want to estimate the size of S' in terms of 6 and M, treating cq and 
Ci as dimensionless constants.
(3) The convex hull H  has hyperfaces F,, (for facet) each with an equation 
of the form
The hyperface or facet F* goes through at least d integer points, so we 
can take n* to be a primitive integer vector (^ 41? A ,^ . . . ,  Ad) and Di to 
be a positive integer. Different hyperfaces F* have different outward 
normal primitive integer vectors n*.
(4) We note that a convex hull H  in two-dimensional space has the mea­
surable quantities of one-dimensional perimeter and two-dimensional 
area, while in three-dimensional space, a convex hull has the measur­
able quantities of two-dimensional surface area and three-dimensional 
volume, but no measurable perimeter. Generalising to higher dimen­
sions, we can assume th at each time we step up a dimension we lose 
a measurable quantity from the previous dimension and gain a mea­
surable quantity from the new dimension. Therefore we will associate 
two fundamental quantities with a convex hull in d-dimensional Eu­
clidean space called the hypervolume Vd of H  with dimension d and 
the hypersurface content Sd of H  with dimension d — 1.
LEM M A 3.3.3. Under the Curvature Condition, the shell E  containing S, 
the set of integer points, lies in a d-hypersphere of radius R  =  C\M. The 
volume Vd and surface content Sd of this sphere is given by the formulae
CqM  <  p  <  C \M . (3.9)
Dj-Xi =  Di. (3.10)
Vj — ajR? , Sj =  dotdH? (3.11)
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where
OL2k = j-jr, <*2*+l =
22k+17rkk\
and for d >  2,
dad <  (27r)d l. (3.13)
Proof. An eloquent proof of the formulaes for Vd and Sd is given in [38]. □  
For example, if d =  4, then
In this section we again consider the general d-dimensional case, so that 
the convex hull H  of the set of integer points S  is a d-dimensional convex 
polytope V , where d >  2 .
LEM M A 3.4.1. To each hypersurface face of the convex polytope V  we 
assign a standard normal vector; this is the unique outward normal integer 
vector (Ai, A 2 , . . . ,  Ad), which is primitive in the sense that hcf(Ai, A2 , A3, . . .  
. . . ,  Ad) =  1. Then for each N  > 1 there are
hyperfaces of V  whose standard normal vector has length at most N . 
Proof Let r<f(n) [16], [37] be the number of solutions to
7T2
V4 = Ct4 &  =  y  i* 4
and
£4 =  P4&  =  2tt2jR3.
3.4 Convex Polytopes
+  0 (N d- 1) < 3dN d
C(<»)
(3.14)
A \ + A% + A% + . . .  + A% = n, (3.15)
and S (N 2) the sum of all of these solutions so that
(3.16)
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If (A i ,A 2, A s . .. Ad) are integer solutions to (3.15) then they are also the 
co-ordinates of a lattice point on a hypersphere of radius y/n. The set of all 
lattice points on this hypersphere correspond to the different (if not distinct) 
solutions to (3.15) and there number is counted exactly by rd(n).
We think of hypercubes of hypervolume 1 centred at each of these lattice 
points, thereby completely filling a portion of hyperspace without overlapping 
as each point corresponds to some solution of (3.15).
Therefore 5(JV2) is the volume of all these hypercubes with centres inside 
or on the hypersphere of radius N . The distance between the centre and 
vertex of a hypercube is yfdj2, so that the total volume is enclosed by a 
hypersphere of radius
\ f dR  = N + ± - ,
and completely contains the sphere of radius
AT ^  
r  = N - ~ 2 ’
so that
a jrd <  S(JV2) <  adR?,
- 5(jv2)- +t ) '
Hence
N 2
S (N 2) = ^ r d(n) =  adN d + 0(AT'-1). (3.17)
n=l
To obtain the average value of over these N 2 values, we divide the sum by 
N 2 and denote this average by r^, so that
rd(N 2) =  a dN d~2 +  0 (N d~s). (3.18)
If e =  h c f(A i,A 2, As, . . . ,  A<i), then there exists an integer n! such that 
n2 =  (n')2e2 and
»•<*(") =  S  ( p ) .
e?\n
where .Rd(n) is the rnunber of primitive solutions to (3.15).
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Using Mobius Inversion [37] we have
M " )  =  E * * ^  ( S )  ■
e2|n
and
N 2 N 2
E **(*») = E E (^ )
n = l n = l  e=v/n
V«€N
= E^e) E rd(5) = E^e) E ri(")
e<iV n=0 (mod e2) e< N  n<N ^/e2
nKN 2
-  L -(*) { ^ +o ( £ ) } - « « ■  E  o E
e<AT  ^ \  /  J e< N  \  e< N  /
qjJV* ( N ^ g d - 1) \
c(d) v c(2d - 2) ; •
Hence
JV2 j
E^(”) = ^ -+ 0(^ 1)-
To see that the constant in this order of magnitude is <  3d, we note that
there are (2iV-f-1) possibilities for each vector entry so that the total possible
number of vectors is
(2i\T+ l)d < 3>dN d. □
If d=4, then we have < 81iV4 facets of V  whose standard normal vector 
has length at most N.
The next two results are stated without proof as their derivations are well 
documented [38].
LEM M A 3.4.2. The d-dimensional hypervolume of the simplex with comers 
Xi, X2, X3, . . . ,  Xd+i, where x* is the row vector
X j —  ( a J j j ,  X q , 3^*3, • • . , ^ » d )?
is given by
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y (d)(xi, X 2, X3, . . ., Xrf+i) =
±1
d\
Xl
x2
x3
1 Xrf+1
the sign being chosen to make the right hand side non-negative.
If x i, x2, X3, . . . ,  Xd+i are integer vectors not all in the same hyperplane, 
then
V(<^)(x i,x 2, x3, . . . , x^+i) >  —.
LEM M A 3.4.3. In d-dimensional space, the perpendicular distance from 
the point y  to the hyperplane with with equation
A\Xi +  A 2x 2 +  A3X3 + . . .  Adxd — E
is
D A\y\ +  A 2y2 +  A3J/3 + . . .  Ajyd — E
y/(A% +  A l -I- A \ + . . .  +  Al)
If the point and the equation both have integer coefficients, and the point y 
does not he on the hyperplane, then for some positive integer k
y/{Al + A l + A l + . . .  + Al)
>
f ( A l  + A l + A l + . . .  + A l)
0 .19)
LEM M A 3.4.4. Let W  be a set of distinct integer points in d-dimensional 
space, not all on the same hyperplane. Consider subsets Ki consisting ofd+1 
elements of W , not all on the same hyperplane. Let Ti be the convex hull of 
the points of Ki, a d-simplex. Let K j be the subset for which the simplex 
Tj has smallest volume. Then Tj contains no other point of W  besides the 
points in K j.
Proof. Suppose that Ki is the set {Pi , . . . ,  Pd+i}, and the convex hull Ti 
contains another integer point Q. The point Q cannot he on ah the d +  1 
hyperplane faces of the simplex 7*. After renumbering, we can suppose that 
Q does not he on the hyperplane face P i, P2, . . .  Pd. Since Q is not the vertex
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Pd+1, the point Q is closer to this hyperplane than Pd+i, so the simplex 
P1P2 ■ -. PdQ has integer point vertices and strictly smaller volume.
Hence the minimal set K j is such that no other integer point lies on the 
convex hull Tj. □
LEM M A  3.4.5. Let S  be a set of K  distinct integer points in d-dimensional 
space that do not all lie on a hyperplane. Then there is a simplicial complex 
of at least K  — d non-overlapping d-simplices whose vertices are the K  points 
of S. By “non-overlapping” we mean that no two d-simplices in the complex 
share a portion of d-dimensional space.
Proof.
Step 1. If K  < d then the Lemma holds. If K  > d +  1, then by Lemma 
3.4.4, we choose the d + 1 integer points that form the vertices of the simplex 
T\ that has least possible hypervolume and so (by the same lemma) the 
remaining integer points all lie outside of the convex hull of T\.
Step 2. Consider points Q which are not vertices of the minimal simplex, 
and the simplices T  which are formed by joining Q to a face of 7\. As in 
Lemma 3.4.4, if T  contains another point R  of the set 5 , then there is a 
simplex T ' of smaller volume formed by joining R  to the same face of T\. 
Let T2 be a simplex of minimal volume. Then the simplicial complex T\ U T2 
contains no (d +  3)-rd point of S  and (again by Lemma 3.4.4) the point Q 
cannot lie on the faces of T\.
Step 3 (and subsequent steps). Consider points R  which are not vertices 
of the simplicial complex J  already constructed, and the simplices T  formed 
by joining R  to a face of J. Choose T3 of minimal volume. As in Step 2 , the 
simplicial complex J ' =  T\ U T2 U T3 contains no (d +  4)-th point of S.
This process continues until all K  points of S  have been used, forming a 
complex o i K - d  non-overlapping simplices. □
LEM M A 3.4.6. Let V  be a convex polytope contained in a hypersphere 
radius R, whose vertices are integer points. Then the number of (d — 1)- 
hyperplane faces of V  whose standard normal vector has length greater than 
N  is
<  ^  (3 20)
Proof. Consider d integer points Xi, x2, X3, . . . ,  x j^ lying on a hyperplane face 
with primitive normal vector (Ai, A2, A3l. . . ,  Ad), where the d-integer points
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form a simplex with (d — 1)-dimensional volume and Xd+i, an inte­
ger point lying off the hyperplane face. From (3.19) of Lemma 3.4.3, the 
perpendicular distance D  from x j+ i to the hyperplane face is given by
D _ ___________ k___________
\J  (-A? +  A$ +  A$ +  . . .  +  A%)
for some positive integer k. We chose x<*+i so that the distance is minimal 
and so k  =  1. Theses d +  1 points form a d-dimensional simplex whose 
volume, , is calculated by multiplying the (d — l)-volume of the base, 
y(rf~1)j by the height D  and then dividing by d.
Since the volume of a d-simplex whose vertices are integer points is at 
least 1/d!, we have
i  <  Vr(d)(x i,x 2,x 3, . . . , x d+i) =
and so
K ( ‘^ 1) ( x i , x 2 , x 3 , . . . , x j )  >  ^J(A\ +  +  A% + . . .  +  A$)
~ ( d -  1)!’ 3^'21^
by the conditions of the Lemma.
The (d— l)-dimensional hypervolume of the hyperplane faces of the convex 
polytope must be less than or equal to  the (d—l)-hypervolume of the surface 
of the d-dimensional hypersphere enclosing it. Let A, be the hypervolume of 
each hyperplane face of the polytope then by equation (3.11) we have
’* T A i < S d = dajK*-1 = d a jR 1- 1. (3.22)
We obtain an upper bound for the number of large hyperplane faces of the
convex polytope by dividing the lower bound (3.21) into the upper bound
(3.22) to obtain
< ^ ' ( ^ 1 ) '  (3.23)
^  □
TH EO R EM  3.4.7. Let V  be a convex polytope contained in a d-hypersphere 
radius R, whose vertices are integer points. Then the number of (d — 1)- 
dimensioncd hyperplane faces of V  is
d  d ( d -1)
< 2 (3 a ddl)d+i R  d+1 . (3.24)
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Proof. We take
( c td d \ \  <*+1JV=(^rj * * f l -
in (3.14) of Lemma 3.4.1 and (3.20) of Lemma 3.4.6. The total number of 
hyperplane faces is the sum of bounds for those with long normal vectors in 
(3.14) and those with short normal vectors in (3.20)
<  ^ Cl7  lrf! +  (3N)d = 2 (3a<^!)5+i I f M 1 .
□
LEM M A 3.4.8. Let V  be a convex d-polytope with vertices at integer points. 
Prom each j-face Fi ofV,  we pick out (j + 1) vertices v^i, vi>2, . • •, Vij+i that 
do not all lie on a (j — 1)-dimensional plane. Let w* be the centroid of these 
vertices
K i  +  vw +  . . .  +  Vii0+, , ) . (3.25)
Let T  = {w1? w2, . . . ,  w/j} be the set of centroids associated with all the j -  
faces ofV . For a set U, let conv{t/} denote the smallest convex set containing 
all the elements of U. Then the centroids w* are true vertices o f conv{T}, 
in the sense that for any t  =  1___ , h
conv{T\{w/j}} /  conv{T}.
Proof. We must rule out the possibility that
h
w« =  $ 2  \ w»> (3.26)
9=1
with
h
0 < A9 <  1, =  (3.27)
9=1
Substituting for wg using (3.25) and multiplying by (j + 1) to clear fractions 
yields
h j + 1
v4,i +  v i>2 +  . . .  +  V,i0+1) = A»v»,/- (3.28)
9=1 f =  1
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Each j-face F* is the intersection of at least (d —j ) hyperplane faces of V  and 
our (j +  1) vertices of F» are also vertices of each of these hyperplanes. We 
label these hyperplanes Hi, n2, .. •, Iljb,. . .  11* with primitive integer normal 
vectors n^, so that any point r  lying on 11* satisfies the equation
r.n* =  Dk.
As V  is convex, all the II* are supporting hyperplanes of V. Hence, for any 
point x  in If  we have
x.n* < Dfc, (3.29)
where we have assumed (using a suitable integer vector translation) that V  
contains the origin. Applying (3.29) to (3.28) yields
h j+l
(v4,i +  v4>2 +  . . .  +  V4i0+1)).n* =  Dk(j +  1) =  5Z  S  A»vs ,/n*
<T=1 /= 1
h
^  U +  1) 5 Z ~  Dk(j +  1),
9=1
implying that
h j+l
Dk(j + 1) = E E v*/n* = + !)• (33°)
9=1 f=1
This equality is only satisfied if all of the vertices vgj  for which Xg 0 are 
on the hyperplanes IT*, 1 <  k < t.
Now any j-face Ft of a convex d-polytope V  can be defined as the intersection 
of the g-faces that contain F*, j  < q < (d — 1). Therefore, as the vertices wgj  
lie on such an intersection with q =  (d — 1), we deduce that the vertices v9j  
for which Xg ^  0 are all vertices of our j-face F*. That is, vg>1, v9j2, . • •, vgj+1 
are vertices of F<.
This implies that for g ^  * in equation (3.28) we must have Xg = 0, as 
two distinct j-faees of V  cannot share (j -f 1) vertices. Hence there is only 
one term, Xg, with g — i and A* =  1 yielding the trivial expression, right 
hand side is identical to left hand side in equation (3.28).
Therefore, w* has only one expression as a convex sum of
T =  {w i,w 2, . . . ,w*},
and thus w* is not in the convex hull of T  — w*. □
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R em ark . Theorem 3.4.9 is a version of Andrew’s Theorem [1] (stated at 
the beginning of Chapter 6) with explicit constants. The second statement 
regarding the number of faces was not stated in [1], McMullen [31] has upper 
bounds for the number of faces in terms of the vertices. These bounds can 
be attained by polytopes with integer vertices lying on a twisted quantic (or 
moment) curve, /(£), defined by
but the parameter M  is very large. The Upper-bound Theorem states:
For j  =  0, the above upper-bounds are exact, with fa{v, d) =  v, whereas, for 
the upper bounds are >  0 (v2).
Theorem 3.4.9 (below) gives an upper-bound for the number of j-faces of 
a lattice d-polytope V, lying in a hypersphere of radius R , in terms of the 
parameter R. Hence for a spherically contained d-polytope, there exist triples 
(d, / 0, j) , for which the second statement of Theorem 3.4.9 is an improvement 
on the general Upper-bound Theorem for convex d-polytopes, proved by 
McMullen [30] in 1970.
TH EO R EM  3.4.9. In d-dimensional space, a convex polytope V  with /o 
vertices, all at integer points, contained in a hypersphere of radius R  satisfies
Let fj(v , d) be the number of j-dimensional faces of a convex d-polytope V  
with v vertices, where 0 < j  < d — 1. Then the following holds:
(1) If d =  2n, then
(2) If d — 2n + 1, then
f 0 < 2{3add\)d+i(2R) <*+i <3641(272) <*+1 .
d_ d(d-1) d(d-1)
(3.31)
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Let 1 <  j  < d — 2. Under the conditions of the theorem, the number f j  of 
j  -faces of P  satisfies
d djd-1)
f j  < 2 (3ad(P.)d+i (2(j +  1 )R) d+1 - (3.32)
Proof Let T  be the set of midpoints of edges of P , and let V  be the convex 
hull of T. By Lemma 3.5 each point of T  is a vertex of V f. Let V  be the 
vertex of V  where edges ei, e2, . . . ,e r  meet and let Wi, W2, . . . ,  Wr be the 
respective midpoints of these edges. The W\, W2, . . . ,  Wr are all vertices of 
V ' but not necessarily of the same facet.
By construction, each vertex V  of V  is truncated by a facet F  of V  and 
we say that V  belongs to the facet F. Geometrically we can think of V  as 
lying above the facet F. The supporting hyperplane II of V  containing F  
cuts P  in a (d — l)-dimensional convex polytope Q. The join of V  to any 
other vertex V' of P  cuts II within this convex polytope. We now show that 
V' cannot He above the facet F. The vertices of Q are points X i, X 2, . . . , X r 
on ei, e2, . . . ,  er and Xi is either Wi, the midpoint of e*, or between V  and 
Wi. Therefore, if V ' lies above F, then V' lies in conv(Q, V) and so V' Ues 
in conv(F, X \ 9 X 2, . . . ,  X r ). The only vertex of P  in this list is V, so V ' — V.
This implies that the number of facets of P / is greater than or equal to 
the number of vertices of P .
Now 2P 7 is a polytope with integer vertices lying in a d-sphere radius 
2ciAf, so the number of faces of V  is given by (3.24) of Theorem 3.4.7, but 
with a larger implied constant. We deduce the result (3.31).
For each j - face G of P  we choose j  + 1 vertices that do not all lie on the 
same ( j—1)-plane and construct C(G), the centroid of the j+1  vertices. Since 
C(G) does not he on the (j — l)-dimensional boundary of G, C(G) cannot 
lie on any other j-face. Let U be the set of centroids C(G) constructed from 
the j-faces of P .
By Lemma 3.4.8, U is a strictly convex set and we define P " to be the 
convex hull of the points C(G) in U. Then (jf+ l)P // is a polytope with integer 
point vertices lying in a d-sphere radius (j +  1)J?, so that the number of 
vertices of V" is given by equation (3.31), but with a larger implied constant. 
Each ji-face G gives a distinct point C{G) in U which is a vertex of the convex 
polytope P". We deduce the result (3.32). □
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3.5 Major Arcs and Lattices
D efin ition  (major and minor arcs). It is helpful in many problems to sepa­
rate “major arcs” , regions where there is good Diophantine approximation, 
from “minor arcs” , regions where there is not. In this paper a major arc can 
be described informally as a region U of the shell E  such that the convex 
hull of all the integer points in U is contained in the intersection of E  with 
some hyperplane. Hence U can be of dimension j ,  with j  =  1, 2 , . . . ,  d — 1.
For each major arc we are interested in the integer points which He within 
a distance S from the hypersurface C. In the following chapter we will show 
that the integer points he in clusters around the vertices of the convex hull 
if , which we call components of a major arc. We saw in Lemma 2.2.1 that 
at most two one-dimensional components can he on the same straight line. 
Higher dimensional components, are however, not as simple and for the di­
mensions (d — 1) >  j  > 2 , there can exist many j-dimensional components 
on the same j-dimensional plane.
By considering two-dimensional cross-sections of the shell E, we can see 
that each j-dimensional component of a major arc has maximum diameter 
equal to the maximum length of a component of a one-dimensional major 
arc. By Lemma 2.2.2 this is
<  iy/SciM . (3.33)
Hence a j-dimensional component is contained within a j-dimensional hy­
percube of volume
<  (V ic iA fY . (3.34)
By the same Lemma, any major arc that is tangential to Co, contained wholly 
within the shell E, and has a 2-dimensional cross-section that is chordal to 
Ci, must have diameter D  in the range
Ay/8coM < D <  Ay/ddM . (3.35)
LEM M A 3.5.1. Let R  =  C\M and let F  be a facet or hyperplane face of 
H  that lies in a hyperplane with outward normal n. Let X  be the point of 
Ci at which n  is the outward normal. Let h be the distance from X  along 
the inward normal to the nearest point Y  on the hyperplane Let E' be the 
(d — \)-dimensional cross-section of E  contained in so that E ' contains
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all parts of the face F  that lie in the shell E. Then the (d — 1 )-dimensional 
volume V  of E ' is bounded above by
d+9 d—1 3
V  < 2~Td8R~Th  2 . (3.36)
X
26
Une 1
2R -h
Figure 3.2: (section by 2-plane II through I and X).
Proof. Let II be a two-dimensional plane through X Y ,  and let E* be the 
two-dimensional cross-section of E  by II (Figure 3.2). Then II cuts ^  in a 
straight line I which meets C\ in two distinct points A  and B. The points 
A  and B  lie inside the circle radius R  through X  with n  as outward normal 
at X . For clarity, the curves Co and Ci in Figure 3.2 are drawn as circles. 
From (2.8) in the proof of Lemma 2.2.2 we have
A Y  < y/h(2R  -  h) =  k. (3.37)
Hence the set E' — EC\^ lies within a (d—l)-sphere centre Y  radius < y/2Rh.
Case 1. When h <28  the plane ^  does not cut Co and by (3.9), the diameter 
of Ef satisfies (2.6). This implies that the whole of the facet F  is contained 
within the shell E. Therefore, the (d — l)-dimensional volume V  of E' is
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ttnel j
Figure 3.3: (section by 2-plane III through I and T).
less than or equal to that of a (d — l)-sphere radius y/2hR. Applying (3.12) 
yields
d- 1 d+ 5 d- 1
V  < ad- i ( 2 h R ) ~  < 2~{hR)~2~. (3.38)
Case 2. When h > 26 the hyperplane ^  meets Co, and the line I in the
two-dimensional plane II cuts Co in two distinct points A q and B0. Let A qT
be the normal from Ao to  Ci, so the distance AqT  is 2<5, and let C* be the 
hypersphere radius R  touching C\ at T. Let IIx be the two-dimensional plane 
through the line I and the point T  (Figure 3.3). Then C\ and the shell E  
are contained within C*. The line I cuts C* at A* and B*, so that by the 
geometry of circles
AAq.AqB  < A*Aq.AoB* = 2S(2R -  28) < 48R. (3.39)
On the line I, the point A  lies between A * and Ao, with AAq — 77 (say) and 
rj > 0. Hence
rj < A*Ao. (3.40)
We also have
AoB* > YB* = k  =  y/h(2R -  h). (3.41)
Each point of E ' lies within a distance tj of the (d — 2)-dimensional surface 
of Ci D . The (d — 2)-dimensional volume of C\ fl 4* is a t most the surface 
content of a (d — l)-dimensional sphere radius k , which by (3.11) is equal to
(d -  l)a d- ik d~2.
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Therefore, the (d — l)-dimensionaI volume V  of E' satisfies
V < (d -  l)ad-iT)kd' 2 (3.42)
From (3.39), (3.40) and (3.41) we have
r)k < A*Aq.AqB* < 4SR. (3.43)
Hence we can write
V < ( d -  l)ot4-i(48R)kd~3
which simplifies to
(3.44)
Combining (3.38) and (3.44) yields
d+ 9 d- 1 d -  3
V < 2  2 ddR 2 h 2 ,
and hence the result. □
LEM M A 3.5.2. In d-dimensional space, the number of integer points of S  
in E  that lie strictly inside the convex hull H  of S is
In particular, i fd  — 3, then the number of integer points lying within a short 
distance 5 of the convex hull H  is
Proof. Given that the integer point vertices of our convex hull H  and any
convex hypersurface C, we can associate a hyperslab of width 25 with each 
facet of the polytopal convex hull where the hyperslabs will overlap.
Any integer points in H  fl E  must lie within a distance 25 of the nearest 
polytope facet F* with hypersurface area A*. The internal or “dihedral” 
angles between facets are <  180° due to convexity. Let P  be such a point with 
nearest hyperface so th at the perpendicular from P  to the hyperplane Fi 
actually hits F*. If not, then some other hyperplane is nearer (Fj say depicted 
in Figure 3.4) under the distance equation (3.19) defined in Lemma 3.4.3.
<  26dtadd(clM )d~1. (3.45)
<  48 tt<5(c 1M ) 2. (3.46)
integer points contained within it fie within a distance 5 from the closed
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pFigure 3.4:
Therefore each integer point P  lying inside the convex hull can be asso­
ciated uniquely with a nearest hyperface Fj.
Corresponding to each hyperface Fj we have a hyperslab Si consisting 
of two completely parallel hyperfaces Fj and Fj shifted by 25 in the normal 
direction to the hyperplane. The hypervolume of Si = 25Ai where Ai is the 
hypersurface area of Fj.
We know from Lemma 3.4.5 that in d-dimensions, K  points that do not 
all lie on the same hyperplane form a simplicial complex of (F  — d) non­
overlapping simplices. Each simplex has hypervolume 1/d! multiplied by an 
integer so that each of these simplices has hypervolume >  1/d!.
Therefore, if F j is the number of internal integer points associated 
uniquely with the hyperface Fj, which itself has at least d integer point 
vertices, then the total number of internal and boundary integer points of 
the hyperface is
> d *+■ F j,
so that we have F j non-overlapping simplices, yielding
% < 2 6 A ,
so that
F j <  2d!M j.
Hence the total number of integer points lying within a short distance <5 of 
the convex hull H  is
i i
< > > <
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The boundary content of our convex d-polytope H  is less than or equal to 
that of the hypersphere with radius of curvature C\M enclosing it. Therefore, 
using (3.11), we have
Y Ki < 2d\Sajd(ciM)d~1. □
i
LEM M A 3.5.3. Let U be a hyperplane with equation
n.x  =  £>,
where n  is a primitive integer vector, and D is an integer. Then the integer 
points of II form a lattice with determinant |n |.
Proof. The integer points in d dimensions with
n .x  =  0 mod |n |2
form a d-dimensional lattice N  whose determinant is |n |2. Let 4* be the 
hyperplane through the origin parallel to II. The integer points on 4* form a 
lattice M, a sub-lattice of N . If xGiV,  then
n .x  =  c |n |2,
for some constant c, so x  — cn is on 4* and so in M. Hence
N  =  span < M , n  > .
Let V  be the (d — l)-dimensional volume of the fundamental lattice of M. 
Since n  is orthogonal to the hyperplane n, the determinant of the lattice N  
is V |n |,
V  =  |n |.
If A is a lattice in the hyperplane n, then we can obtain A by shifting M  in 
hyperplane by some vector e, where e is a coset representative for N  on the 
big lattice Zd. Thus the integer points on n form a lattice with determinant 
|n |. □
LEM M A 3.5.4. Let A be a j-dimensional lattice, 1 < j  < d, whose deter­
minant is n. Let U be a convex set in the j-plane of A, with j-dimensional 
volume V, containing K  points of the lattice A. Then one of the following 
two cases holds:
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(1) Major case. All the points of A in the set U lie on a (j  — 1)-dimensional 
plane, or
(2) Minor case,
V  V
K  < j \ — I- i  < (j +  1)!—. n n
Proof. In the minor case, by Lemma 3.4.5, the convex hull H  of the set 
U contains K  — j  disjoint simplices with vertices at lattice points, each of 
volume at least n /j\. The union of these simplices lies inside U, so we have
( K - j ) ^ < V ,  K  < j!— +j .  □j l  n
This gives the first inequality. There is at least one such simplex, so
and we deduce the second inequality.
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Chapter 4 
Components of H
T his ch ap ter derives a  m ethod  th a t enables th e  classification and 
enum eration  o f th e  j-d im ensional m ajor arcs o f th e  convex hull H.
4.1 Vertex Components
For each point P  in our shell E, there is a normal to the boundary C, meeting 
the outer boundary C\ normally at a point R\ and the inner boundary surface 
Co normally a t a point Rq. We call Rq and R\ the normal projections of P  
onto Co and C\. The vertices of our convex polytope H,  must, by definition 
lie in E  and for every other non-vertex integer point in E  there must exist at 
least one nearest vertex. We now formalise this concept with the following 
definition.
D efinition (vertex components). Let P  be a point of S  in the shell E  and 
Ri the normal projection of P  onto C\. Let V  be a vertex of the convex hull 
H  and E' the plane cross-sectional strip of E  containing V, P  and R\. If the 
line segment R{V  does not cut the inner boundary surface Co, and so lies 
entirely within the closed strip E \  then we say that P  lies in the component 
S(V) of S.
LEM M A 4.1.1. Every point P  o fS  belongs to some vertex component S(V).
Proof. The line segment P R \ cuts the boundary of the convex hull H  at 
some point Q between P  and R\ inside E, so that Q lies in some hyperplane
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face F  of H. If Q is a vertex of H  then P  belongs to S(Q) as QR\ will lie 
on the line segment RqR\ inside E.
Ri
Q
Figure 4.1:
We now assume that the point Q is not a vertex of H  and triangulate the 
facet F  of H  containing Q so that Q lies in some simplex W  = V1V2V3 ■ - Vd- 
If the line segment QVi does not enter the interior of the convex set bounded 
by Co then neither does R \V ^ implying that P  lies in S(Vi).
If P  lies in no S(Vi) then each line segment QV{ on F  cuts the interior 
of Co in some point Q i  also on F  but not in E. The whole convex simplex 
Q 1 Q 2  - Q d  therefore lies strictly inside Co and contains Q. Hence, Q is not 
in E  which is impossible, since Q lies on the line segment R0 R 1 , which is 
strictly inside E. This contradiction shows that for some i, the line segment 
ViQ lies in E  and so ViR\ lies in E  and P  is in the component corresponding 
to Vi. □
LEM M A 4.1.2 (spacing lemma). Let V  be a vertex of the convex hull H. 
Let P  be a point of S  not in the component S(V) of V.  Let R\ and R 2 be 
the respective normal projections of P  and V  onto C\. Then
R 1R 2 > y/cqSM, (4.1)
and the angle between the normals to C\ at R\ and R2 is
(4.2)
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Figure 4.2:
Proof. Since P  is not in the component of V, the line R \V  cuts Co in two 
points Wi and W2. Let E ' be the plane sectional closed strip of E  defined by 
the line R \V  and the point R2, so that E' also contains the points W\ and 
W2. Between W\ and W2 on Co is a point W  where the tanget to Co in E' 
passes through Ri. Then
R iV  > R yW2 > R iW  > 2y/ScaM,
by (3.35). Hence
R 1R2 > R iV  - 2 S>  2y/6coM -  28
> 2 y/ScoM — \J 8cqM  =  y/ScoM,
by (3.5) €ind (3.6), which is (4.1).
To obtain (4.2) we consider the d-sphere B  with centre on R2V  produced, 
radius ciM , touching C\ a t R2. There is a point on B  where the outward 
normal is parallel to the outward normal to Ci at Ri, making some angle 6 
with the outward normal a t R 2. Since C\ has sectional radius of curvature 
less than or equal to CiM, the radius of B, we have
R \R 2 <  R!xR2.
The shortest distance from R/1 to R2 along the surface of B  is Qc\M, so
6c\M  >  R!±R2 >  R \R 2 > y jcqSM ,
as required. O
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4.2 Enlarged Vertex Components
We choose a  well-spaced subset of the vertices of H. As each integer point 
P  in S  belongs to at least one component S(V) labelled by some vertex V  of 
the convex hull H,  components labelled by different vertices may well overlap 
and different vertices of the convex hull may be close together. We pick a 
well-spaced set of vertices of H  as follows. Pick a vertex Vi, and let the 
enlarged component <S"(Vi) be the union of all components S(V) with V  in 
S(Fj).
Now pick a vertex V2 not in <S"(Vi), and form the enlarged component 
S'CVy. We pick Vi+i not in «5>'(Vi), , . . . ,  S'(Vi), and so on until all of
the vertices V  of the convex hull H  lie in some enlarged component.
We want to discuss the spacing of the vertices Vi that label the enlarged 
components S'(Vi). Each Vi has a normal projection Ri on C\. Consider a 
d-sphere B  of radius c\M. We associate Ri on C\ with the point Wi on B  
where the outward normal n  to B  is parallel to the outward normal to C\ at 
Ri.
Let Vi and V} be distinct vertices labelling enlarged vertex components. 
Since Vj £ S^Vi), by (4.1) of Lemma 4.1.2 we have
RiRj > y/coSM.
Since C\ has sectional radii of curvature at most ci M,
WiWj > RiRj > y/coSM.
Hence <2-balls radius ^y/coSM, centred on the points IV, on the surface of the 
d-sphere are disjoint.
The d-ball Bi meets the surface of the d-sphere B  in a set A* which 
contains the centre Wi of Bi and is a (d — l)-ball in spherical geometry. As 
the Bi are disjoint, the (d — l)-volumes Ai, on the surface of the d-sphere J5, 
are also disjoint and do not overlap. Hence different sets S'(Vi) correspond 
to disjoint sets Ai, centre on the surface of the d-sphere B. The (d — 1)- 
volume of Ai is greater than the (d — 1)-volume of the intersection of a 
hyperplane through Wi with Bi, which is
Therefore each enlarged vertex component <S"(V^ ) corresponds to a disjoint 
set Ai, centre Wi, on the surface of the d-sphere B, and the number of such 
sets (and so enlarged vertex components) is
< dad(ciM)
d- 1
(4.4)
LEM M A 4.2.1 (thickness lemma). Let S'(V) be an enlarged component and 
let R2 be the normal projection of V  onto C\. Let P  be a point in S'(V). 
Then the distance h of P  from the tangent hyperplane at R 2 satisfies
h < h26c1
co
(4.5)
Proof The integer point P  lies in some component S(V') with V7 in S'(V). 
Let Ri and R^ be the respective normal projections of P  and V ’ onto C\. 
The line segments R \V ' and R^V  lie inside the shell E, so by (3.33)
R iV ’ < 4^/SciM , F ty  < Ay/SciM.
The distances V'R^ and V R 2 are at most 26, so 
R iR i < R iV ' + V'R^ +  R^V  +  VR-i < 8y/Sc,M  + 46 < lo V ^ M , (4.6) 
where we have used (3.5) and (3.6). Let Ef be the plane cross-sectional strip
Figure 4.3:
of E  defined by R\, V  and the normal projection R2 of V  onto C\. Let C' 
be the convex curve defined by the intersection of C\ and E' (Figure 4.3).
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For fixed distance R 1R 2 =  D, the distance of R\ from the tangent line 
to C' a t R 2 in E' is greatest when the radius of curvature is least, which is 
when C' is an arc of a circle radius cqM. Let a be the angle between R 1R 2 
and the tangent at R 2 . In the extreme case when C" is a circle radius cqM, 
the chord R 1R 2 subtends an angle 2a at the centre of the circle, so
The distance of P  from the tangent hyperplane to C\ at R 2 is therefore
R em ark. We are ultimately working towards a shelling argument. This uses 
the property that if we can obtain a bound valid for 6 sufficiently small, then
into concentric shells Er, 1 <  r  <  R  of thickness bounded by shrunken 
copies of the exterior hypersurface C\ of E. By inequality (3.9), we have a 
uniform upper bound of c\M  for the cross-sectional radius of curvature at 
any point on each shell Er. Hence, when regarding maximum cross-sectional 
radius of curvatures, we can work within the general shell boundary C\, 
whose sectional radius of curvature is also <  C\M.
LEM M A 4.2.2 (flatness lemma). Let S '(V) be an enlarged vertex compo­
nent of our convex hull H . I f
then all the points of S '(V) lie on a hyperplane through the vertex V.
Proof. Let P  be a point of S'(V) and let R\ and R 2 be the the normal
D  =  2cqM sin a , 
and by (4.6), the distance of R\ from the tangent at R2 is
D  sin a — D2 IOO6 C1M  _  50<fci 2CqM ~  2CqM Cq
50<fci
Co
□
we can deduce a possibly weaker bound for large 5 by dividing the shell E
S< 22d5d_113d!ci (4.7)
projections of P  and V  onto C\. All points P  of S'(V) he within a distance 
52Jci/co from the tangent hyperplane at R 2 and by (4.6)
P V  < R iR2 <  10y/SciM. (4.8)
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Hence, the set of integer points ^ (V ) all lie within a rectangular box L, of 
d-dimensional volume
Vol(L) < 52<Jci
co
( 2 0 ^/SdM ^
d- 1
(4.9)
where we have used the assumption (4.7). Therefore, for 6 < £0, the enlarged 
vertex component cannot be full d-dimensional. Hence the major arc case 
holds, and all points of the enlarged vertex component S'(V), including V  
itself, he on a hyperplane. □
LEM M A 4.2.3 (approximate tangency). Let S'(V) be an enlarged compo­
nent. Let T  be the point ofC \ closest to V. Let P  be another point of S'(V), 
and let g be the integer vector VP . Then the angle a  between V P  and the 
normal to C\ at T  satisfies
cosa| < 52<Sci
colei '
(4.10)
Figure 4.4:
Proof. Let n  be the 2-plane through P  and the normal to C\ at T  through 
V. Then C\ will appear in n  as a convex curve C'. Let / be the tanget to 
C' at X, and let U be the foot of the perpendicular from P  to I in n . If W  
is the foot of the perpendicular from V  to PU  then VTU W  is a rectangle in 
n  (Figure 4.4).
By Lemma 4.2.1 we have
PU < 52Sci
co
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Now if P  is between W  and U, then
VP\ cos a | = P W  < W U  = V T <  28, 
and if W is between P  and U then
VP\ cosal =  P W  < PU <
Co
The inequality (4.10) holds in both cases. □
LEM M A 4.2.4 (sums of reciprocal vector lengths). For j  =  1, • • • , d — 1 
we have
E T37< (4.11)
1<M<F ' '
and when d = 3 and j  =  1, this can be refined to
E TIT -  2eE 2. (4.12)
i<N<f  1 1
Proof. Applying the Cauchy condensation method, we divide the normal 
vectors into ranges
^ < | e | < F ,  F  =  1,2 ,4 , . . . ,  2k ,
where 2K is the largest power of 2 less than or equal to E. The number of 
integer vectors in this range is
“ 'd
< (2F  +  l)d -  (F  +  l)d <  E  ( ) (2<K’ -  1 )Fd~i ,
j=0
< F 3(27 -  8) =  19F3,
when d — 3, and
< F d(3d -  2 d) < 2 2d~1Fd, 
otherwise. Hence, in the specific case we have
£  O  < 1 9 ^ - f  =  38F2,
F /2 < |e |< F  1 1
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and in the general case
<  22d-1 Fd ( =  22d+j~1 Fd~ .^
\e\i \ F  I
F /2<\e\<F  1 1  X '
Suniming over the ranges for F, gives
<38(1 +  4 + 1 6  +  . .. +  22K)
< g ' - T 1) < 13 .4(2-)
4 — 1
< 2 «£2,
in the specific case, and
^  _L < ( I + + (2 +  . . .  +  (2K )d~j ),
l< |e |< F  'e l
<  o 2 d + i - i  (%* J ) fc+1 ~  1  <  22d+j2(d~j)K
— 2 d~j — 1 “  ’
<  22d+jEd~j ,
in the general case, as required. □
D efinition (the reach of an enlarged vertex component). Let R  be the nor­
mal projection of V  onto the outer surface C\. We define the reach, 77(V), 
of the enlarged vertex component S'(V) to be the set of points on C\ such 
that for all points P  € Tt{V) we have
P R  < 10y/SdM . (4.13)
By (4.6), if Q is an integer point in S'(V), the normal projection Ri of Q 
onto the surface C\ fies in 7l(V), the reach of the enlarged component S'(V).
LEM M A 4.2.5 (Enlarged Vertex Components and the Local Curvature 
Condition). I f
M  ^  l0 0 S C i (A > — — , (4.14)
r%t
then the Load Curvature Condition with respect to R, holds at all points R\ 
in the reach of S'(V).
Proof Let P  be a point of C\ in R(V ). By (4.13) and (4.14)
P R  < lQy/5ciM < kM, 
which is the threshhold for the Local Curvature Condition. □
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4.3 Boundary Components
D efinition. Let S*(V<) be the subset of S"(Vi) consisting of integer points on 
the boundary of H. We will call this a boundary component. As Vi G S*(V») 
and S*(Vi) ^  S'(Vi), different sets S*(Vi) also correspond to disjoint sets Ai, 
centre Wi, on the surface of the d-sphere B  (defined in Section 4.2). We have 
shown that for each enlarged vertex component S'(Vi), if J is sufficiently small 
then S'(Vi) lies in a hyperplane and so S*(V{) lies in the same hyperplane.
The dimension of the integer point set S*(Vi) is defined to be the least e 
for which S*(Vi) lies in an e-dimensional hyperplane and |S*(Vi)| to be the 
number of elements of S*(Vi) in S.
When e =  0 we merely have to count the vertices of H. When e — d, 
the points of the boundary component he on two or more hyperfaces of H, 
and we use a volume argument (Lemma 5.1.2 below). When e =  d — 1 and 
d =  3, we have a straightforward estimation (Lemma 5.2.1 below), but when 
e — d —1 and d >  4 the argument becomes more complicated (Lemma 5.2.2). 
For intermediate dimensions 1 <  e < d — 2 we consider “girdles” of parallel 
planes and use a solid angle spacing argument. This takes its simplest form 
when e =  1 (Lemma 5.1.1 below). The cases 2 < e < d — 2 require more 
combinatorial geometry and will be considered in chapter 7.
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Chapter 5 
Integer Points Close to Convex 
Surfaces
This chapter gives a proof o f the non-trivial upper bound on the 
number o f integer points lying on or near to  a convex closed surface.
In Lemma 3.4.9 we counted all the vertices of the convex hull H  and in 
Lemma 3.5.2, we counted all of the integer points in the enlarged vertex 
components that he strictly inside H. Therefore, when d — 3, we need only 
consider the set S(H ) of integer points in our enlarged vertex components 
that he strictly on the plane faces and edges of H  in S. That is, the integer 
points in the boundary components of dimensions 1, 2 and 3.
5.1 Integer Points on One and d-Dimensional 
Boundary Components
We define a one-dimensional girdle to be the set of all the boundary compo­
nents S*(V) of H  which are one-dimensional and which he parallel to some 
primitive integer vector e. When considering the j-dimensional boundary 
components with j  < d — 2, we must also take into account the possibility 
that many of these components may be parallel. The completely parallel 
condition in higher dimensions was clarified in Chapter 3, where we intro­
duced the idea of degrees of parallelism, as described in [38]. Henceforth, 
when referring to a girdle of parallel planes, we will always mean that the 
planes in the girdle are completely parallel.
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LEM M A  5.1.1. The number of integer points on 1 -dimensioned boundary
components is estimated by
Proof. We consider all the boundary components S*(Vi) which are 1-dimen­
sional lying parallel to some primitive integer vector e. Suppose that the 
component contains I points of S(H ), where
for some L  equal to  a power of two. We can take g =  (I — l)e  in Lemma 
4.2.3, with
In Lemma 4.2.3 the angle a  between the vector e and the normal to C\ at 
T, the point of C\ nearest to V, satisfies
We consider distances along the surface of the d-sphere B, radius CiM, as 
defined at the beginning of section 4.2. For each vector e, there is an equato­
rial hyperplane through the centre of B  at right angles to e, which intersects 
with the surface of B  in a set B'. By (5.4), the point Wi on the surface of 
B, where the normal is parallel to the normal n to C\ at V  lies
from the set B' measured along the surface of B. As stated the set A», lying 
on the surface of B , is the intersection of the surface of B  with a d-ball radius
dim S*(Vi)=l
.(<*+1)/2 S(ClM )d- \  (5.1)
and when d — Z, this can be refined to
/ 21633ttci\
£  |s*W )l <
dimS*(Vi)=l
(5.2)
L -J-1 5; I ^  2L, (5.3)
lei >  (< -  1)H  > £ |e |.
Hence
26ci7rJ 
c o I |e |' (5.4)
26irSciM 
~ coL\e\
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^ \ / c q 8 M ,  s o  i t  fo rm s a  (d  — l) - b a ll  in  th e  sp h e r ic a l g e o m e tr y  o f  th e  su r fa ce  
o f  B, w h o se  ra d iu s in  sp h e r ic a l g eo m e tr y  is
from the equatorial hyperplane, measured along the surface of the d-sphere
We consider the “girdle” of one-dimensional boundary components S*(Vi) 
which are parallel to the fixed vector e. The components in the girdle sat­
isfying (5.3) correspond to points Wi and sets Ai on the surface of B, such 
that every point of Ai lies close to  the equatorial hyperplane perpendicular 
to e. The sets Ai lie in a (d— l)-annulus whose volume in spherical geometry 
is at most
Each boundary component with I in the range (5.3) contains at most 2L 
integer points. Hence the boundary components <S*(Vi) in the girdle for 
which the number I of points is in the range (5.3) contribute at most
CqSM  A y/8ciM
l
wSciM2 tt8 c\M  
L\e\ ~ coL\e\ ’
by (3.6) and (3.33).
Hence, each point of A  lies within a distance
^  26it8ciM  ttSciM  _  27n8c±M
“  coL\e\ coL\e\ coL\e\
B.
27(2ir)d~18(c1My/  54ir8ciM\ 
V coL\e\ )(27TCi M )'
By (4.3) the number of disjoint sets Ai in the girdle is a t most
2<*~1 27(27r)d~1J(c1M)d~1
ad-ifcodM )^-1)/2 ' cqL \g \
27(4Trci)d- 1Md- 1/2
(5.5)
ai - lcg+l)n&d~3)l‘1 L\e\
(5.6)
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integer points. The estimate (5.6) refers only to components in the girdle for 
which I lies in the range (5.3). We keep the condition (5.3), and sum over 
primitive integer vectors e. Since the component is a straight line segment 
lying within the strip E, by (3.33) we have
Xr|e| <  (I — l)|e | < 4y/6ciM.
We note that if two boundary components He on the same line, then the 
vertices V* which label the boundary components S*(Vi) must be different, 
so they are counted separately in this argument. We use the bounds of 
Lemma 4.2.4 to sum over e, so that in the specific case, when d — 3, the 
number of points on one-dimensional boundary components with I in the 
range (5.3) is at most
54(4?rcj)2M  o6
*<% \  L )
21533ci7t^ (ciM)2
= W  ’
and in the general case, with j  — 1 in Lemma 4.2.4, we have at most 
54(4?r c i f - 'M V - W  ^
a d_ i4d+1)/2<5(<,- 3)/2 ' V L )
ad- i $ * m Ld- 1
Finally we remove the condition (5.3) by summing L  through powers of 2, 
noting that
A  1 1 1 2*
( 1 +  2* +  4* +  8 t + - J ^ 2 ^ i - 2-
Hence the total number of integer points of S(H) which lie on one-dimension­
al boundary components is a t most
when d =  3, and
(n 6 d - l o 3 r ( d ~ l ) / 2 A - i  \) S(ciM )d' K
when d > 4.
\2
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LEM M A  5.1.2. The number of integer points on d-dimensional boundary
components, when S < So, is estimated by
„  _d_ d(d-1)
5 3  |S *(V 5)|< 2(d+ l)(3o id!)*«(2c1M) <*«
dimS*(Vi)=d
d(d-D
<36(d+l)!(2ciAf) d+1 , (5.8)
and when d — 3, this can be refined to
53 |S*(V5)I < 29S(ClM f \  (5.9)
dim5*(V-)=3
Proof. Prom (4.9) of Lemma 4.2.2, the d-dimensional boundary component 
S*(Vi) will have a d-dimensional volume Vol(ifj), with
Vol(flj) <  5 ^ .  ^20 y /S c J U 'f '1 .
Since S — So this gives a d-volume of a t most 1/d!. Applying the minor arc 
case of Lemma 3.5.4 then gives
Ki < dWol(Hi) + d <  (d +  l)!Vol(Hi)
< (d +  1), (5.10)
where Ki  is the number of integer points contained in 5*(Vi). However, the
existence of d-dimensional S*(Vi) in S'(Vi) requires that Ki > d + 1, and
so if we consider 6 — do, then K ^  the number of integer points in the d-
dimensional boundary component is exactly d +  1. The number of vertices
of the convex hull is
d d{d-1)
< 2 (3 a dd\)d+i(2c1M) d+i ,
by Theorem 3.4.9. Hence, when S = So, the total number of integer points 
in the d-dimensional components is estimated by
d d(d-1)
<2(d+l)(ZoLddX)d+i(2ClM) d+i . (5.11)
□
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5.2 Integer Points on Boundary Components 
of Dimension d  — 1
LEM M A  5.2.1. When d — 3, the number of integer points lying on the 
plane (2-dimensional) boundary components is estimated by
Proof. For each plane boundary component, by (4.8) of Lemma 4.2.2, the 
integer points will all lie in a square of area
400<5ciM.
Either these planes will all have different outward normal vectors n*, or some 
will share vectors and so form convex sets that all he on the same plane. 
In the latter instance, these plane boundary components will all lie in an 
annulus as described in Lemma 3.5.1. As each component is convex in this 
annulus we can apply the Lemma 3.5.4 and summing over all possible normal 
vectors gives the to tal number of integer points to be
integer points. The constant in (5.14) is greater than that in (5.13) and for 
each n* only one of the cases can occur. Hence we need only calculate the 
sum in (5.14). We note that the sum over all possible short normal vectors
<  219(5(ciM)2. (5.12)
(5.13)
Applying similar logic to the former case yields
< 3 !4 0 0 5 c iM ^ (5.14)
will be greater than th at over all possible long normal vectors and so we 
consider
< 2.3!400(5ciM
l<|ni|<AT
where, by Theorem 3.4.7,
Applying Lemma 4.2.4 yields
2.3!40<Wc1M ^  —  < 2123.52<Sc1.
l< |n ,|< N  '“ *1
< 2123.52(J(ciM)2 < 2196(c.iM)'2,
fc MAT2
M
as required. □
LEM M A 5.2.2. The number of integer points on (d—l)-dimensional bound­
ary components, when 8 <Sq and d > 4, is estimated by
Proof. Each (d — 1)-dimensional boundary component S*(Vi) is part of a 
hyperplane. The intersection of all such hyperplanes forms a convex polytope, 
H*, that is contained within the convex hull H  and the vertices of H* are 
points of S(H). Let $  be a hyperplane face of H*, with outward normal 
vector n  with respect to  H * (a primitive integer vector). Let Z  be the point 
of C  at which the normal m  to C  is parallel to n, with n  as outward normal 
vector. Let m  cut 4/ in Y  and the boundary surfaces Co and C\ in W  and X  
respectively (Figure 5.1). Then m  is also the outward normal to Cq at W , 
to Ci at X , and the boundary hyperplane of the convex hull H* at Y . Let 
h =  X Y , h’ =  W Y  be the heights of X  above and of W  above or below 4' 
as depicted in Figure 5.1. Each component in the annulus E  n  II is convex. 
We apply Lemma 3.5.4 with j  =  d — 1. The set of points is strictly (d — 1)- 
dimensional so we use the minor arc case of Lemma 3.5.4 with j  — d — 1, and 
lattice determinant n  =  |n | by Lemma 3.5.3. The volume V  is estimated in 
Lemma 3.5.1, so we have an estimate for the number of integer points IV(4r) 
that lie in E  fl 4> such that
(5.15)
dim S* (Vi)=d—1
9d+17
(ClAf) d+! +  2
,  x (d—1)/2 \
(j)
d—1 d—3
< d\2~2~d6(c1M )~ h ~ 2
(5.16)
n
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wFigure 5.1: Heights along the common normal £.
We sum over all the outward normal vectors of the hyperplanes 'F  We get 
the total number of integer points on the (d — l)-boundary components, N, 
to be
d±9 d - 1 d—3 r - y  i
N  < ^  m  2 d 5 ( d M ) ~ h ~  T-7. (5.17)
1^ 1
We distinguish various cases according to the order of the points W, X , Y  
and Z  on the normal I. If h > 28 then the point W  lies between X  and Y  
and h' > 0, as shown in Figure 5.1. By the Curvature Condition, a d-ball 
Bq of radius cqM, touching Co at W , fits completely inside Co. Since h' > 0, 
the hyperplane ^  cuts both Co and Bo. A “cap” of the hypersurface Co lies 
above the hyperplane 'F  The (d — l)-dimensional surface content A  of the 
cap cut from Co is greater than the content A' of its projection onto the 
plane If h < cqM  +  28, then the equator of the d-ball Bo lies below 
and A' > A", the (d — l)-dimensional content of Bo fl \^. This was calculated 
in the proof of Lemma 3.5.1, so we have
A > A  > A" =  a d_i ((2cqM  -  t i ) t i y ^  . (5.18)
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For given ho >  4 let Q(ho) be the number of hyperplane faces of H  with 
height in the range h >  ho- Let hfQ = ho — 25 (> 25).
First we consider the extreme case
h> coM  + 26. (5.19)
The equatorial plane \&* parallel to through the centre of Bo, cuts off a 
cap from Co of smaller (d — l)-dimensional content A*. Then A * is greater 
than or equal to half the surface content of the ball B0, which is greater than 
B q fl \I>*, so that
A > A* > ~dad (qjM )"'1 > Bo n  »* =  (5.20)
The boundary content of C o  is less than or equal to that of a d-sphere radius
CiM,
< dad(ciM)d~l . (5.21)
Let Qe  be the number of ‘extreme faces’ satisfying (5.19). Dividing the upper 
bound (5.21) by the lower bound (5.20) gives
Q E < ^  =  A*, (5.22)
< * d - l \C o M )d 1 Orf- 1  \ C o J
say.
Secondly we consider the usual case
h< coM  + 26, (5.23)
so that h!0 = ho — 2 5 < h  — 25< cqM. Then from (5.18)
A > ad, x ((2coM -  t i ) t i y ^  > Qd_! ((2coM -  . (5.24)
Let Q u (h o )  be the number of ‘usual’ faces with height h  > ho satisfying
(5.23). Dividing the upper bound, (5.21), by the lower bound, (5.24) for this 
case gives
Qu(ho) < ------ — -Cl—  1 fc, ■ (5.25)
otd-1  ((2coM -  hj)hj) 2
We simplify the upper bound (5.25). When 45 < ho < CoM +  25, then 
25 < h'0 < CqM .  This implies that
1 1 . 1
K
Hence we can write
(5.26)
®d-1 (CoMho) 2
< dcLd
~  OLd- 1
d-1 d—1 d—1 
2
say.
Each face is contained within the outer shell boundary Ci, which itself 
is contained within a d-hypersphere of radius c\M. Therefore all heights are 
at most 2ciM, and we have
say, where we have used (3.12). This result is valid for all faces with height 
h > ho > 46.
For a fixed height ho, the sum in (5.17) is maximal when as many short 
vectors as possible are counted, up to the upper bound in (5.27). In the proof 
of Lemma 4.2.4 we saw that there are at most 22d~1Fd vectors in each of the 
partitions and the inequality (4.11) is calculated assuming this maximum.
The total number of faces counted is
Therefore, to ensure that all possible faces are counted, we require
Q(ho) < Qu(ho) +  Qe
<
2d(fc+l)+d—1 n, 2<*(fc+l)
which implies that
„ « >  Ai fc iM X ”
* - * \ h o )  '
Hence if l d l
in Lemma 4.2.4 with j  =  1, then (5.17) is maximal. We have
,sE H £2“‘(4 ® y ) ™
We now consider three cases.
Case 1.
h > ----- > 45. (5.30)
(CiM)d+!
Let L  be the total number of {d—l)-faces satisfying (5.30). We partition these 
(d — l)-faces into sets G i, G2 , • • • , Gn, according to their respective heights 
h i,l < i < n, where hn >  /i„_i > . . . >  h? > hi > 46. Let Li = |G«|, the
number of hyperplane faces whose height is let n*i, n ^ , . . . ,  nij£,i be the
normal vectors of the faces in G» and let
" " g r a -  (5M)
By (5.28) we have
d—1 \  
2d
l<|e|<2fc
Hence for each there exists a real nmnber r», 0 < r  < 1 with
( a ?
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(5.32)
and »
0 < 5 3 n < l .  (5.33)
»=1
Let N(hi) be the number of integer points lying in Gi D E. Then by (5.16) 
and (5.32), we have
d+9 d - l  i
N(hi)< d \2 ~ d S {c 1M ) ~ h i 2 2 ^ -  ri=l 1“^ '
d-l d-l
d+9 d - l  I 1 (  c M \  2d
<  d\2 2 ^ ( d M j T ^  2 Tj2 I Af
d - l  , ( d - l ) 2 4=3 _  ,(d—l)2
=  A2T j(5 (c iM )" 2 “  +  2d ^ 2  M
say. Summing over all heights hi gives Ni, the total number of integer points 
contributed in this case to be
(d—l)(2d—1) JL  " ( d t 1)
< A2^(ciAf) 2d Tjh{ M (5.34)
t= l
The exponent of hi in (5.34) is negative, and as the hi are positive, the sum 
is maximal when the h* are as small as possible and the Ti are as large as 
possible for the smallest hi. Hence we take
n
E w
t= l
in (5.34), and
A,—  1 d-l » 
(ciAf)d+l
for all i. Substituting for hi in (5.34) gives the total number of integer points 
Ni contributed to be
(d—l)(2d—1) d-l ”
N 1 < X2S(c1M) 2d +  2d ^ r i =  A2<5(c1M )d~1. (5.35)
*=i
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(5.36)
By Theorem 3.4.7, the maximum possible number of faces is
d  d ( d - 1)
<2(3add\)d+i(ClM) d+1 .
Hence if
d-l
E  =  4(3add\)<<+1 (c!M) d+i > 2* > 2(3addl.)d+i(c1M )M  
in Lemma 4.2.4 with j  = l,then (5.17) is maximal. We have
S T  i_  <  2m+1 (4(3od<i!)5ii(c1M )3Tl') (5.37)
Let AT2 be the total number of integer points in this case. Then substituting
(5.37) into (5.17) yields
N2 < X36(ClM ) d+l + 2 =  As S fa A f f - 1. (5.39)
Case 3. 0 < h < 46. As in the previous case, we assume the maximum
number of short vector faces and we take h =  46 to maximise (5.38). Let N3 
be the total number of integer points in this case. Then
Taking
to maximise (5.38) we have
(d-1)2 (d-3)(d-l) d-l
d—3 ( d - l ) 2 , d-l
N3 < X36(46)^~(ClM) d+ i +  2
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d—3 d - l  (d - l )2
=  A34 2 (^ C iM ) 2 (C\M ) d+1 .
When
/  cn \ d + l  - ( d - l )  H d - l )
(c‘M ) d+1 = " (C' M ) d+I
then we have the bound
d - l
(d - l)  /  2 \  2 (d - l)2 (d - l)  d (d - l)
N3 < h n  2 2d~3 f (ciM)d+i J (ciM) d+i =  A3/ i  2 2 {c\M) *+1 .
(5.40)
Finally we add together the upper bounds for Ni, N2 and N3 in (5.35), (5.39) 
and (5.40) respectively. When <5 — <$0 this gives the total number of integer 
points lying on the (d  — l)-dimensional boundary components, N, to be
d - l  d(d—1)
N  < (A2 +  \3)S0(c1M )d- 1 + d~ \ ClM) d+i .
After simplification we find that
d - l
9d+17
A3 ^  d!(rf-}-1)!2 2 ?
and
d - i  . „ 
fJL 2 2 <  1,
where we have used (3.11). Hence, if S < 60 then N
9d+17 / c i  \  d^~ 1^ 2 (  d(d—1) / C l \  (d - l) /2  \
<  d l(d  +  1 )!2  2 L ± \  f ( C lM )  d + i +  2 I - 1 J  S o i ^ M Y ' 1 J .
□
5.3 The Shelling Argument in 3-Dimensions
We now collect together the terms (3.31), (5.2), (5.12), (5.9) and (3.45) to 
obtain an upper bound for the total number of integer points contributed
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from the j-dimensional boundary components, 0 < j  <  3, along with the 
internal integer points, when 6  < 6 0 . This gives
< f  ((27 +  29)(c,M )1 +  (219 +  21633tt +  28) i0(c1M )2j
<  ^2I0(ClM )f +  223<5°(c1M)2)  . (5.41)
This result is valid for a shell of thickness 8  =  <5o and consists of terms 
independent of 8  (degree zero) , and those with a factor of 8  (degree one).
We cover the shell E  of all extended vertex components, bounded inter­
nally by Co and externally by C\, by R  thinner concentric shells E i , . . . ,  E r  
of thickness 8 0 . The distance between C\ and Co along any inward normal 
vector to these two surfaces is 28. Hence we choose R  to be the smallest such 
integer with
R 80 > 28, (R -  l)<5o < 28,
so that
R  < +  1. (5.42)
«o
The shell Er consists of the points on some inward normal whose distance I 
from the surface C\ lies in the range
(r -  l)<5o < I < r80.
When we replace 8  with r<$o in Lemma 3.3.2, we see that each shell Er will 
satisfy the Curvature Condition, so that any plane sectional curve of Er will 
lie in the range
CqM  <  P <  C \M .
Therefore, expression (5.41) gives a uniform upper bound for the number of 
integer points contributed by any shell Er. We note that
S o V ^M  < ( L )  , (5.43)
and
(<5oV cTm )  ‘ <  ( ^  29. (5.44)
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TH EO R EM  1. Suppose that C is a convex surface in 3-dimensional Eu­
clidean space E3, satisfying the Curvature Condition at size M  (so that C  
is contained in a sphere radius C\M). Then the total number, N , of integer 
points lying either on C, or within a distance 6  of C, is bounded by
* & )’•
Proof We multiply the upper bound (5.41) by the maximum number of shells 
given by (5.42). This yields
( f +0 (o9 (2i0(ciM)^ +^ > 2) •
Simplifying using (5.43) and (5.44) and combining terms we have at most
2 16 ((ClM ) l  + 2 9<5(CiM ) 2)
(c , M ) 2  + 2 95(c iM ) :
'
integer points. □
Chapter 6
Boundary Content, Relative 
Volumes and Ehrhart Theory
This chapter gives an overview of Ehrhart theory and convex poly­
topes, concluding w ith results that appear to  be new.
6.1 Andrews’ Theorem and Ehrhart Theory
Let C  be the boundary surface of a strictly convex bounded d-dimensional 
body. Strictly convex means that if P  and Q are points on C, then points on 
the line segment PQ  between P  and Q lie in the convex body, but not on its 
boundary C. Let M C  denote the dilation of C by a factor Af. Andrews [1], 
[2] proved that the number of points of the integer lattice on M C  is
/  d (d -i) \
O f Af d +1 J ,
as M tends to infinity. Strict convexity is necessary because a part of a 
(d — l)-dimensional hyperplane in the boundary C can give as many as a 
constant times M d~l integer points for infinitely many values of M.
Andrews defines the closed strictly convex body by the homogeneous 
function f ( x i , . . . ,  /<*), such that
f& u  - Jd) < R, 
and the boundary of the strictly convex body by the equality
/ ( * i , - - - , / d )  =  R  ( 6 .1 )
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The number of solutions to (6.1) then corresponds to the number of solutions 
of a general class of diophantine equations.
D efinition.
(1) Let /C be a convex closed body. We define the boundary content of K  
to be the surface content of the boundary of K
(2) Let V  be a convex d-polytope and F  a j-dimensional face of V. By the 
relative j-dimensional volume of F  we mean the volume of F  normalised 
with respect to the sublattice of the j-dimensional plane containing F.
LEM M A 6.1.1. Let V  be a convex d-polytope contained in a d-hypersphere 
of radius length R  and let B(V) denoted the boundary content of V. Let the 
number of vertices of V  which are integer points be Rk. Then
(d +  1)
I f equality holds, then
B(P) x  i f 1" 1
Proof By convexity, B(V) is less than or equal to the boundary content of 
a d-hypersphere containing the polytope and if V  has 0 (R k) integer point 
vertices, then using Andrew’s Theorem [1] on boundary content we have
fc(d+1)OCR*"1) »  B(V) »  0 (R  d ),
or *(<*+1)
0 (R fr-1) =  B(V) =  0 (R  d ). □
We now introduce the concept of Ehrhart polynomials [6] and some de­
rived results [5] in order to further our analysis of the convex hull H  in 
d-dimensional Euclidean space.
TH EO R EM  6.1.2 (Ehrhart’s Theorem). Let Nj>(t) be the lattice point enu­
merator function of a convex integral d-polytope V, the number of lattice
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points in the closed set tV . Then there is a polynomial Lp(t) of degree d with 
rational coefficients (Lj>(t) G Q[t]) such that for positive integer values o ft,
N j> ( t )  — I r p ( t )  
satisfying the combinatorial identities
(6.2)
where oi, 02, . . . ,  take integral values greater than or equal to zero depend­
ing only on the polytope V .
COROLLARY. Let Nj>(t) be the number of lattice points in the interior of 
the polytope tP . The values of N£(t) at positive integers t  are again given 
by the values of some polynomial L?{t),
Proof of Corollary. The faces and facets of V  are lattice polytopes of lower 
dimension, so Nf>(t) can be calculated by an inclusion-exclusion sieve. That 
is, count all of the integer points in V  and then subtract the ones on the 
facets, add back the points that you have overcounted and so forth. □
PR O PO SIT IO N  6.1.3 (Basic Properties of Ehrhart Polynomials). I fV  is 
a convex d-polytope with integer point vertices and Ehrhart polynomial
N${t) =  L°v (t).
L r p ( t )  — cdi? 4* Cd~\t  ^ 1 +  ' ' * +  Cot +  Go,
then the following properties hold.
d\Ci € Z, 0 < i< d .  
co = 1.
(6.3)
(6.4)
(6.5)
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where Vp is the d-dimensional volume of V  in Zd. For a “general d-lattice” 
A with determinant n, we have cd equal to the relative volume of V, so that
cd = ^ - .  (6.6)n
If S-p is the sum of the relative volumes of the facets of V, then
^  =  I s t  =  2 (d ^ l ) !  5 %(d - 2j + x) > °- (6 7)
The inclusion-exclusion sieve for Nj,(t) yields
Lp(t) = cdtd — Cd~itd l +  Cd~2td 2 — — (6.8)
An immediate consequence of (6.8) is that the discrete boundary content of 
tP  is given by
Lp(t) -  Lp(t) =  2cd~itd~' +  2Q-3/d- 3 +  • • • . (6.9)
For example, if V  is the unit d-eube with sides parallel to the coordinate 
axes, then
Lp(t) -  Lp(t) = (t + 1)“ -  (i -  1)« =  2 ( d d_  J i " ' 1 +  2 ^  d_  sy ~ 3 +  ■■■
and the discrete volume of the boundary is equal to the continuous volume 
of the boundary. If d =  4 and t — R  then the boundary content of the 4-cube 
is given by the expression
8 R* + 8 R.
D efinition. If V  is a convex d-polytope with integer point vertices and Fj 
a y-dimensional face of V, then Fj lies in a vector space V  for which Zd (IV  
is a full j-dimensional lattice.
More generally we can have a d-space V  and a d-dimensional lattice A in 
V, and a d-polytope V m V  with lattice vertices, and count Np^A(t). There is 
a linear map which transforms V  to Rd, A to the integer lattice Zd, and V  to 
a d-polytope Q with integer point vertices, so there is an Ehrhart polynomial 
Lp,K (t).
One useful interpretation of this is that for every j-face of V  there exists 
an Ehrhart polynomial of degree j .
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D efinition. Let J-j^(t) be the face lattice point enumerator of our convex 
d-polytope with integer point vertices such that
F jA t)  — =  ci ^  l +  • • • +  cj,J  +  CJ\0, (6.10)
Q
where Q runs through all of the j-dimensional faces of V. Hence T jp if)  
counts all of the integer points lying on the individual j-faces of V  and for 
j  = d we have the special identity
Lv (t) = Ld,p{t) = Fd,P(t) (6.11)
We note that as Fj,v{t) is the sum of all of the individual Ehrhart polynomials 
of the j-faces of V, the leading coefficient of its polynomial must be equal to 
the relative volume of the union of these j-faces. This union is sometimes 
referred to as the “j-skeleton” of V.
The next proposition was originally conjectured by Ehrhart and later proved 
by Macdonald.
PR O PO SIT IO N  6.1.4 (Ehrhart-Macdonald Reciprocity). I fV  is a convex 
d-polytope with integer point vertices then
Z£(t) =  ( -1  )dL p (-t) , (6.12)
and similarly for the face lattice point enumerator
-  ( - l ) ^ ,„ ( - t ) ,  (6.13)
where F fp if) counts the integer points lying strictly inside the boundary 
(j — 1 )-polytopes of the j-faces.
Given that T f  v {t) counts the integer points by faces, we can re-write 
(6.11) as
d d
Lp(t) — L diV(t) = F d A t )  ~  =  ^ ( - l ) J^ i,p (-i) , (6.14)
j=o j=o
where
( - l ) ^ ( - t )  =  ( - l ) dLp(- t )  = L°v (t),
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so th a t d-l
Lp(t) -  m ) = £ ( - i  y ^ A - t ) (6.15)
j =0
and comparing the coefficients of powers of t in (6.15) with those of (6.9) 
yields
6.2 Stirling Numbers of the First Kind
D efinition. The signed Stirling numbers of the first kind, denoted s(n, m),
three, then the reverse cycle is counted as distinct. For example (123) /  (321) 
but (12) =  (21) under this definition.
For m >  n  we must have s(n, m) — 0 and s(n, n) =  1 as the only possible 
option is (1)(2)(3) . . .  (n). The generating function for the Stirling numbers 
of the first kind is
(6.16)
where cJ>r =  0 for r  > j .
are defined such th a t the number of permutations of n  objects which contain 
exactly m  perm utation cycles is the non-negative number
|s (n ,m)\ = ( - l ) n TOs(n,m ).
If the number of objects in a permutation cycle is greater than or equal to 
k
from which it can be shown that
S(n , l )  =  ( - l ) " - 1( n - l ) ! (6.17)
and
(6.18)
The Stirling numbers of the first kind also satisfy
s(n  +  1, ra) — s(n, m — 1) — ns(n, m), (6.19)
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for 1 <  m  < n  and
n
s(n,m) = Y ,  + 1 , * +  1), (6.20)
fc=m
for to >  1 and
f™}s(n ,m)  =  ^ 2  C f \ s ( n - k , r ) s { k tm - r ) ,  (6. 21)
 ^ ' k=m—r
for 0 <  r  <  m.
The triangle of signed Stirling numbers of the first kind for 1 <  m <  n <  5 
is given below.
1
-1  1
2 -3  1
-6  11 -6  1
24 -50  35 -1 0  1
The following important theorem, obtained by Betke and McMullen in 1984, 
involves the Stirling numbers of the first kind.
THEOREM  6.2.1. Let V  be a convex d-polytope with integer point vertices 
and with Ehrhart polynomial
L p (t)  =  Cdtd +  H------ h cot +  co,
then
Cr <  (-1 )d~rs (d ,  r)Ctf +  ( —l ) d~ r- 1 ( 6 -2 2 )
fo r r  =  1,2, • • • , d — 1.
The following three results follow from Theorem 6.2.1 and to the best 
of the our knowledge, have not been published anywhere else prior to this 
thesis.
LEMMA 6.2.2. Let V  be a convex d-polytope with integer point vertices 
and let Q be a j-dimensional face o fV  with Ehrhart polynomial
Cjtit +  Cj,o.
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Then for j  > 2
Vj-i <  f v j ,  (6.23)
and for j  > 1
((d-l)!)2.. < W2
O'!)2 ~  0 ’!):
where Vj is the sum of the j-dimensional relative volumes of the j-faces of V.
", £  *  7 7 ^ "“ (624>
CO RO LLA RY . Lei K j be the number of integer points lying strictly in the 
interior o f the j-faces o fV , so that none of these integer points lie on a face 
of lower dimension, then
f c i ) ! ) ! ^  <  ^  ( 6 .2 5 )
j\  j\
Proof Let V q  be the relative j-dimensional volume of Q and V i be the relative 
(j — l)-dimensional volume of facet F* of Q, so that
cjJ  ~  ^ Q j  ci J - 1  == 2 ^  >
i
By Theorem 6.2.1, for j  > 2 we have
CjJ—l <  (-l)l»0, j  -  l)c« + ( - l ) ° # j )0 - 1) ! ’ 
and by (6.18) this simphfies to
Cjj - i  < +  ( j - l ) P
so that
^ i 0 - i ) r , 1
c" - ‘ -  2 " 0 - 1 ) ! '
Now, in any lattice, a j-dimensional polytope with lattice point vertices has 
volinne a t least 1 f j \  times the volume of the lattice cell (relative volume at 
least 1 /i!). This idea has already been used in Lemma 3.5.4. Hence
< J'(-i ~  0 cu + i ci  =  ( J'k '2 ^  +  i )  cjj,
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and 
so that
cjJ- 1  — 3 ci J ’
Each (j — l)-face is the intersection of a t least two j-faces, so that summing 
over all of the j-faces in V  counts each of the (j — l)-faces at least twice. 
Therefore
Vj-i < = i 2*]’
Q i Q
and recursive use of this inequality yields the required result
Vj < 0  +  1 Yvj+I <  O' +  1)20' +  2)2i/i+a • • • <  ^
That is, in terms of order of magnitude notation, we have 
Vj =  0 (i/d_i) =  0 {yd), 1 < j < { d -  1).
By the minor case of Lemma 3.5.4 (stated in chapter 3), if Kj is the number 
of integer points lying on the j-dimensional faces of V,  then
K j < jlv j + j  < (j  +  1 )!i/i ,
so that
„  ( ( d - l ) ! ) 20  +  l)! . ^ d ( ( d - l ) ! ) 2j!
2 -  — w — "-1 -  m  d- 1-
Hence
^  ^  d((d -  l)!)2 ^  d(d\)
K j <  - - t: •- i^ d—i <  -V -t'd - □
T H EO R EM  6.2.3. Let V  be a convex d-polytope with integer point vertices, 
with volume vd. Let vd~i be the sum of the relative volumes of the hyperplane 
faces (with respect to the sublattice on the appropriate hyperplane). Let M  
be the number of integer points on the surface o fV  which are not vertices of 
V. Then
M  <  (e -  l)d((d  -  l)!)2!/d_i <  (e -  l)d(d!)2i/d. (6.26)
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Proof. In the notation of the Corollary to Lemma 6.2.2, for each j  = 1 to 
d - l  we have
d((d -  l)!)2 
3y
To count all boundary points which are not vertices, we sum from j  — 1 to 
d - l .
^ ^ ( ( d - l ) ! ) 2^ ^ ,
J=1 i=1 3’
oo 1
<  d((d-  l)!)2^ !  Y .~ ,=  d((d -  !)!)2(e -  1)^-1-
j=i h
By (6.23)
Vd- i < <Pvd,
which gives the second inequality in (6.26). □
Thus the relative volume of the boundary content of the facets of a convex 
d-polytope with integer point vertices controls the total number of integer 
points (excluding the vertices) that can lie on the convex hull.
Hence, letting V  have Ehrhart polynomial
Lp( t)  =  Cdt** +  Cd—it** 1 +  • * • +  Cot -J- Co,
then N , the total number of integer points lying on its convex hull, satisfies 
N  < d((d -  l)!)2(e -  l)2cd~i + (6.27)
where / 0 is the number of vertices of V.
We conclude this chapter with a short glance at the well documented 
subject of Ehrhart Polynomials and simplices.
Equation (6.2) implies that the set of binomial coefficients
forms an alternative basis for the vector space of Ehrhart polynomials of 
degree d, compared to the standard polynomial basis
{nj : 0 <  j  < d} .
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This is emphasized further by the link between simplices and binomial coef­
ficients, which we state without proof in the following Lemma.
LEM M A  6.2.4. Let L&(t) be the Ehrhart polynomial of the standard simplex 
A in Rd, with vertices at the origin and at unit distance along the coordinate 
axes. Then
La(1) =  ( d +d * j  = |  + 1 ,} + l)t3, (6.28)
and
L l( t)  =  (* “  *) =  (-1)“ ( d “  *) =  (~ l)dLA( - t )  (6.29)
CO RO LLA RY . Let JLp(t) be the Ehrhart polynomial of a convex d-polytope 
V  with integer point vertices. Then
d
= X I aiL* $  ~  i)- (6-30)
j=o
Proof of Corollary. Direct substitution of equation (6.28) into (6.2) gives the 
required result. □
Hence the lattice point enumerator of a convex d-polytope V  can be 
expressed as a linear combination of the lattice point enumerators of the 
standard d-simplex with different integer multiples.
This result agrees with a very important theorem in polytope theory, 
which states th a t “every convex polytope can be triangulated using no new 
vertices”.
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Chapter 7 
Integer Points Close to Convex 
Hypersurfaces
This chapter gives a proof o f a natural generalisation on a Theorem  
by George E. Andrews.
7.1 Girdles and Lattice Determinants
Definition.
(1) By lattice we will understand a discrete submodule A of a finite-dimen­
sional Euclidean space.
(2) A compact convex set with non-empty interior is called a convex body. 
We now recall Minkowski’s Second Theorem [17].
LEMMA 7.1.1 (Minkowski’s Second Theorem). Let K  be a convex body 
symmetrical in the origin. Let A be a lattice. Let the successive minima of 
K  with respect to A be Ai, A2 , . . . ,  Aj, defined by
A* =  inf {A >  0 : \ K contains at least i linearly independent vectors of A}, 
where
0  <  A i <  A2 £  . . .  ^  Ad <  + 00 .
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Then they obey the inequality
< A,A2A3...  XdV(K ) < ^D (A ), (7.1)
a!
where V (K)  is the volume of K  and D(A) is the determinant of the lattice.
CO RO LLA RY . Let A and D(A) be defined as above, with Ai,. . . ,  Ad the 
ordinary Euclidean lengths of the lattice vectors. Let K  be the open unit 
d-ball, then the determinant or fundamental volume of the lattice satisfies
A) <  AiA2A3 ...A,,. (7.2)
Proof of Corollary. By construction, if ei, e2, . . . ,  are linearly independent 
vectors of A with respective Euclidean lengths Ai, A2, . . .  Ad, then the e* are 
ordered by length. Let 9, be the angle between e*+i and the z-dimensional 
plane lattice defined by ej, e2, . . . ,  ei with determinant D(Ai). Then
11(A) =  Ad sin 9d-\D{kd-\) =  AdAd_i sin 9d- \  sin 9 d^ 2D(Ad^ 2 ) =  • • •
d
. . .  — A1A2A3 . . .  Ad sin $i < A1A2A3 . . .  Ad*
»=1
The upper bound of (7.1) gives
and taking V  (K ) =  atd gives the required result. □
Here we introduce the idea of a j-dimensional girdle, 2 <  j  < d — 2, with 
fixed basis vectors e i, e2, e3, . . . ,  ej. The vectors ei, 82, Qs,. . . ,  through the 
origin generate a jf-dimensional lattice A in a ji-plane IIo. Each j-girdle is 
therefore defined to be a set of j-dimensional boundary components whose j-  
planes II are all completely parallel to IIo. The sets of integer points on each 
ji-plane II are cosets of A, congruent to A by translation, and the number of 
integer points lying on each j-girdle is related to the fundamental j-volume or 
determinant of the lattice A. Conversely the lattice A determines the linearly 
independent vectors ei ,e2,e3, . . . ,  ej in the Corollary to Lemma 7.1.1. We 
write 1(A) for the length Aj of the longest basis vector ej and introduce the 
following lemma to assist with our counting argument.
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LEM M A  7.1.2 (sums of reciprocal lattice determinants). For k =  1,2,. . .
. . . ,  d — 1 we have
(V-3)
m s *  (D(A» a i
where the sum ranges over all possible j-dimensioned lattice determinants, 
j  < d — 1, whose basis vectors have length < E. When we take E  to be 
the maximum possible length o f a boundary component basis vector, then by 
(4.6), E  = lOy/SciM and
, f2“ +* (5V<5ciA?)‘,_kY
E  THtW 5 1-----" a*    ■ ( 7 A )n m n  (D (A)) °s
Proof By the Corollary to  Lemma 7.1.1, there are linearly independent vec­
tors ej, 1 <  i <  j ,  of the lattice A with
N M - - - I e , K  < D(A) <  N
Hence by Lemma 7.1.1 and Lemma 4.2.4
i ^ E  (^(A ))* ~ ^  ' \ ^ E  M * W ‘ ■ ■ ■ N *
\otjJ oq
By (4.6) the vectors |e»| are non-zero integer vectors with
M  <  /(A) < E  = lOy/SdM , (7.5)
so that
/ 2M+2* (lOv^ M ) ‘' ' t ) i (2s*1* (5
E  —
which establishes the result. □
,<*)<* ( ° W ) k <  a * ai
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7.2 Summing the Boundary Components
When we consider a j-dimensional boundary component S*(V), 2 <  j  < 
d — 2, there are geometrical considerations. The points of S*(V) He on some 
j-dimensional plane II containing the vertex V . The lattice of integer points 
meets II is some j-dimensional lattice A with a basis consisting of j  integer 
vectors ei, e2, e3, . . . ,  e^ -. The points of S*(V) He in the set E, the sheU 
boimded by the surfaces C\ and Cq. By the calculations of Lemma 4.2.1 the 
points of S*(V) He in a d-dimensional cylindrical slab G whose axis is the 
normal n  to  C\ a t R, the point of C\ closest to the vertex V. The upper and 
lower faces of the d-cylinder G He in the tangent hyperplane F a .tR  and in 
a completely parallel hyperplane F', separated by a small distance
525cirj = ------- .
co
The upper and lower faces of the d-cylinder are (d — l)-spheres of radius 
10y/SciM by inequaHty (4.6) of Lemma 4.2.1.
As defined in section 3.2, in d-dimensional space, through a given point 
V  on a ji-plane II, there exists a unique (d — y)-plane that is completely 
orthogonal to II.
Let Wi be a point of F f not in II or and lying at a distance 10y/Fc\M 
from the axis of the d-cylinder. As 2 <  j ,d  — j  <  d — 2, we can choose 
W\ such th a t Y , the (two-dimensional) affine plane defined by n and W\, 
contains a t least one other point P  of the j-plane II in addition to the vertex 
V . Then Y  fl G is a rectangle containing P, R  and V, and W\ is a corner of 
the rectangle. Hence the line segment V P  is also contained in Y  fl II. Let 
k  be the line V P  produced in Y  fl n , cutting the hyperplanes of the upper 
and lower faces of the cylinder in W$ and W4. Let W2 be the comer of the 
rectangle on F  th a t is diametricaUy opposite W\ as depicted in Figure 7.1.
We can construct in Y  a line m , through V, that is orthogonal to the line 
k. By the defintion of completely orthogonal planes, all lines perpendicular 
to k  and not in n  must He in 4*. Therefore the Hne m  Hes in Y  fl ^  making 
an angle 0 with n, the normal to  the tangent hyperplane to Ci at R.
By construction, any vector lying whoUy within the d-cylinder G has 
length <  W iW 2, so that
W3W4 =  T} cosec 0 < W 1W2 =  ff cosec a.
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Figure 7.1:
By inequality (4.6), the distance of points of S*(V) from V  is a t most
r  =  10y/SciM ,
so that S*(V) lies within a distance r of the line k  in a j-dimensional plane 
II. Hence S*(V) must be contained in a j-cylinder, G', with axis /c, whose
upper and lower faces are (j — l)-spheres of radius r. The jf-dimensional
volume of G' is therefore
ctj-ir i^W zW t =  d j-ir i^r]  cosec 9. (7.6)
Suppose th at the j-dimensional boundary component S*(Vi) contains / points 
of S, where
L + l  < I < 2L  (7.7)
for some L  equal to a power of two. By Lemma 3.5.4 in dimension j ,  the
convex hull of S*(V) has j-dimensional volume
Vol(S*(V)) >  > i t - j  + Q tyA ) > (7.8)
where |*S^ *(V")| Ues in the range of (7.7).
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Comparing (7.6) and (7.8), we see that
„ 9)
and for acute angles we can write
P “ »
As stated before, a j-girdle is a set of j-dhnensional boundary components 
whose jf-planes II are all completely parallel. We want to count the number of 
components in the girdle for which (7.7) holds for each L  equal to a power of 
two. Each boundary component Sf*(Vr) gives rise to a set A along the surface 
of the sphere B. The set A  has a centre, the point W  where the outward 
normal is parallel to  the line V R  normal to C\. Corresponding to the unique 
pair of completely orthogonal j  and (d —j)-planes II and through V, there 
are diametric planes of the sphere B, II' parallel to II, parallel to 4*, 
that form a unique completely orthogonal pair of planes through the origin. 
The distance of W  from 4/', measured along the surface of B, is 6 c\M. The 
distance of each point of A  from W  is
<  JcqS M
so that the distance of each point of A  from the (d — j)-plane is
< 0 ClM +  <  2max(0ciAf,0ociM ), (7.11)
where
Ci V 4 M
There are two cases according to which term gives the maximum in (7.11). 
In both cases we consider the maximum (d — l)-dimensional surface region 
available on the surface of the d-sphere B  and relate this to the minimum 
surface requirement for each set A  on the surface of B. We note that if more 
than one j-dimensional boundary component in a j-girdle of the convex hull 
H  lies on the same jf-plane, then the vertices Vi, which label the boundary
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components S*(Vi) must be different, so they are counted separately in this 
argument.
First we consider L so small that
* U +  1^ i r *"1 > ^ s i n f l > f l > f l Q =  (7.12)2D(A)L *  2 c i » 4 M  v '
Then
* (j +  l ) V l - i rJ~lciM  > 2max(0c1A/16 „c\M).
D(A)L
The intersection of ^f/ with B  is a (d — j)-dimensional sphere, B\, with 
diameter 2c\M. The (d — j  — l)-dimensional surface of B\ is contained 
within the (d — l)-dimensional surface of B, and by (3.11) this is given by
(7.13)
The set A  has distance at most 20c\M from the (d — jf)-plane on the 
surface of B  in j  further perpendicular directions, and so has cross-section at 
most A6 c\M  in these j  dimensions. Hence the search region on the surface 
of B  has (d — l)-dimensiona! volume at most
(d -  < (2nc1M)d~j - 1(A0c1M )j
<  (27rci M )d~3~l ( 2^ -+1-^ - f ' lciM ) J , 
where we have used (3.13). By (4.3), the number of such sets A  is a t most
i  { w r  r + v , r ' M y  -
/  2d+j2+j-2 \
2 2(d~ 1)+ j2& ( j - 1) l & a i. 1ird- 1( ( j  +1)!)^! 2 | i2+i-<n-i <f+ia-i- i
------------------------5 1 E I----------------------------  s 2 M  2 •
V Orf-iCo 2 ( D ( K ) L Y  J
The corresponding boundary components S*(V) have at most 2L points. We 
then sum over L — 2 ,4 ,8 , . . .  to get a contribution
/  2d+j2+j—2 \
22d+j253(J- 1U 3 V  + l)!pc, 2 1 P+i-d+i 1
--------------------- W i -------------------------  « 2 M  2
 ^ c u - i c v  2 ( D ( A ) Y  )
(7.14)
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<
of points to  S  from all the boundary components in the girdle in the cases
(7.12).
For ranges of L  for which (7.12) is false we have
• n ^  U  + l)!r/a,-irJ“1 ,  2fl» _ 1 J c r f
Sm  a  < -------^ ,------- <  =----- \ l  -r-r,
D(A)L  7T 7TCi V M
0< f sin 0< (*> = 2^/1?,
2max.(0ciM,0ociM ) < 20qC\M =  y/coSM.
The sets A  corresponding to the boundary components with all L for which
(7.12) is false are disjoint, and they he within a region of (d — l)-volume at 
most
(2irc1M )d~3~l(490CiM y <  (2irciM)<'--’- 1 h^/coSM ^ ,
j  2d— i— 2
=  2 ‘~1(irci)d~i ~1(co$)2 M  2
using the same reasoning as that of the previous case.
By (4.3), the number of such sets A  is at most
/  idblzSl \
22d~2 (7TCi )d-J ~1 Cq 2 \ J±L~d jz iz lv ' ^  1 5 2 M  2
\
OLd- 1
However small 0 is, the integer points of S*(V) he in a j-dimensional cube 
of j-volume
( 2 0 y/SciM Y  ,
so if there are I > (j + 1) integer points in 5*(y), by the minor arc case d = j  
in Lemma 3.5.4
(j +1)!  3
so that,
y£)(A) <  — 4p-Z>(A) < (20y /S cJH y ,
£>(A)
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and the boundary components S*(V) in the girdle for which (7.12) is false 
contribute
(j +  !)• ^  f r m Y  I I
Otd-1
(  j + l —d  2d—j —2
f - i ' 4- l  2 ^ 2  \  2 j+ l -d  d -1U  +  L ).Z  V T T  Co C, |  ( 7 1 5 )
a d_i£>(A) 
integer points to S(H).
\
We use Lemma 7.1.2 with j  — k t o  estimate the contribution of all boundary 
components with L  small in all j-girdles given by (7.14) as
2d+jd+j—2
23id+2d+2j25J(d-l)13?ai_i7rd-l +  !)!)> Cj 2
d-f-2j—1 
ad-ioPjCQ 2
x£ 2 + Af 2 (7.16)
integer points, and the contribution of all boundary components with L  large 
from all j-girdles given by (7.15) as
j + l - d  jd+2d—2j—2 \
( j  +  l ) ! 2 3 j W j + 2 d - 25 id 7rd - j - l Co 2 Ci 2 |  ^ (d+l)Q --l) (d - l) ( ;+ l)
Q!d-lttj
After some calculation we find that
2d+jd+j—2 
r  2 j + l - d  jd+2d—2j—2
>Co 2 «1 2
(7.17)
d+2j—1
Co 2
oti
and
(JU +  o v  >
( * 4
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for all j  > 0, d > 1, where we have used (3.6) (3.11) and (3.12) to  obtain
the above inequalities. Hence we can write the sum of these two terms from
(7.16) and (7.17) as
<  +  I ) '.y j  ^ ) 4 t^  (5> + 13>)
(<<+1)0 - 1) , ,  (<<-1)0 + 1) 
xS 2 +1 (ciAf) 2
d+ 2 j—l
//•, \  2 (d+DCi-l) .. (d-m+1)
< Xj ( | )  (c,M) i
izl / d±k \
=  A ^ I^ + H c iM )" -1)  2 f( )^ 2 S(clM)d-1 j , (7.18)
where we have written
/  2 3 jd + a t+ a ,i+ 2 i  ( y V ) 11- 1 ( 9 j ( j  +  i ) j ) A  
* - {  04.1 ) '
using
5* +  13* < 18*.
We now consider the total number of integer points contributed by the j- 
girdles in all boundary components with 6  < <$o, defined in (4.7) by
-(■iSk)* «-)=».
f  cq \  d+! . . r l^z1)
= \2 2<<5<<-il3d!ci J C^l  ^ <‘+1 '
Hence
Sd+ i <  8 d + i _  (  ° o ( r t
and . ,j - i  j
(4^+1(ciM)d 0  ~ = **'
say, where fij is a constant depending only on d and j .
In this notation, the upper bound in (7.18) for the components with S <  <$o
is
d+ 1
V  Hr;) 2Co.
2jd+4d+2j2+2j {5ir)d~1(9j(J +  1)!)J
(lSdiy^otd. l
d+ 1
JX I ( ^ )  2 So(ciM) d - 1 I . (7.19)
Using the inequalities
9>
13P I ^ 9 .  
f U  + 1)!J
d'.ii- 1 <d!, j  < d  —2 ,
we can write
( 2jM+4d+2jt2+2j ^ 24)<i*-124d! \
^  J
y»d+Zjd+2j
Hence we estimate the contribution of integer points from all j-dimensional 
girdles, with 2 < j < ( d  — 2), and 8  < 8q as
<- ( ^ )  (d)
no.
2 <50(ciM )''-1 I . (7.20)
Next, for 8  < So, we consider the integer points contributed by the boundary 
components of dimension 0,1, d — 1 and d, along with the points lying strictly 
inside the convex hull H. These individual upper bounds correspond to 
(3.31), (5.1), (5.15), (5.8) and (3.45) respectively. We have
d{d-l)
N0 < 36d!(2ciM) d+ i
d(d-l)
< 2d+6d!(ciM) d+1 (7.21)
integer points which are vertices of the convex hull (case j  =  0),
Nl <  i3y 1 ( g i ) 2 <50(C1jw)d- 1,
<*d-1 \CoJ
d-f-1
< —  ( - )  2 So(ciM)d~l (7.22)
<*d-1 \ Q > /
integer points on one-dimensional boundary component girdles (case j  =  1). 
Using the inequality
d <  2*"1, d > 1,
we have
d2—d
d ! < 2 ~ ,  (7.23)
and so there are N^-
9d+17 /V, \  (d_1)/2 /  d (d -l) /r , \  (d-1)/2 \
< d!(d +  1)!2 2 M j  f (ClA/) rf+i +  2 ( ^  J M d M )**-1 J  ,
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tP+lOd+17 / ' r 1 \ ( d  1 ) / 2  (  d (d - l)  / r , \ ^  1 ) / 2  . A
<  d!2 2 M j  f (c\M) M  +  2 ( J SofaM)*-1 J ,
tP+lOd+17 / ^ \ ( d " 1 ) / 2  (  d (d - l)  9 4  /  \  (d - l) /2  \
< * 2  .  ( ^ )  ^ J 0 « +  —  ( ^ )  M O M ) - ] ,
(7.24)
integer points on (d — l)-dimensional boundary components (case j  — d — 1),
d d (d -1 )
Wd < 2(d +  l)(3odd!)d+1 (2ClM) 1
rf(rf-i)
<36(d+l)!(2ciM) rf+i
d(d—1 )
< 22d+6 d\(c1M) d+i (7 .25) 
integer points lying on d-dimensional boundary components, and
N* < 12(d+l)!<50(ciM )d- 1
< - - - — {ciM ) d ~ 1 (7.26)
ttd - 1
integer points lying strictly inside the convex hull H.
Collecting together the terms in (7.21), (7.22), (7.24), (7.25) and (7.26) 
we have
< d! ( I )  ^  (ClM ) ^  +  2 £ ± ^ 1  +  22i+6)
d! / c i \ d_1 ! /2 8d+2 d2+10d+25 \+^ ru) h r +2 2 +2 + )
d— 1  /  d- 1  '
tft+lOd+lS / c i \  2 I d jd -1 ) 24 / C i \  2 . ,
< 2  2 d! f -± J  I (ClM) <*+i +  —  U J  50(ciM )
(7.27)
integer points counted in N0, iVi, Nd~i, Nd and N'. Combining (7.20) with
the bound (7.27) for Ng, the number of points on girdles of intermediate
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dimensions, we estimate the total number of integer points lying on within a 
distance <5q from the convex hull H  as
d - 1 /  5ft2—22
<P+10d+18 2 I d jd z l l  2  2
< 2---- 2---- d! [ ) (ClM) d+1 + ---------
VCd/ \ <*<*-1
^o(ciM)
where we have used the result that for d > 3
(P+10d+26 oj2 , r< ,2 2 < 23rf +5d_3.
The bound in (7.28) is valid for a shell of thickness 6 =  6o and consists of 
terms independent of 6  (degree zero), and those with a factor of 6  (degree 
one).
We cover the shell E  of all extended vertex components, bounded inter­
nally by Co and externally by Ci, by R  thinner concentric shells E \ , , E r  
of thickness Sq. The distance between C\ and Co along any inward normal 
vector to these two surfaces is 2S. Hence we choose R  to be the smallest 
integer with
RSo > 26, (R -  l)6o < 26,
so that
R < = -  + 1. (7.29)
do
The shell Er consists of the points on some inward normal whose distance 
I, measured along the inward normal, from the hypersurface C\ lies in the 
range
(r  -  l)<5o <  I < r60.
Lemma 3.3.2, with 6 replaced by r<5o, ensures that each shell Er will satisfy 
the Curvature Condition, so that any two-dimensional plane section curve of 
Er will have radius of curvature p in the range
cqM  <  p  <  C \ M .
Therefore equation (7.28) gives the uniform upper bound for the number of 
integer points contributed by any shell Er
rfZ+lOd+lS 93*+5*-2 / n . \ d~1
2 2 d\ ( -  ) (ClM) d+1 +  — ------- ( £1 ) 6o(c\M) .
\CoJ ad - i \ cqJ
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Now let
„ =  * ( * * ) &  =  ( ^ 3^ - )  d+1 <  I  (7-30)
by the definition (4.7) of <$o; we see that rj is a constant and by (7.23)
1 (  22d5d~113d!ci \  d+1
co /
2 2 
o  ^ &-A \  *+! /  <^+^+2 \  5+1
22d23d~3242 2 ci \ < /2 __ 2_ d
co I \ co
2d^ +Qd+S \  d+1 _2_
2 2 ci ) ^  od+8 /"ci>\ d+1< I  - I < 2
co (i)
< 2 d+8—. (7.31)
co
We note that by (7.30)
<5o =  '- jzr  < ------------------------------------- (7-32)
(cj M )d+l 2®(ciM)‘t+1
TH EO R EM  2. Suppose that C is a convex hypersurface in d-dimensional 
Euclidean space Ed (d >  3), satisfying the Curvature Condition at size M  (so 
that C is contained in a hypersphere radius c\M). Then the toted number, 
N , of integer points lying either on C or within a distance S of C, is bounded 
by
N  < ^  ( ( c i M ) ^ 1 +  29(5(ciM)<i_1)  . (7.33)
Proof. We multiply the upper bound (7.28) by the maximum number of shells 
allowed by (7.29). For the degree zero terms this yields
d—1
/ 9 A  \  (f’+ io d + is  / r , \  2
n * o + i ) 2^ ~ d ! U )  ( c i M ) d + i
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(P+lOd+lS d- 1
/ C i \ ~  ,f (ClM) d+1
d - 1
ld_1 + 2  2 d!
tft-t-lOd+lS
cP+12d+34 (P+10d+18
(7.34)
where we have used (7.30) and (7.31). 
For the degree one terms we have
Cl \ d_1 d(d-l)
- }  r](c\M) d+i
by (7.32), and as rj < 2 6, this simplifies to
23rfI+5d—1^1
<  1
OCd-l
6 (c\M)d~l +
(7.35)
Finally we combine the terms from (7.34) and (7.35) to estimate the total 
number of integer points by
T H E O R E M  3. Suppose that C is a convex hypersurface in d-dimensional 
Euclidean space Ed (d > 3), satisfying the Local Curvature Condition at size 
M  (so that C  is contained in a hypersphere radius C\M), with
Then N , the total number of integer points lying either on C, or within a 
distance 6  o f C, satisfies the same bound (7.33) as in Theorem 2 .
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 2, we consider an enlarged component S'(V ), 
where all the calculations for distances between points on the outer surface 
C\ take place within the reach 'PfV) of 5"(K), with respect to V .
as required. □
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By Lemma 4.2.5, the Local Curvature Condition holds at all points in 
Tl(V), so the calculations which establish Theorem 2 are valid under the 
weaker hypothesis of the Local Curvature Condition. □
It is interesting to compare the constants in Theorems 1 and 2 when 
d =  3. Theorem 1 gives
\  2M  2!6
Co/
whereas in Theorem 2 (the general case) we have
“  ( c o )  +  29S(cl M ) 2
The structure of the bounds in Theorems 1 and 2 is the same. The constants 
are numerically larger in Theorem 2 because Theorem 2 allows for girdles of 
intermediate dimension which do not occur when d — 3, and also because we 
have used sharper estim ates for the volume constants c*2 and 03 .
U c1M ) § + 2 9(f(c1M)2J ,
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PART II
A ssociated Magic Squares and 
a Zeta Identity
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Chapter 8 
Overview
This chapter introduces and defines th e m ost com m on types of 
m agic square, explaining the sym m etries th at m otivate our results.
8.1 B rief H istory
The magic square [3] of order 3 or “Loh Shu square” [32] was known in China 
as early as the W arring States period, which lasted from 481 BC until 221 
BC. An impression of the square is depicted in Figure 8.1 with the more 
modem m atrix representation given below this in Table 8.1. It was used
Figure 8.1: The Loh Shu square.
in China as a hopscotch to symbolise harmony and the balance of natural
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forces, has the property that the rows, columns and main diagonals add up 
to 15, and any pair of associated elements adds up to 10; two such positions 
within the m atrix are called associated if the centre of the line adjoining 
them is also the centre of the square. More formally, an associated magic 
square satisfies (si), (s2) and (s3) of the five symmetry conditions, defined 
below.
S ym m etry  C ond itions. Let A  =  (aij) be an n x n square matrix and c a 
constant. We define five symmetry conditions on A  as follows:
(si) Row and column symmetry
i = i
l<*<n
(s2) Principal diagonals symmetry
n n
=  C> Q»,(n+1—t) =  C.
t= l  t= l
(s3) Associated symmetry
2c
“b  a (n + l-» ) ,( n + l- j )  ~
71
for all ( i j ) .
(s4) Pandiagonal symmetry
n
= c ’
*=1
i + j  =  *( mod n)
for each residue class s(m odn).
(s5) Most-perfect symmetry
+  f l i j + l  +  ° » + l j  “1“ G f + l j + l  =  +  O j + I n J + in  =
for all (x, j ), where the subscripts of a are taken (mod n) using the
residue classes 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n.
E ° k> = c .
i=l
i —j  =  «( mod n)
E ^ = c .
*=i
l< j< n
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00 1 6
3 5 7
4 9 to
Table 8.1: The unique 3 x 3  square.
16 3 2 13
5 10 11 8
9 6 7 12
4 15 14 1
Table 8.2: The “Melancholia” 4 x 4  associated magic square engraved 1514.
We note th at either of conditions (s3) or (s4) imply condition (s2).
A square in which only the rows and columns sum to c (condition (si)) 
is called semi-magic. The extra condition that the two main or principal 
diagonals also sum to c (conditions (si) and (s2)) defines the standard magic 
square and if the square also has the associated property (condition (s3)) then 
we have an associated magic square with associated sum 2c/n.
The smallest possible magic square is the 3 x 3  square and it is well 
known th at (ignoring rotations and reflections) this square is unique. In this 
case, the associated property (s3) is simply a result of the row, column and 
diagonal conditions ((si) and (s2)). For larger squares this is not always 
the case and so one has to impose the associated property (s3) as an extra 
condition. It is also possible to impose further conditions on the sums or 
partial sums of elements of a square and we give a brief description of the 
more popular refinements.
Traditionally a magic square of size n contains the integers 0 ,1 , . . .  n2 — 1 
or 1 ,2 ,. . .  n2. The respective constant sums are n(n2 —1)/2 and n(n2 + 1 ) /2. 
In practice the square can contain many different progressions and still satisfy 
the magic conditions with constant sum c.
A pandiagonal magic square has the usual row, column and main diagonal 
requirements along with the additional property that any broken diagonal 
also sums to c as defined in condition (s4). That is, if we imagine that 
the top and bottom  of the square are joined together and also that the left 
and right sides are joined then the square will look like a doughnut. The 
extra requirement (s4) means that any n  integers read in sequence along
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1 15 24 8 17
23 7 16 5 14
20 4 13 22 6
12 21 10 19 3
9 18 2 11 25
Table 8.3: A 5 x 5 pandiagon&l associated magic square.
0 14 3 13 0 3 0 3
i
0 2 3 1
7 9 4 10 1 2 1 2 3 1 0 2
14 2 15 1 3 0 3 0 i 0 2 3 1
11 5 8 6 2 1 2 1 3 1 0 2
Table 8.4: A 4 x 4 most-perfect square and its auxiliary squares.
a diagonal line of the original array that crosses a “join” of the doughnut 
forms a  “broken diagonal” of the original square. A magic square in which 
the broken and principal diagonals sum to c is called “pandiagonal” . It was 
proved by C. Planck in 1919 that there are no traditional pandiagonal magic 
squares of singly-even order (n =  2 (mod 4)).
A most-perfect square is defined to be a pandiagonal magic square in 
which any “sub-square of 4 integers” on the surface of our doughnut sum to 
4c/n ; each integer is associated to the one distant from it \n  places in the 
same diagonal (i.e. their sum =  2c/n). It follows th at there are no most- 
perfect squares of odd order, (apart from the trivial case when n =  1) and, 
due to the pandiagonal condition, that there are no traditional most-perfect 
squares of singly even order. In 1998, Ollerenshaw and Bree [35] managed to 
enumerate all traditional most-perfect squares of doubly-even order (n =  0 
(mod 4)). They also showed when n =  0 (mod 4) that condition (s5) implies 
conditions (si), (s2) and (s4). In Table 8.4 the most-perfect square, A  say, 
is split into two auxiliary squares, B  and C  say, so that A  =  4B  +  C.
A Latin square of order n  is an n x n array of n different symbols, each 
used n times, arranged in such a way, that each row or column of the array 
contains each symbol exactly once. In our language, a Latin square is semi­
magic under formal addition of the symbols. We call a Latin square magic 
when both the principal diagonals also contain each symbol exactly once. 
Traditionally the n  symbols are identified with the numbers 0 ,1 , . . . ,  n — 1.
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23 1 2 20 19
22 16 9 14 4
5 11 13 15 21
8 12 17 10 18
7 25 24 6 3
Table 8.5: A 5 x 5 (non-associated) magic square.
We follow this tradition.
Two Latin squares B  =  (bij) and C =  (cij) are said to be orthogonal 
when the n2 ordered pairs (bij, Cij) are all different, so that every possible 
pair of symbols actually occurs as a pair (bij, Cjj). Euler observed [35] in 1779 
th a t if B  and C  are an orthogonal pair of traditional magic Latin squares of 
order n, then A =  n B  +  C  is a magic square with entries 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  n2 — 1, 
as in Table 8.4. In this construction the auxiliary magic Latin squares B  and 
C  are called the radix and the unit respectively. The use of symmetry to 
construct the auxiliary squares motivates our results.
If we consider magic squares as square matrices, then the set of magic 
squares is closed under m atrix addition, and addition preserves these sym­
metries. Are any symmetries preserved under m atrix multiplication or in­
version? It is known [13] that the set of semi-magic squares with real entries 
forms a ring under m atrix multiplication. Thompson [40] proved in 1988 that 
the odd powers of a 3 x 3 magic square A , are themselves magic, and so satisfy 
conditions (si) and (s2). Furthermore, if A is invertible as a matrix, then 
the odd negative powers of A  are also magic. The corresponding result holds 
for a 5 x 5 pandiagonal magic square A, that A* is pandiagonal magic for 
every odd positive integer k, if A is invertible, also for odd negative k. The 
4 x 4  pandiagonal magic squares are not invertible, but again, the positive 
odd powers of the square are also pandiagonal magic. It appears to be the 
case that extra symmetry conditions in a square can lead to the preservation 
of symmetry in its odd powers. Table 8.5 is an example of a 5 x 5 magic 
square where the third power and inverse are not magic, although recently, a 
method has been devised by Guyker [18], [19] that generates magic squares 
with magic inverses for all orders n.
Table 8.6 summarises current progress with the exact enumeration of 
different types of traditional magic square. For most-perfect squares enu­
meration is known [35] and there are again 48 of order 4. For order 8 there
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Order Sem i magic Magic Associated Pandiag. M ost per / .
3 9 1 1 0 0
4 68688 880 48 48 48
5 579043051200 275305224 48544 3600 0
Table 8.6: Known enumeration results for different types of traditional magic 
squares.
are 368640 squares, for order 12 there are 530841600 and for order 36 there 
are more than 2 x 1044 squares.
8.2 Structure and Symmetry
The Pythagoreans declared that number is the essence of all things. Magic 
squares are instances of the intrinsic harmony of number.
The main body of research into magic squares has been in the areas of 
construction and enumeration but not in the study of their multiplicative 
properties. We show in the Corollary to Lemma 9.2.1 that associated magic 
squares of real numbers hold their symmetry to all positive odd powers and 
th at this symmetry is also passed onto their inverses (if they exist) and 
subsequent negative odd powers. These results appear to  be new.
I thank Professor Jim  Wiegold for the advice “always let the symme­
try  work for you” . Construction techniques for singly-even associated magic 
squares are less symmetric than those for odd and doubly-even squares. No 
non-singular associated magic square of doubly-even order is known. Hence­
forth we consider odd squares, which are non-singular in general.
Thompson [40] observed th at a magic square A  of order n with row-sum 
c can be w ritten as
A  = A ' + - E ,  (8.1)n
where E  is the n  x n  m atrix with all entries equal to 1 and A' (the ker­
nel square) is a  magic square with constant sum 0. Prom a multiplicative
perspective this means that A 'E  =  EA ' =  On. Hence
A k = (A')k +  &  =  (A')* +  nk~lE. (8.2)
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- 1 2 2 11 - 5 4
10 - 6 3 - 8 1
7 - 9 0 9 - 7
-1 8 - 3 6 -1 0
- 4 5 -1 1 - 2 12
- 2 0 2 - 1 1 - 2 2 1 0 - 1
2 - 1 1 - 2 0 0 - 1 - 2 2 1
1 - 2 0 2 - 1 + 2 1 0 - 1 - 2
0 2 - 1 1 - 2 - 1 - 2 2 1 0
- 1 1 - 2 0 2 1 0 -1 - 2 2
Table 8.7: The auxiliary kernel squares of a 5 x 5 associated pandiagonal 
magic square.
For n  =  2m +  1, the traditional kernel square A' will contain the integers 
—(2m2 -I- 2m), . . . ,  0 , . . . ,  2m2 +  2m — 1 ,2m2 +  2m. Using the idea of Euler’s 
auxiliary Latin squares, the traditional kernel square A'  can then be expressed 
as a sum of two auxiliary orthogonal traditional squares B  and C  such that
A' = n B  + C , (8.3)
with B  and C  each constructed using the integers
—m, —(m — 1 ) , . . . ,  0 ,1 , . . . ,  (m — 1), m.
If the original square A  is associated, then so is the kernel square A', and 
also the auxiliary squares B  and C.
We look for symmetry between the two auxiliary squares (to try and sim­
plify future calculations). For example, consider the associated pandiagonal 
5 x 5  magic square depicted in Table 8.3. The square has strong symmetry 
and the two auxiliary kernel squares, B  and C, (depicted in Table 8.7) are 
closely related with C = B T. The square B  has a “knight’s move” structure, 
repeating at “one across and two down”. The effects of multiplication on this 
symmetry are not so simple. One possible basis matrix for the vector space 
of all such squares is given in Table 8.8. As the powers of this basis matrix in­
crease through 1,2,3,4,5, the m atrix structure changes from “knight’s move” 
to “right-left diagonal” , to “reversed knight’s move” , to “left-right diagonal” 
and finally back to the original “knight’s move” on the fifth power. Although
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0 0 0 -1 1
0 -1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 -1
0 0 -1 1 0
-1 1 0 0 0
Table 8.8: A 5 x 5 kernel basis matrix (knight’s move).
1
5.65.19.29
Table 8.9: The inverse pandiagonal associated magic square of Table 8.3.
this process is easily understood by looking at permutations of the rows of / ,  
the different structures will add complexity to any model describing powers 
of this matrix. The determinant of the matrix is 53.65.19.29 and the inverse 
is shown below in Table 8.9. As with the original square, the inverse kernel 
square can be expressed as the sum of two auxiliary kernel squares.
Analysis of permutations of the basis vectors e i ,e 2, . . .  ,e„ showed that 
any basis matrix of order n  with a knight’s move structure, be it elongated 
or otherwise, follows a succession of structural changes as it passes through 
increasing powers of 1 , . . . ,  n.
The simplest type of basis matrix for considering matrix powers has a 
diagonal structure which means that the magic squares created with such a 
basis cannot be pandiagonal. They can however be associated, and as the 
unique 3 x 3  square is also an associated square, the conclusion was to create a 
general n  x n (with n odd) associated magic square from these diagonal basis 
matrices. A 5 x 5 example is given in Table 8.10 (determinant 26.32.53.60) 
and the simplicity of the inverse square (depicted in Table 8.11) is quite 
striking.
-5 6 8 9 8351 -1334 2176 -749
-1 009 2501 -8874 9911 226
6726 1786 551 -684 -5624
876 -8809 9976 -1399 2111
1851 -1074 2436 -7249 6791
I l l
10 23 6 19 2
3 11 24 7 15
16 4 12 20 8
9 17 0 13 21
22 5 18 1 14
=  5 x
0 2 - 1 1 - 2
1 to 0 2 - 1 1
1 - 2 0 2 - 1
- 1 1 - 2 0 2
2 - 1 1 - 2 0
+
1 to 1 - 1 to 0
1 - 1 to 0 - 2
- 1 2 0 - 2 1
2 0 - 2 1 - 1
0 1 to 1 - 1
CM
+ 12 E5
Table 8.10: A 5 x 5 associated magic square constructed from diagonal basis 
matrices.
2.5.60
7 -2 3 2 - 3 27
27 2 -2 8 2 7
2 22 2 -1 8 2
- 3 2 32 2 -2 3
-2 3 7 2 27 - 3
/ 0 - 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 -1 0
1 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 1
5 x 0 1 0 - 1 0 + 0 -1 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 -1 -1 0 1 0 0
\ - 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 -1
Table 8.11: The inverse associated magic square of Table 8.10.
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C h a p t e r  9  
M a t r ix  A lg e b r a
In  th is chap ter we tran sla te  the  properties of general and diagonally 
constructed  associated magic squares into m atrix  algebra. We will 
revert to  s tan d a rd  m atrix  notation and will refer to  an associated 
magic square as an AM square for short.
9.1 Vector Space Fundamentals.
Table 9.1: Semi-magic square vector space dimension =  n2 — 2n + 2.
We begin with a brief re-cap of known vector spaces dimensions of magic 
squares [36] of real numbers. It is easily shown that the dimension of the
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1/ b
r d
Table 9.2: Magic square vector space dimension =  n2 — 2n.
vector space of real semi-magic squares of order n is n2 — 2n + 2 and one 
possible basis is depicted in Table 9.1. In the table, once the n2 — 2n + 2 grey 
cells are chosen, then the remaining white cells are determined.
For the vector space of real magic squares of order n, it was proved by 
Chemick [9] in 1938 that this has dimension n2 — 2n. Again we give an 
example of one possible basis in Table 9.2. Here the grey cells determine 
the white cells at which point the equations pertaining to the four remaining 
cells a, b, c, d can be solved.
As expected, the increased symmetry of the AM squares of order n reduces 
the size of the vector space and in Tables 9.3 and 9.4 we demonstrate that 
an upper bound for the dimension of this space is given by
n2 — 2n + 3 (9.1)
when n is odd, and
n2 — 2n + 2
(9.2)
when n is even. It is interesting to note that for n — 3, the unique magic 
square has to be associated, and that the dimension of the basis is three [40] 
which agrees with the upper bound in (9.1). When n =  5, the vector space 
of real pandiagonal magic squares is known to be of dimension 9 [40], which 
is the same as the upper bound for AM squares in (9.1).
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Table 9.3: Upper bound for AM square (odd) vector space dimension = 
(n2 - 2 n +  3)/2.
We now translate the properties of AM squares into matrix algebra in a 
more rigorous fashion.
Definition. First we define the n x n permutation matrices. Let elt • • • , 
be the unit vectors (1,0, • •), (0,1,0, • •), • • • , (0, • • • , 0,1) written as rows. 
A permutation of the n rows raj, • • • , m„ of an n x n matrix M can be accom­
plished by the product where Pa is the matrix with rows eal, • • • , erTn.
Similarly MPa has columns krl, • * • , k ^  where kx, • • • , are the columns of 
A/, and r  is the permutation inverse to a. In particular let J  be the matrix 
with rows en,en_11 - • • , eu  and let K  be the matrix with rows e^, • • • , e„, ex. 
In the 3 x 3  case they are
‘ 0 0 1 ■ ' 0 1 0 '
0 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 0
The matrices J  and K  under multiplication generate the dihedral group D ^. 
The product JM J~ l has the original entry in row n + 1 — t , column n + 1 —j , 
where J -1 =  J . Let E  be defined as in the previous chapter, so that E  is the 
n x n  matrix with every entry 1. We define any matrix that can be expressed 
as a linear combination of products of powers of J, K  and E  to be diagonally 
expressible.
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• .  .
ti
1 ■ J
Table 9.4: Upper bound for AM square (even) vector space dimension = 
(n2 -  2 n +  2)/2.
We call a n n x n  matrix M  semi-magic of weight z if M  and its trams pose 
M T satisfy
M E  = nzE = Mt E. (9.3)
If M  is traditional then the weight z is equal to either (n2 —1)/2 or (n2-f l)/2.
The condition (9.3) says that the rows and columns sum to nz. The 
permutation matrices Pa are semi-magic of weight 1/n. The AM squares of 
the title (type A for short) are the matrices M which satisfy (9.3) and also
M  -I- JM J = 2zE, (9.4)
which says that the sum of the two associated elements is always 2z, so the 
main diagonals also sum to nz. If M  satisfies (9.3) and
JM J = M, (9.5)
then we say that M  is a balanced semi-magic square (type B  for short). 
These conditions are linear, so the type A squares form a vector space V, 
which contains the transpose M T for every M  in V. The matrix E  is a basis 
matrix of V, and M — zE  is a matrix in V with weight zero. Similarly the 
type B  squares form a vector space W, and for n =  3 and n = 5 we give the 
non-trivial examples
' 1 2  3 '
2 2 2 ,
3 2 1
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and
9 13 8 2 3
12 5 6 11 1
10 4 7 4 10
1 11 6 5 12
3 2 8 13 9
We note that although a type B  square can never be a traditional magic 
square, the 5 x 5  example shown above satisfies the principal diagonals cri­
terion as well the type B  criteria.
9.2 Multiplication and Constructions
LEM M A 9.2 .1 .
(1) I f  M  and N  are semi-magic with weights z and w, then M N  is semi­
magic with weight nzw.
(2) I f  M  and N  are both type A, then M N  is type B.
(3) I f  M  is type A  and N  is type B, then M N  and N M  are type A.
(4) I f  M  is type B  and N  is type B , then M N  and N M  are type B.
(5) I f  M  is semi-magic and invertible, then M ~l is semi-magic with weight 
l / n 2z.
(6 ) I f  M  is type B and invertible, then M ~l is also type B.
(7) I f  M  is type A and invertible, then M ~l is type A with weight l / n 2z.
COROLLARY.
(i) I f  M  is type A then M l is type A  for all positive odd t and type B  for all 
positive even t . I f  M  is also non-singular then the positive condition 
can be removed from the above statement.
(ii) I f  M  is type B  then M* is type B  for all positive t. I f  M  is also 
non-singular then the result holds for all t.
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Proof. If M  and N  are both semi-magic with weights z  and w, then
M N E  =  M nw E  =  n2zw E  =  N TM TE  =  (M N )TE ,
so MTV” is semi-magic with weight nzw.
If M  and N  are both type A, then
J M N J  = (J M J )(J N J ) =  (2zE  -  M )(2wE -  N) 
— 4zwE? — 2 zE N  — 2wM E  +  M N  
=  AnzwE  — 2znwE — 2wnzE  -I- M N  =  M N ,
so M N  is type B.
If M  is type A  and N  is type £?, then
J M N J  = (J M J )(J N J ) = (2zE  -  M )N  
= 2zE N  -  M N  = 2nzwE  -  M N ,
so A/TV is type A.
If M  is type B  and N  is type B, then
J M N J  = (J M (J J )N J )  =  (J M J )(J N J ) =  M N,
so M N  is type B.
If M  is semi-magic and invertible, then from (9.3)
E  = nzM ~lE,
and
E  =  nz(M T) - 1E  =  nz(M ~ 1)TE,
so A/-1 is semi-magic with weight 1 /n 2z.
If M  is type B, then by (9.5)
A /"1 =  J - 'M - 'J - 1 =  JM ~ l J,
and so A/-1 is also type B.
If M  is type A, then we calculate
(2zE -  JM J )  -  J M lj \
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4/r2 2
2zE JM ~ l J  -  - r - J M J E  +  (JM J)(JM  J)n2 n2z
ATP 2
=  —  -  2zEM ~1J  -  —r -J M E  + J M M - 'J  n n^z
AE n n T 2 _  _  _ o= --------2 z - z - E J ---— J n zE  +  J ,n r rz
SO
4 E _ 2 jB 2E +  /  /
n n n
The first factor 2zE — J M J  is just M by (9.4), so
M ~l = W - ~  JM ~ lJ, nzz
and hence
A T 1 G V.
If M  is type A  then by statements (2) and (3) of the Lemma, M 2 is type 
B, M 3 is type A. We inductively assume that M l is type A  for t = 2k +  1, 
multiply by Af2, and apply statement (3) of the Lemma to complete the 
proof for positive odd powers t.
If M  is type A  then by statement (3) of the Lemma, M 2 is type B  and 
by statement (4) of the Lemma M ^M 2 = M4 is also type B. We inductively 
assume that Af* is type B  for t =  2k, multiply by Af2, and again apply 
statement (4) of the Lemma to complete the proof for positive even powers t.
The proofs in the non-singular cases are similar and the second statement 
in the Corollary also follows from statement (4) of the Lemma. □
R em ark . The identity matrix In is of type B  and the n x n  matrix with 
zero entries 0„ is simultaneously of types A  and B. Hence the Corollary 
implies that the set of all n  x n type A  and type B  squares is closed under 
multiplication and addition and so forms a ring, H(A, B ), containing the 
subring 71(B), of all n  x n type B  squares. This raises interesting questions 
such as “if Af is type B  then does the solution to the matrix equation
M  = N 2
exist, and if so must TV be of type AT” If this is the case then we can think 
of the ring 7Z(A, B) as being a ’’quadratic extension” to the ring 71(B).
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Prom a group theory perspective, the Corollary implies that the set of all
non-singular type A  and B  squares over a field F forms a group, G(A, B),
under multiplication, containing the subgroup, G(B), of all n x n  non-singular 
type B  squares. Both groups are subgroups of GL(n,F).
How do we construct squares of types A  and B? If M  is semi-magic, then 
so is TV =  M  — J M J  and
TV -I- J N J  =  M  -  J M J  +  J M J  -  Af,
so TV satisfies (9.4) with z = 0. The permutation matrices are semi-magic, 
and
J IC J  =  K~T. (9.6)
so
1C -  J IC J  = IC  - K  r (9.7)
is a matrix in V of weight zero, and
K r +  J IC J  = IC  + K~r (9.8)
is a matrix in W  of weight 2/n.
We now define the basis matrices, that along with J  and E, span the 
vector spaces of diagonally expressible type A  and B  squares.
D efinition . For n  = 2 m  +  1 and r  € Z let K r be the permutation matrices 
of order n and let
Ar = A'2’- 1 -  (9.9)
and
Br = K 2r + K - 2r. (9.10)
Then
JA rJ  =  -A r  e  V (9.11)
with weight zero and
JB rJ  =  Br £ W (9.12)
with weight 2/n .
We note that A rE  = EAr = 0„ and E B r =  BrE  =  2E.
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Under the above definition, the following identities hold.
9.13
9.14
A»+l =  On 
ArAa — f?r+a_i Br_a
A f B a ~  Ar+g +  A,—e
9.15
9.16
9.17
B -r = Br 9.18
Bm+r Bm+1—r 9.19
Bo = 2 1  
BrBa =  Br+S +  Br- a
9.20
9.21
L E M M A  9.2.2. For natural number m  let n — 2m -1-1 be odd. Then:
(1) The n matrices E , A i , . . . ,  Am, «Mi,. . . ,  JA n span fAe vector subspace 
V g V  o f diagonally expressible type A  squares.
(2) The n  matrices E , . . . ,  Z?m, J B i , . . . ,  JB m span the vector subspace 
W ' Q W  of diagonally expressible type B  squares.
Proof. Let M  and N  be diagonally expressible squares of type A  and B  with 
weights z  and w respectively. Let
so that M ' and N ' are diagonally expressible squares of type A  and B  re­
spectively, both with weight 0. That is, AT' and N ' are the respective kernel 
squares of M  and N.
Using Euler’s method we write
where M i , M 2 are the diagonally expressible auxiliary type A  Latin squares of 
M ' and N x, N 2 are the diagonally expressible auxiliary type B  Latin squares
M ' — M  — zE , N ' = N - w E ,
M ' = nM \ +  M2, N ' = nNi 4- N2,
of TV'.
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One of the squares Mi, M2 will be expressible as a linear combination 
of the Ar matrices and the other as a linear combination of the JAr ma­
trices. For n  odd, the auxiliary squares M\ and M2 are orthogonal (in 
the Latin sense) and so their individual weights must be zero. The type 
A  matrices Ar and JAr all have weight zero but as the principal diagonal 
matrices /  and J  are “self-associated”, they do not feature in either linear 
combination as they are only of type A  if all entries are also zero. Hence 
{E , A i , . . . ,  Am, J A i , . . . ,  J  Am} span the vector subspace V  £  V of diago­
nally expressible type A  magic squares.
For N \,N 2 we use a similar argument with respect to orthogonality and 
so N\ and N 2 both have weight zero even though the matrices Br and J B r 
all have weight 2/n. The only difference here is that the matrices I  and J  
are both of type B  and so can occur in the linear combination expressions 
for Ni and 7V2. However,
m
r=l
and
m
e ~ Y , J b t = j ,
r=l
and so this eventuality is covered . Therefore {E, B \ , . . . ,  Bm, J B \ , . . . ,  J B m} 
span the vector subspace W  Q W  of diagonally expressible type B  squares.
□
9.3 Two and Three Parameter Families
LEM M A  9.3.1. For natural number m  let n — 2m +  1 and let the three 
parameter family o f type A  squares be defined such that
m
M (z , y, x) = ( z l  -  yJ)  ^ ( m  -I-1 -  r)Ar +  (m(z A y )  A  x)E . (9.22)
r=l
Then
r-if- ~ _ (zI~yJ) a . EM  1 (z ,y ,x )  = —   ^tAqAn(z2 -  y2) n2 (m(z A y) A  x ) '
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CO RO LLA R Y . For some positive integer t > 0 we have
M -l(z ,y ,x )  =
( z l  -  -  y2) ^  t _______ E _______
nl(z2 -%ft*  ^  nt+1(m(z +  y) +  x)* ’ V }
and
Mf(z ,y ,x )  =
( z l  — y j ) 4*"10-^ * 2 — y2)^ ] ^ 5 3 (m +  1 “  r )A-^ +  nl~l (m(z +  y) +  x)lE.
(9.24)
We note that
K  =  ( - i ) ‘ ( “ ) / + E ( - 1)‘+r( t + r ) B-  (9-25)
and
t+1
0 -26)
Proof. ArE  vanishes so that
1 m E
M M ~l =  — y^ (m  +  1 — r)i4,.i4o H----
- = ( s^   ,(m +  1 -  **)(£r-l ~  Br) +  #\r= l
by (9.16)
=  i  fmBo -  Y ^ B r + E J  =  i  (2m/ - ( E - I )  + E)
=  (2m + 1) j  j
n
To see the Corollary, we have
(2/  -  yJ)A r(zI  -  yJ) =  (z2 -  y2) ^ ,
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from which equation (9.23) follows. Multiplying (9.23) by (9.24) then gives 
N f M 1 — i   ^^ 53(m + 1 — + nt_1£^
i=  — (n‘- '( n /  — E) + n‘~1E) = / ,  rr
as required.
This highlights the natural representation of M°(z, y, x) as
M °(z,y ,x) = + ^ £ - (9.27)
Hence, like its non-zero powers, M°(z, y, x) can be thought of as the sum of 
two auxiliary Latin type B  squares, one of which has weight zero and the 
other 1/n.
To obtain the identities (9.25) and (9.26) we make repeated use of (9.16),
(9.17) and (9.21). □
For x ,y ,z  E N, the matrix M (z, y, x) contains an arrangement of the 
integers
x  x + y  z + 2 y
x  + z  r  +  y +  2 x +  2y +  z 
x + 2 z x  4- y +  2 z x  + 2 y + 2 z
x  -I- 2my 
x  + 2 m y  +  z 
x  +  2my +  2 z
x  +  2m z x  -I- y +  2m z x  +  2y +  2m z  . . .  x  +  2my -I- 2 m z
Hence to create the traditional type A  square we set x  = 1, y =  1 and z — n 
in (9.22), and this ensures that the associated magic square contains the 
integers 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n2. If we set x  to zero then our model reduces to the two 
parameter family of type A  matrices.
M (z, y ) =  ( z l  -  y J ) ^ ( m  +  1 -  r )A , + m(z + y)E. (9.28)
r= 1
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As a worked example, if n  =  5, z =  5 and y  =  1 then we have 
Af(5,1) =  10Ai -  2 JA \ +  5A2 -  JA 2 +  12E
0 10 0 0 -1 0  ' 2 0 0 - 2 0
-1 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 2
0 -1 0 0 10 0 — 0 - 2 0 2 0
0 0 -10 0 10 -1 0 2 0 0
10 0 0 -10 0 0 2 0 0 - 2
0 0 -5 5 0
0 0 0 -5  5
+ 5 0 0 0 -E
-5 5 0 0 0
0 -5 5 0 0
0 -1 1 0 0 • ' 12 12 12 12 12 ’
-1 1 0 0 0 12 12 12 12 12
1 0 0 0 -1 + 12 12 12 12 12
0 0 0 -1 1 12 12 12 12 12
0 0 —1 1 0 12 12 12 12 12
' 10 23 5 19 2 ■
3 11 24 7 15
= 16 4 12 20 8
9 17 0 13 21
12 5 18 1 14
and this is the 5 x 5  associated magic square originally depicted in Table 8.10 
of chapter 1.
Due to the construction of the square M (z, y), the auxiliary type A  Latin 
squares are just reflections of each other and there is also symmetry between 
the index of the matrices Ar, JAr  and their respective coefficients z ( m + l —r) 
and -y {m  +  1 — r). It is this symmetry which leads to such a simple inverse 
matrix structure. The traditional 5 x 5  example is given in Table 8.11. 
Ignoring reflections and rotations the square, Af(n, 1), is unique for any given 
odd order n =  2m +  1. However, for any given order, it is interesting to 
enumerate the class of diagonally expressible traditional type A  squares.
LEM M A  9.3.2. For m  E N, let Dn be the total number of diagonally ex­
pressible traditional type A  squares of odd order n  =  2m +  1. Then
Dn =  (2m~1rn!)2. (9.29)
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Proof. Removing the weight zE  from each type A  squares does not affect 
this number and so we need only consider the number of pairs of orthogonal 
auxiliary Latin kernel squares Mi and M2 . Let
m
and m
Ignoring signs, the set of coefficients {Ai,. . . ,  Am} must be a permutation 
of the integers 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m and so this gives m! possible matrices. For each 
choice of coefficient there is also the option of sign and so this brings the total 
number of possibilities for M\ up to 2mm!. Similar counting applies for the 
Latin square M 2 and so the total number of ways of choosing the diagonal 
coefficients for M\ and M2 is (2mm!)2. Finally we must choose which of 
M \, M 2 is the unitary matrix and which is the radix matrix (That is which 
one to multiply by n). This multiplies the total number of choices by 2 and so 
the total number of diagonally expressible traditional type A  kernel squares 
is
2(2mm!)2. (9.30)
This figure includes all rotations and reflections of any given construction. 
There are two reflections across the principal diagonals, two further reflec­
tions across either the central row or column and three rotations (90°, 180° 
and 270°). Therefore, in total, for any given matrix there exist seven other 
rotational and reflectional matrices. Hence if we choose to ignore rotations 
and reflections in our enumeration of such type A  squares then we must di­
vide the total in (9.30) by 8. This reduces the total number of diagonally 
expressible traditional type A  squares of odd order n =  2m +  1 to
(2m-1m!)2.
□
When n  =  3,5,7,9,11 and 13 we get at most 1,42,242,1922,19202, and 
230402 diagonally expressible traditional type A  squares respectively. For 
n =  5, the diagonally expressible type A  squares account for only of the
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total number of traditional 5 x 5  type A  squares, and this fraction decreases 
rapidly with increasing n.
The result (9.29) in Lemma 9.3.2, however, also occurs in OUerenshaw 
and Bree’s enumeration of most-perfect pandiagonal magic squares of order 
q =  2r, say, where r  is an even natural number.
The method employed by OUerenshaw and Bree relies on a one-to-one cor­
respondence between the most-perfect squares and the “reversible squares” 
(not defined here). They showed that the reversible squares of even order 
can be grouped into Nq sets in which all squares are mutually accessible from 
each other by legitimate transformations. The number of elements in each 
set, Dqj is given by
x?, =  2*-2 ( ( | ) !) 2 =  (2—V!)2,
and when r = m  we have Dq =  Dn. Hence when r = m  the total number of 
most perfect squares is given by the product DqNq = DnNn- \.
Returning now to the type A  squares of odd order we see that there 
exist similarities in potential enumeration methods. We know that every 
traditional type A  square of odd order n =  2m -I-1 can be written as the 
sum of two orthogonal associated auxiliary squares, and that each auxiliary 
square can be written as a linear combination of m basis squares, say. For 
each unique pair of orthogonal associated auxiliary squares there exist Dn 
possibilities for assigning the coefficients to the basis squares. This in turn 
gives rise to Dn distinct type A  squares. Let Tn be the total number of 
distinct pairs of n x n orthogonal associated auxiliary squares. Then the 
total number o f n x n  traditional type A  squares is given simply by DnTn.
The difficult part of this argument, as with Nq in [35], is to calculate Tn. 
In the basic magic square case (no associated condition as in Table 8.5) the 
auxiliary squares are not always magic or Latin themselves. Whether this 
lack of symmetry can also occur in the auxiliary squares of a traditional type 
A  square is one question whose answer might simplify future calculations 
for Tn.
A  final word on most-perfect (pandiagonal) magic squares concerns preser­
vation of symmetry under matrix multiplication. Of the most-perfect squares 
studied so far it appears to be the case, that as with the type A  squares, the 
symmetry is preserved to odd powers. It also appears to be the case that 
most-perfect squares are singular.
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Chapter 10 
Explicit Calculations
T his  ch ap te r develops th e  m athem atical th eo ry  requ ired  to  clearly 
u n d e rs tan d  how th e  en tries o f M*(z, y) vary  w ith  respec t to  t.
10.1 Diagonal Coefficients
The expressions (9.22) for M (z, y, x) and (9.28) for M (z,y)  are identical 
apart from the inclusion of an x  term in the coefficient of E. For simplicity 
we now restrict our calculations to the two parameter family M (z,y)  and 
introduce some notation to simplify the expression M*(z, y). Let
**»• <“ »
<■“ »
9=1
and
- - £ ( m+2r 9H  ( i o - 3 )q =  1  '  '
where r  > 0. Then M*{z, y) can be written in the form:
( z l  — y j ) t(mod2)(22 — y2) [2] v* 4 . nl~l (m(z +  y) +  x)*E, (10.4)
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9=1
the fundamental matrix of M*(z,y). When t =  2k +  1 in (9.28), then using 
(9.16) and (9.17) we have
Hence, when t is odd, the fundamental matrix of M t(ziy) can be written 
as a linear combination of the diagonal type A  matrices, A \,A 2, . . . ,  Am, 
each of weight zero, and when t  is even, the fundamental matrix of M t(z, y) 
can be written as a linear combination of the diagonal type H matrices, 
Ho, Hi, H2, . . . ,  Hm, each of weight 2/n.
We define to be the coefficient of the diagonal type A  matrix Aq
in the expression (10.5) for M 2k(z^y) and to be the coefficient of the 
diagonal type H matrix Bq in the expression (10.6) for M 2k(z, y). We now 
state a result from [15].
P R O P O S IT IO N  10.1.1. Let A, e be integers such that A, p. >  0 and 
v  >  e >  0. Then the following binomial identities hold.
£ ( m  + 1 -  9 )4 , )  =  Vok+ 1 =  £ <*f+1)4 .  (10.5)
and when t — 2k is even we use (9.16) and (9.21) to obtain
]T (m  + 1 - 9 ) 4 )  “  V ?  =  Y . ( 1 0 6 )
(10.7)
"diagonals x reversed diagonals
(10.8)
“summation on the upper index”.
LEM M A  10.1.2. The following two binomial relations hold.
fc=l
and
m+r—q^  +  ,  +  ( l a l 0 )
Proof. Using (10.7) with A =  m +  r + l , / x  =  2 r + l ,v  — 1 and e =  0 gives
£ C ) r ; : n = r a .  <“ •■»
and by (10.8)
k = l  x  x  x  x
Combining the two terms (10.11) and (10.12) we deduce the result (10.9)
To establish (10.10) we again use (10.7), but this time with A =  m  +  r  +  
1 — <7, /i =  1, 1/ =  2r  +  1 and e = 0 .
□
LEM M A  10.1.3. With Vr and Wr defined as in (10.2) and (10.3) we have
r— 1 m
ArVg = n2^ ( r  -  q)j4, -  n j ^ ( 2 r  -  l ) ( m +  1 -  q)j4,, (10.13)
q= 1 5 = 1
V^ = n ( - 3 f l I  + f lE - W I)),  (10.14)
VoVT = n ( - ( r  + 1 ) /r+1Bb +  f r+lW0 -  Wr+I) , (10.15)
VaWr =  (n  -  (2r  +  1)) f rV0 -  nVr, (10.16)
and
VfVr = n2 (VT+l -  fr+iVo). (10.17)
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Proof. Equation (10.13) follows with some straightforward manipulation us­
ing (9.13), (9.14), (9.15) and (9.17). We give the proofs for (10.14) and
(10.17). The proofs for (10.15) and (10.16) are similar although it is easy to 
show that together they satisfy (10.17). By (9.21)
m m  m m
v? =  £  =  E  -  B-» )-
r=l *=1 r=l a=l
Now
m
y ^ i m  +  1 -  s)Br+s-l
s=1
m m
— y ^ (m  - h r -  s)Ba -h (r  +  s ~  m  ~  (10.18)
a=r a=m+2—r
and
m
-  +  1 “  S)B*-r
8 = 1
r— 1 m-r+1
=  —2 ( m + l  —r)J  —^ ( m + l  +  s —r ) B , — ^  (m-l-1 — s — r)B a, (10.19)
5=1 8=1
where we have used equations (9.18), (9.19) and (9.20). The s multiples of 
Ba in (10.18) and (10.19) cancel out completely, and collecting together the 
remaining terms we have
Vq =  y ^ ( m + l - r )  ( —2 (m  + l - r ) /  +  (2 r  -  1 )(E -  I) — (2m +  1) ^  B a J
r= 1 \ s = l  )
= y^(»n +  1 -  r) ^ - n /  -I- (2r  -  1 )E  .
The coefficient of B* in
m  r— 1
£ £ ( m + l - r ) B .
r— 2 «=1
is
m  * /  ro . 4 - 1 —
1 < k  < m — 1,( m +  l - k \  * >
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so that
m i— 1 m— 1mx i  /  1 . \
£ £ ( m + l - r ) B .  =  W ro +  1 - * ) = I K .
r=2 *=1 k=l ' '
Hence we have
V02 =  n ( - 3 / 1/  +  / 1J E ; - ^ 1)),
whidi is (10.14).
To obtain (10.13) we use
\ r \ r 2  V " '  r  ' h i - ” ,  . 2* t f = E (  2r+1 ) w s
k= 1
=  E  ( m + 2 r + 1 * )  f " 2 E ^  "  9 ) ^  "  "  X > fc - ! ) ( " » +  1 -
2 V—^  / T71 -f- T 1 — k \  \ —> , . . y  '■> (171 -j- T -f- 1 — k \  , . Xl/ .
= "2E (  2r+1 )5 > -« m.-» E (  2r+1
k=2 g=l k=l N
For fixed s, the coefficient of Ae in
9=
is given by (10.10). Therefore using both parts of Lemma 10.1.2 we have
V X  =  « 2 (K +1 -  /r+lVo) , 
and hence the result. □
An immediate consequence of (10.17) is that
V03 + n2f i V0 = n 2 V1, (10.20)
and repeated use of this identity yields the result
E  n2(r-*)/ r- i Vtft+1 =  rPVT. (10.21)
k= 0
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Applying (10.15), multiplying through by n  and rearranging gives
=  n *  ( 2 ( J ^  J ) /  -  I * )  , (10-22)
where, by (9.27), we have taken
Vo* =  /  -  —E. (10.23)
n
Together (10.21) and (10.22) imply that the diagonal coefficients of Vj 
can be written in the form where we call 6^ the reduced coefficients
of Vq. Hence the equations in (10.5) and (10.6) for the fundamental matrix 
of A/*(*:, y) become
/ m  \ 2A+1 m
( X ) (m +  1 -  dA q ) =  Vot+1 =  n2khT +l)A*  (10.24)
\g=i /  g=i
and when t  =  2k is even we use (9.16) and (9.21) to obtain
(
2k
j[^ (m  +  1 -  q)Aq j =  V ?  =  £ » *  lbT )Bv  (10.25)
q=z\ J  9 = 0
where by (10.22), 6 ^  =  m. We re-write (10.21) and (10.22) in terms of the 
reduced coefficients and ft,2**1* to obtain the following Lemma.
LE M M A  10.1.4. For q > 1, r  > 0, the reduced coefficients of Af*(z,y)
satisfy
l(2*+1)
and
' / m  +  r - k \  6 ^  / m  +  r - g + l \
§ U ( r - f c )  J 2 ( r - f c )  +  l (  2r + 1  ) '  ( ' )
'  / m +  r - k \  »£«____ =  _ / m + r _ , \
U ( r  -  *) J  2(r -  k )  +  1 ^ 2r ) '  ( 7)fc=0
which can be rearranged as
r— 1
e +i)= (m +*; ; +*) - (io -28)Jc==0
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and
r-l
fcCf) =  _ ( m 9)  / r_t 6<“ \  (10.29)
fc=0
respectively.
Proof. By (10.21), (10.1) and (10.2) we have
r-l
f 0v f +t = C"*-1 = n^ K- -
k=0
*  (E(m
by (10.25). Hence
m
£ nn f +%  =
9=0
/ m - r  / . . i \ r-l "» \
«* (e  (ro+2; : r > - E w-“/ - E ^ r H j ,
and comparing coefficients of Aq we have
r +i)=(m+2"t1r ?)-E /^ r 1-
The proof for is similar.
□
We note that for even powers, the coefficient of Bq =  21 is given by b ^ \  
where by (10.22)
£ / . j r  co.30,
k=0 x 7
Comparing (10.30) with (10.26) when 9 = 1  and taking into account that 
6q°* =  =  m, it follows that b ^  =  6j2r+1\  for r  >  0. By (10.29) it also
follows that for q > 1, b ^  = —1. Hence
i m i
vS  =  -  X X * '  =  -  (£  ~ 7))’n ' nk= 0
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which also satisfies (10.23).
In the case q — m  we have
r r +r ) = ° -
for r  >  1 and r  > 0 respectively. Hence
C +1> = - £  /'-‘C 0. ^  = -  £  fr-lMZ*’ (10-31)
k=0 k= 0
and as b ff =  —b $  =  1, it follows that
10.2 Characteristic Polynomials of M ( z , y)
Given that Vm =  =  0„, we can use (10.21) and (10.22) to write the
characteristic polynomial of Vo as
m m
£ > 2(m- t)/m-*Vo“ +1 =  0» =  (10.32)
Jk=0 k=0
Adjusting for factors of (z2 — y2), we find that the characteristic coefficients 
of M( z , y) are given by
Am+1 =  n2*m_i)/ m_t (z2 -  jr1)"*-4,
and
Aat =  ~nm (z  +  y ) \ 2k+i, (10.33)
from which we deduce that
Det (M(z,  y)) = n"-*(m (z +  y))(z2 -  j,2)"*. (10.34)
By (10.32), the sum of the kernel matrices vanish. The characteristic poly­
nomial of M(z, y) reduces to
m  m
V ] Aab+1 M24+1 (z,y) =  -  Y '  A ^ M ^ ^ y )  =  kE,
k= 0 k=0
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for some constant /c, where
m
k = n 1 k(m(Z +  y))2i!+1/m-t- (10.35)
If we take
(1) y  =  me2 — m +  c,
(2) z =  me2 +  m +  c,
then when c =  1, A/(z, y) contains the integers 0,1, • - • , n2 — 1 and so is a 
traditional associated magic square of order n. Applying the above values of 
(z, y) to  (10.35) we have
=  n”- 22 "(mc)"*+1(mc +  l)m+1 ^ ( m c ) ‘(m c+ 1 )*/m_kn. (10.36)
m
K = nr  1^T(z  -  y)m *(z +  y),rn+fc+l 2fc-fl
fc=0
m
We now use the identity
to obtain
/c =  nn- 22n(mc)m+1(mc +  l)m+1 ((me +  l)n -  (mc)n) . (10.38)
For example, if m  — 2 (so n  =  5) and c =  1, then
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10.3 Sums and Differences of Two nr-th 
Powers
Repeated use of (10.37) leads to
m to—1
Wn = 1 +  n fm -t +  *)*» (10.39)
t=0 k=l
which can be written in the form
m to—1
wn - w  = n ^ T  f m-t 5^(fc2 +  k Y * (10.40)
t=i k=i
Noting that
nfk  € N, V 0 <  k < m, 
and using (10.40) we have the explicit form of Fermat’s Little Theorem
n_l _  m to 1
  =  -  ] £  f ™~‘ E < fc2 +  fc)‘ e  N, (10.41)
71 W t=l k= 1
where n is prime and highest common factor (tu, n) =  1.
Further consequences of (10.39) are
wn f  vn =  2 +
m /to—1 o—l \
B E  /— E ^ +fc)‘+E ^ +fc)‘ - (10-42)
f=0 \fc=1 k= 1 /
for all tv ,v ,n  >  1 and without loss of generality, assuming that w > v, we 
have to—1
wn - v n = n ^ 2  fm -t +  *)*• (10.43)
t=0 fc=o
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Chapter 11 
Identities and Determ inants
In th is chapter we show th at a Corollary to  th is exam ination o f 
M (z, y) is a particularly sim ple recurrence for th e Bernoulli num­
bers (and so for th e Riem ann zeta  function at even integers) w hich  
does not appear to  have been w ritten  down before.
11.1 Coefficients of the b f r+1  ^ Polynomials
LEMMA 11.1.1. Let ^ 2r+1  ^ the reduced coefficient of Aq in the expansion
of M2r+1(2 , y). Then for r > 1, we can write
2r
( n - i )
3=0
where
and
r-l J2fc+1)
,(2r+i) _  - r ( 2 q - 1 )  Y "  ( i i  2 )
' i *  (2r +  l)! (2r-2fc + l) ! ’ K  1
r-l J2*+l) 
(2r+l) _  m ,2k
:m> -  2 -* (2 r  — 2 k +  1)!’
k = 0
S a - 'S r iir  <IU>
Proof The coefficient of m2r+1 in
/m  +  r +  1 — q \
V 2 r + l  y*
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is 1/(2r  +  1)! and this always cancels with the coefficient of
in (10.28). Therefore is a polynomial in m  of degree at most 2 and by 
the recursive definition it follows that for r  > 1 hj2r+1  ^ is a polynomial in m  
of degree at most 2 r.
As defined in chapter 6, let s(n, k) denote the Stirling numbers of the first 
kind and let m -  denote the falling factorial
m(m — l)(m — 2 ) . . .  (m — n  +  !)•
The s(n, k) count the number of permutations of n elements with k disjoint 
cycles and are related to m -  by the identity
n
m” =  ^ 2  s(n, k)m k.
t=i
Replacing m with m  + 1 yields
(m +  iy1 — (m  +  t)(m +  * ~  l)(m +  * — 2) . . .  (m +  i — n +  1) (H-4)
=  'f2 s (n ,k ) (m  + i)t  = £ % ( n , k )  (11.5)
Jt=l fc=l j =0 '3 '
and collecting terms we have
(m +  i)a =  £  (■’ "t *)*(»», j  +  t)i‘.
j=o t=0 * * '
By (11.4) we can write (10.28) as
(2r+i) j  _  (m +  r  +  1 — g)-^1- _  (m +  r  -  k) ^  (2*+i) ,
™ ( 2 r+ l ) !  ^  (2r — 2 k + 1)! ^  «  ’j=0 v 7 fc=0 v 7 J=0
(11.6)
and we use (11.5) to consider coefficients of m 2r in (11.6). We have
Cq,2r
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1 ( 2r — 1 + 1\  . . t 1 — q
~ W T i * £ (  a r - 1  ) ^ 2 r - 1  +  t > - W r(2r +1)!  ’
r -l  (2fc+l)
E ci&
(2r — 2 k +  1)!’
so that
r f o „  U  r - l  (2k+l)(2r+i) _  —r{2 q — 1) _  q,2k
q*  (2r +  1)! “ J (2r — 2fc +1)!
The proof for (11.3) is simpler as we start with (10.31). Corresponding 
recurrence relations for the even power coefficients in the polynomial 
can also be derived. □
In order that we may prove that the coefficients in M2r+1(;z, y) are related 
to the even integer zeta numbers, we first prove the identity itself.
LEM M A 11.1.2.
Proof. We begin with the well known Bernoulli identity [43]
BM = - 7 T T g ( T ) S(fc)’ (117)
the Bernoulli-zeta even integer relation
and the even integer zeta identity [7]
( - 1)**“
(2 k +  1)!Z  L 1^ ^ 1 -  2“ - 2j+1)C(2j -  2k) =  0, (11.9)Jb=0
where B(k)  is the kth Bernoulli number and £(fc) is the usual zeta number. 
Prom (11.9)
m i \  = V  (~ i)t+1- ^ ^ ( i  -  2‘-^)
XT' (2j — 2k + 1)!(1 — 21-2*) ^b=0
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and substituting from (11.8) gives
•*_1 AQ/.*Wa2ib—1n»- -  iK-n-BW) -  g  iS S _ _ i i L e(21).
fc=0
Using the property that B(2k  +  1) =  0 for k  > 1 we can write 
(22j_ 1 -  l)B(2j)  =  E  ( 2 jfc
where (2*_1 — 1) =  0 when k  =  1. Setting r  = 2 j  yields
( r -  -  l)B(r) = £  ( r + (2*-1 -
t—0
which by (11.7) simplifies to the relation
r— 1
2r~Ifi(r) = -7x1 E  (r t
fc=o '  '
We now separate the k  =  0 term from the sum in (11.10) to get 
and re-substituting for r  with 2j  we have
-  - m h i  - w n L  C ’ »+
2(2i +  l)
fc=i
i - i
=   —  y  ( 2j + 1) 2 2i- ‘B(2fc).
2J +  1 2j + l ^ \  2k J  V ’k=l
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(11.10)
Hence we can write
W)i ° (W
/  _ iv2j i l l
=  (-!)»
so that
\ ( 2 j  +  l)! ”  ^  (2j  - 2 k +  l)!(2k)! )  ’
C(2j )  = ( - i y  ^ ( 2 j+ l j !  -  ^  (2 j-2 fc  +  l)!C(2fc)J  ’
by (11.8) as required. □
LEM M A  11.1.3 (coefficient lemma). We have
(2 r + l)
Cl , l -  rc(2r+1)— r c m, 1 * ( 1 1 . 1 1 )
J 2 r + 1 ) _
TB,!
( - i r ( H ) 2
r (2 r + l ) !
( 1 1 . 1 2 )
c < * + i ,  _  - 1 )  ,  
m ^ r 2 2 r - 2 ^ 7 r  ** '  ' ( 1 1 .1 3 )
V
± W II IT ' ^ T ' W7T ( 1 1 .1 4 )
C9 ,2 r - 1 -  rc(Jr+1)-  rc,>  • ( 1 1 .1 5 )
Proof. Equations (11.11) and (11.12) follow directly from the recurrence rela­
tions (10.28) and (10.31). Equation (11.13) follows from the relations (11.3) 
and (11.9).
When r  =  1 and 2 in (11.2) we have
(3) _  ~(2q -  1) (5) _  (2g — 1)
O'2  6  ’ q i  9 0  ’
which agrees with (11.14). Inductively assuming true in (11.2) gives
(2r+1) - r ( 2 q -  1) _  ( - l ) * ( 2 g - l )
* *  (2r +  l)! ir2r(2r — 2A; +  1)!
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and by Lemma 11.1.2 this implies that
S'" -^9 ,21-
Equation (11.15) then follows directly from the recurrence relation (10.28).
□
We note that similar relations exist for the even power coefficients c ff l  
in the polynomial One of the most notable being that
11.2 Recurrence Determinants
In this section we prove that the reduced coefficients 6, , 6, , in the
expressions for M t(z,y) i given in Lemma 11.1.1, can each be expressed as 
a determinant, and we show that these determinants are related to known 
determinant generators for the Bernoulli numbers.
D efinition. We define any r  x r  determinant of the form
(-ir
hi 1 0 0 . 0
hq hi 1 0 . 0
h z hq hi 1 . 0
h r - l h r-2 h r—3 hr-4 • . 1
hr h r - l h r—2 hr-3 * . h \
(11.16)
to be a minor comer layered determinant or MCL determinant for short. 
The name comes from the minor of a i>r+i in the (r +  1) x (r +  1) lower 
triangular determinant shown below.
1 0 0 0 . 0 0
hi 1 0 0 . 0 0
hq hi 1 0 . 0 0
hz hq hi 1 . 0 0
h r - l hr-2 hr- 3 hr—4 . 1 0
hr hr-l h r-2 hr—3 • . hi 1
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LEM M A  11.2.1. Let h i, . . . ,  hr be given. For k  =  1 , . . . ,  r , let A* be the 
k x  k MCL determinant (11.16). Let A q =  1. Then
r — 1
A ,- =  — ^  /ir-ifcAfc. (11.17)
k=0
Conversely, i f  Ao =  1 ami Ai, A2, . . . ,  A,., h i , . . . ,  hr are real numbers satis­
fying (11.17) then Ar is piven in terms of h i , . . . ,  hr by (11.16).
COROLLARY. For r > 1, let gr be defined by the recurrence relation
r —1
9r =  -  y i  hr_kgk, (11.18)
k=0
where go = 1 - Then pr is given by the MCL determinant in the statement o f 
the lemma with Ar =  gr.
Proof. We expand the determinant along its first column starting at the r-th  
row so that
(~ l ) rAr = ( -1  y - 'r - 'h r  +  ( - i r 2i r- 2hr_i IM  +
(—l)r-3lr~3hr_ hi 1 he hi + . . .  4- hi
h i 1  . . 0
h i  . . 0
h r —2 h r - l 1
h r - l h r - 2  • • h i
and hence the result. The converse follows from re-packing the original de­
terminant.
To see the Corollary, we only need to show that each gr can be expressed 
as a determinant of the required form. By (11.18) we have
gi =  —hi go = — |hi| go
9 2  = -  fago  +  hi Pi) =  -  (h2 -  h\) = hi 1 h2 hi
We inductively assume true for gr, 1 < r  <  n, and we consider the case 
pn+i in the relation (11.18), replacing the gr with the corresponding r  x r  
determinants. The Corollary follows by the second assertion of the Lemma.
□
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An immediate consequence of this result, is that for r  >  1, the expres­
sions for h£r+1  ^ and blm in (10.28) and (10.29) can be expressed as MCL 
determinants. That is
r —1
e +i, =  - e ) =  - £ / ' - * e +1) (11.19)
k=0
= ( - i f
f l 1 0 0 . 0
J 2 f l 1 0 . 0
h h f l 1 . 0
.. 
1 f r —2 f r - 3 f r —4 • . 1
f r f r —1 f r —2 f r - 3 • • f l
(11.20)
Having expressed 6£r+1* and a s r x r  MCL determinants, we now show
that there is a family of determinants that relate to the reduced coefficients 
6,2r+1) and b ^ \  1 <  q < m.
LEM M A  11.2.2. Let the matrices VT and Wr be defined as at the beginning 
o f Section 10.1. Then the fundamental matrix Vq of M*(z, y) satisfies
(11.21)
k=0
and
v ?  =  n * - ' f 2 / £ ( r  -  k ) / - - * ^  +  .
\  k = 0 k = 0  J
(11.22)
We deduce that the reduced coefficients in the fundamental matrix satisfy
mln(r, m - q )  /  \
e + i)=  e  (  2U i  ) e ' “ +I>- (11-23)
and
min(r, m - q )  . .
£  (m £ )t£rm- (11.24)
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Proof. Putting r  =  0 and 1 in (11.21) gives
=  V o. V ?  =  n 2 (V , -  hV 0),
whidi agrees with (10.20).
We inductively assume true so that
V f + % * = n * ±  f c ^ +1)K _ t l/02,
fc=0
and by (10.17) we have
I T  = "2rL ^ +1)"2(K-t+1 -  fr-k +lVo) 
k=Q
= n* +2 +1)y-*+> -  V o £ > < f+1)/r-* +i )  •\t=0 ik=0 /
Using (10.31) this reduces to
r+1
V *+3 =  n2r+2^ 6 < f +1)Vr+1- t ,
fc=0
and the induction is complete.
To obtain (11.22), we simply take the above equation for V^j8r“1, multi­
ply by Vo and apply (10.15). We then rearrange using (10.31) and replace 
with — The results (11.23) and (11.24) then follow by considering 
coefficients of Ag and Bq in Vr and Wr respectively. □
Hence, for the odd powers of the fundamental matrix we have
c +i 'l = 2 e + ii+ c _i). 
e t 1’ = m £ +i ) + 4e + i)+ e - ‘»+ e - 3\
min(r, m — 1)
Translating these equations into determinant format yields
e * " = ( - i r
c t 1’ = ( - i ) r+l
» £ 3 ,) =  ( - i ) r+2
1 1 0 0 0 . 0
0 f l 1 0 0 . 0
0 A f l 1 0 . 0
0 f z A f l 1 . 0
0
.. 
1 
<
f r —2 f r - 3 f r —A - 1
0 f r f r - l f r —2 f r —Z • • f l
2 1 0 0 0 . . .  0
1 f i 1 0 0 . . .  0
0 f 2 f l 1 0 . . .  0
0 h f 2 f l 1 . . .  0
0 f r - l f r —2 f r - Z f r —4 . . .  1
0 f r f r - l f r —2 f r - Z . . .  f l
3 1 0 0 0 . . .  0
4 f l 1 0 0 . . .  0
1 f 2 f l 1 0 . . .  0
0 f z A f l 1 . . .  0
0 f r - l f r —2 f r - Z f r —A . . .  1
0 f r f r - l f r —2 f r - Z . . .  f l
=  ( - 1)r + m — 2
( V ) 1 0 0 0 . 0
(?) f l 1 0 0 . 0
( T ) A f l 1 0 . 0
C D A A A 1 . 0
m + r — 2\ 
2r— 1 / f r —l f r —2 f r - Z f r —A • . 1
'm+r— 1\ 
2r+l / f r f r - l f r —2 f r - Z  • ■ f l
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b&r+l] =  (.J jr+ m -l
(T ) 1 0 0 0 . .  0
( T ) h 1 0 0 . 0
r n h f l 1 0 . 0
m h h f l 1 . 0
( T - 7 1) f r - l f r —2 fr -Z f r —A . 1
0 f r f r - l f r —2 fr -Z  • - f l
Corresponding families of determinants exist for the even power reduced/aL\ M|- I i \
coefficients . We give the first few polynomials in m for b\ and 
below. We have
*£> =  i.
m
~6
771
~6 ’
(5) 7714 m3 2m2 771
=  —  +  —  +  -77-  +  — ,90 45 3045
. (zl\ 7m4 7m3 13m2 771
=  1 1 1-----
360 180 360 60’
6<7 , =  
&<!> =
n r
945
31m6
m 
315 " 
31m5
5 17m4 31m3 3m2 m
2520 3780 280 140’
17m4 151m3 2m2 _  _m_
“  42015120 5040 1680 15120 315
R em ark . Geometric interpretations are often of interest and referring to 
Lemma 3.4.2 we see that their exists a natural relationship between determi­
nants of order r  +  1 and ±r! times the volume of an r-dimensional simplex. 
Hence one interpretation of the reduced coefficients 6^  is as a multiple of the 
volume of a simplex. For example, the determinant for the coefficient 
can be written as the (r -I-1) x (r +  1) determinant
(~ l) r
1 0 0 0 0 . 0
1 f l 1 0 0 . 0
1 f2 f l 1 0 . 0
1 fz f2 f l 1 . 0
1 f r - l f r —2 fr -Z f r —A . 1
1 f r f r - l f r —2 fr -Z  • • f l
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Here, |ig r+1)/  r!| is equal to the r-dimensional volume of a simplex with 
comers
(0, 0, 0 . . . , 0),
( / i , l ,0 , . . . ,0 ) ,
( /» , / i , l , - - . ,0 ) ,
1 0 0 0 0
1 m 1 0 0
1 (m -  1)/! f i 1 0
1 (m -  2) /2 h f i 1
1 (m -  3) /3 h h f i
(/rj /r-l> f r - 2 i  • * •> /l)*
Adding the extra row and column means that for q < m  — 1, the simplex 
determinants are of order (r +  2). For example
A parallel interpretation can be made for the reduced coefficients of the 
fundamental inverse matrix of y) as they are just binomial coefficients,
and by Chapter 6, these can represent the lattice point enumerators of a 
simplex. The difference here being that the volume is discrete rather than 
continuous.
The denominator of f r  is (2r  -I-1)! and we now highlight further the link 
between the coefficients and the Bernoulli numbers (and so the even
zeta values) with some known results concerning MCL determinants of these 
denominators.
LEM M A  11.2.3. The Bernoulli numbers, B(r), are generated by the r  x r  
MCL determinant of factorial denominators
B(r)  =  ( - l)V !
i
2! 1 0 . 0
T
?
1
?
1
1
. 0 
. 04! 3! 2!
1 1 1
. 1 
1
r!
1
(r-1)! (r-2)! *
(r+1)! r! (r-1)! • • 2!
(11.25)
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and the even Bernoulli numbers B(2r) are generated by the r  x r  MCL de­
terminant o f odd factorial denominators
B(2r) =  (-1 ) r - 1 2 r!
2(22r—1
1
31 1 0 0 0
T
51
1
3» 1 0 0
T
7!
1
5!
1
3! 1 0
1 1 1 1 1
(2r-l)« (2r-3)! (2r-5)! (2r—7)! * * X
1
(2r+l)! (2 r -l)! (2r-3)» (2r-5)! * * 3!
(11.26)
Proof. We refer the reader to [43] and [28]. A related identity is given in 
[41]. □
Let the r x r  determinants (11.25) and (11.26) be denoted by A'r and A* 
respectively. Then by (11.8) we have
£(^r ) _  ( —__ _-_____A*
v 2r r  2r Q>2r—1   1 r ’
and Lemma 11.1.2 can be written in Bernoulli determinant form as 
C(2r) ( -1  )r+1r
7T
=  ( " I )
l  +  y '  (~i)*2a  1 ,
*• (2r +  1)! (2r -  2k + 1)! &
( - l ) fc2“ - 2r((2r+1)! £ (2r ~ 2 k  + 1)!(22*-1 - A* 1 .* - 1 )  7 (11.27)
11.3 Residues and Inverses modulo n
We draw to a close our investigations into the world of type A  magic squares 
of odd order with a return to the basic concepts involved.
Fundamentally a traditional type A  square contains all of the residues 
(mod n2), and this square can be decomposed into two orthogonal auxiliary 
squares which each contain the integers 0 ,1 ,. . . ,  n  — 1. That is, all of the 
residues (mod n). So far in this study, we have shown that preservation 
of symmetry to all odd powers, binomial coefficients and divisions thereof, 
binomial sums, even zeta numbers, MCL determinants and geometric in­
terpretations all naturally occur when matrix powers of the type A  square
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M(z, y) are considered. However, we have not considered the possibility that 
any of the fundamental squares k (n l  — yJ)V£ of k M l(z, y) can be traditional 
(mod n2) for some constant k and with t 1. When t is even, the squares 
Aft (z, y) are of type B  and therefore cannot be traditional. Hence we consider 
odd powers of M(z, y).
LEM M A  11.3.1. Let m  and k be positive integers. Then (2m +  1)/* takes 
integer values.
Proof. We put t =  m +  fc, r  =  2fc +  1 in the binomial identity
The identity is easily verified by cancelation of factorial terms on both sides.
□
R em ark . If /* is an integer for all k  in 1 <  k < m  — 1, then 2m +  1 must 
be prime. It can be shown that the converse statement also holds.
LEM M A  11.3.2 (denominator lemma). Let m  and k be positive integers, 
with
2m + l = p a11p ? p ? . . . p ?
as a product o f primes. Let pi, - - • ,p* be the prime factors o f 2m +  1 with 
p < 2k +  1; only these primes can occur in the denominator o f For
i < s, let pi =  2t* +  1, and let k  =  QiU +  Wi, where qi and Wi are positive 
integers with >  1, 0 <  ti/* <  t* — 1. Let
Q  = P?P? - * P?-
Then is an integer.
COROLLARY 1. The rational number
(2m +  1)‘6<“ +1) (11.29)
is an integer, 1 < q < m .
CO ROLLARY 2 . Let (  = t ( k ,m ) o f b ^ +1) be the smallest I  for which
(2m + 1)'&‘“ +1) 
is an integer. Then for  (2m +  1) a prime we have
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Proof. From the definition of as a determinant, is a sum of
monomials of the form
• r d i  f t h  f d jJcx JC2 ' ' ' JCj )
with
C\dt\ -j- 02^2 +  • • • +  Cjdj =  k.
Let Dk  be the minimal denominator of /*. Then D k < 2 k +  1 . We want to 
establish the power of p in
This is at most
di
2cx 4-1
2£ + 1 +
2C2 4- 1
2t 4-1
+  . . .  4~ dj 2cj +  12t +  l
We note that
2cj + 1 £j
2*4-1 “  t
when 2ct + t <  2ct 4- c, * <  c, and that
2CJ +  1
2t +  l = ° 4
4iwhen t > c. So the power of p  in . . .  Dc’ is at most
cidi +  . . .  4- Cjdj ^  k  w-----------------—- < — =  q H— .t ~  t H t
The power is an integer, so it is at most q. We deduce the result of the 
Lemma.
To see the first Corollary we have
Qb%,Qb%\... ,Qb%k+'>eN,
with
Q\(2m + 1)*.
The 4$ +1 are just linear integer combinations of the iS ,"+I\  with 0 < j  < k, 
and the results follows. In the second Corollary, 2m 4- 1 is the only prime 
that can occur in the denominator, and so in the proof of the Lemma we 
have
□
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LEM M A  11.3.3. For p =  2m +  1, a prime, the fundamental matrix Vjf o f 
order p, defined in (10.24) and (10.25), satisfies the congruence
=  ~V0 (mod p),
so that
contains all o f the residues (mod p2).
Proof. From Lemma 11.2.2 we have
m
k=0
so that
1 ^ +1 =
"  k=0
Now by the second Corollary to Lemma 11.3.2 we have € N for 0 <
k < m  — 1, but
m—1 -j m—1
=  -  e  =  - 1 -  £  / m- * e +,).
k=0 P k=l
Hence, by Lenuna 11.3.1,
P&m =  - 1 (mod p),
and
1 m
— jV0" =  Y ,p b ^ +1)vm- t  = —Vo (mod p),
^  fc=0
as required. □
For the fundamental matrix of M~t(z ,y ), we again need to add the re­
striction that n =  p a prime. Although the fundamental matrix VJf has weight
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zero and hence is not invertible, we define the pseudo-inverse matrix or fun­
damental matrix of M~t(z1y) from the Corollary to Lemma 9.3.1. That is, 
we write
KT(“ +1) =  B - D t+r ( “  +  rV .  (113°)
r=l ' '
and (m-f-1 — r)(-1) for the inverse residue of ( m + 1 — r) under multiplication 
(mod p), where p = 2m +  1 is a prime.
L E M M A  11.3.4. Let p  =  2m -\-l be a prime and let VJj"^ 2fc+1^ be defined as 
in (11.30). Then
1 m /  \  m
-  E ( - l ) m+r( m + r ) * r  a  £ >  + 1 (“ °d P)>
so that
j f  - 'l p l  -  J)V0~P 
contains all o f the residues (mod p2) .
Proof. We give a sketch proof.
By Fermat, when p  is prime, 1 and p — 1 are their own inverses under 
multiplication (mod p), and for all numbers a ^  0, there exists r  such that
ar = 1 (mod p).
The inverses are unique (mod p), so that every non-zero residue has a unique 
inverse and the 2m non-zero residues consist of m — 1 disjoint pairs and then 
1 and p — 1.
The proof then uses the identity
* „ \ )  =  ( -1  +  1 -  r)*-11 (mod p),m  +  1 — r  \m  +  r  J
from which we deduce that the 2m values,
v L  + r) (m°dp)’p \ m t r /
with 1 <  r  <  m, are the 2m non-zero residues (mod p). Hence
T T l(pI -  J)VgP
contains all of the residues (mod p2). □
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L E M M A  11.3.5. Let n  =  2m + 1  and 1 <  t  < n. Let N ( ^ and N® be the 
respective matrices
«  - A t ,  - L v j ,ft
50 t/iat contains binomial entries and N® the reduced coefficients bq\
as defined in  (10.24) and (10.25). Then under matrix multiplication, 
is the inverse matrix o f N®  (modn).
Proof. By (9.27) we have
=  - ( n l  -  E ) =  E  (mod n).
□
It is interesting to note that when n =  2m -f 1 is not prime there are not 
always unique inverses (mod n). However, when Vo is of order n, and so 
contains all the n  residues — m ,. . . ,  —1 ,0 ,1 ,.. . ,  m, there does exist an inverse 
matrix modulo n  for the reduced coefficients of Vj that is constructed from 
binomial coefficients.
There are other recurrent arrays which connect the reduced coefficients 
bq  ^ to the binomial coefficients and hint at further structure. The following 
example, Table 11.1, is the case m =  5 of polynomials in m of even degrees.
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Table 11.1: Table of 6^ values when m  =  5 and -12  < t < 11.
t b(tJDo h?» bj« b-(*r3 bW b(‘> b(t)V bit} b(i)8 ,, b9} b{i)D10 b(t)Dn
11 -832A -1089ft -1000$ -5 9 4 * 0 594$ 1000ft i m i
CMCOoo 31° $
10 -6 2 0 $ -521# -2 5 6 $ 406$ 594-ff 5941 406$ 89ft -2 5 6 $ -5 2 1 $
9 99 265 346 317 188 0 -188 -317 -346 -265 -99
8 198 166 81 -29 -129 -188 -188 -129 -29 81 166
7 -32 -85 -110 -100 -59 0 59 100 110 85 32
6 -64 -53 -25 10 41 59 59 41 10 -25 -53
5 11 28 35 31 18 0 -18 -31 -35 -28 -11
4 22 17 7 -4 -13 -18 -18 -13 -4 7 17
3 -5 -10 -11 -9 -5 0 5 9 11 10 5
2 -10 -5 -1 2 4 5 5 4 2 -1 -5
1 5 4 3 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5
0 10 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
-2 -2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
-3 3 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -3
-4 6 -4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -4
-5 -10 5 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 -5 10
-6 -20 15 -6 1 0 0 0 0 1 -6 15
-7 35 -21 7 -1 0 0 0 1 -7 21 -35
-8 70 -56 28 -8 1 0 0 1 -8 28 -56
-9 -126 84 -36 9 -1 0 1 -9 36 -84 126
-10 -252 210 -120 45 -10 1 1 -10 45 -120 210
-11 462 -330 165 -55 11 0 -11 55 -165 330 -462
-12 924 -792 495 -220 66 -11 -11 66 -220 495 -792
Chapter 12 
Addendum
M any thanks to  th e  P hD  exam iners Dr I. A liev and Dr K. Nair for 
allowing th e  inclusion o f th is addendum to  part II o f the thesis.
12.1 M ultinom ial Identities
From (11.23) and (11.24) the reduced coefficients bm*+1  ^ and —tlm can be 
used to express the reduced coefficients 6J of V£. By (11.19) we have
€ r + 1 )  = -*er) = -  E  /e-»*£*,). (121)
k=0
and repeated use of (12.1) gives
&£-+1) =  ( ~ i ) r E  E  '  "  E  fr-kifkx-hi • • • A «-1-ik10
ibi = 0^2= 0  fc«,=0
with ku, = kw- \  — 1 =  0, so tha t =  1. Hence we can write
€ r+ 1 ) =  ( - l ) r E  E  • • • E  f r - k j k ^ - k *  . . . ( 1 2 .2 )
fei=0Jb]=0 fc»=0
which is just a sum of products of /*, where the subscripts in each product 
sum to r. By considering the determinant expansion (11.20) of we see
that number of products is 2r_1. That is, when the expressions for the sum
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of the products is simplified, then ignoring sign, the sum of the coefficients 
of the products is 2r_1. For example, when r  =  5, we have
*£*’ =  - / ?  +  4/ ? / 2 -  Zhfl -  Zfthft  +  2 / 2 /3  +  2 / 1/4  -  h-
Therefore we have established tha t i s  is a sum of monomials of the form
± f f ‘ / ? . . . / *  (12.3)
with
di >  0, di + 2^2 -I- . . .  +  rdr = r.
We note th a t for a given d\ +  2^2 + . . .  +  rdr =  r , with di +  (h +  • • • +  dj — s, 
the coefficient of the product in (12.3) is the same (ignoring sign) as that in 
the multinomial expansion of
( /l  +  h  +  • • • +  fr)8'
Hence we can write
C +1) = E  £  (124)
dl-hfe+-.-Hir=<
di+2dj+...+rdr=r
From (11.13) of Lemma 11.1.3 the leading coefficient of the polynomial 
expansion of b&r+1^  satisfies
C - ' - ' g - W  (.«)
from which we deduce the identity
C(2r) 22r_2 '  „  /  s \  ( -1 )* ^
n 2r ( 2 ^ - 1 - 1 )  V < ii,< t,,.. .,d j3 !* 5 !* ...(2 r  +  1)!* '
dl +dr=s
di +-2dj+..-+r(Jr=r
(12.6)
Similar identities can be obtained by comparing (12.4) with (11.23) and 
(11.14).
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12.2 p-adic Relations
Structure of a  p-adic nature [26] in the diagonal coefficients, a , of VJJ, be- 
comes apparent when one considers the matrix powers t  with t > |nj. For 
t >  0, we define bq~^ to  be the diagonal coefficients of so that
1 m  1 m
K r(24+,) =  =  E 4 ‘ <2,+1,)^ = ^ r E ^ <2‘+I))^  <12-7)
9=  1 g = l
1 T O  . j  T O
KT* = ^  = E  ^  E  b * * ) B « -  (12-8)
9=0 9=0
We now recall Fleck’s congruence [12]. Let p be a prime and r  be an integer. 
In 1913 A. Fleck discovered tha t
£  (“ W f c )  =  0 [ m o d p l H l  j (12.9)
k= q  (mod p) V /
for all positive integers h >  0. In 1977 C. S. Weisman [42] extended Fleck’s
congruence to obtain
E  = 0  (m o d p i I V  (12.10)
k = 9 (mod p“ ) V /
where a , h are positive integers >  0, h > pa~l and <f> denotes the Euler
totient function. When a  =  1 it is clear that (12.10) reduces to (12.9). Much
research is current in this area [11], [10], [39].
Using the theory developed so far, it can be shown that
6(-<*+t» =  (_!)<+» »+ iCl+,  +  E ( - l ) ‘^  (21+1Ct+,_OT +  ^ C , ^ ) ,
0 = 1
(12.11)
and
oo
6(-20 =  (_!)*+* * C(+,  +  ^ ( _ i ) ‘+«+a ( * 0 ^  +  2‘C,+^ « „ ) . (12.12)
0 = 1
The right hand sides of (12.11) and (12.12) are just rearrangements of the 
left hand sides of Fleck’s and Weisman’s congruences. Hence, bq~^ u+l^ and
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bg axe just alternating lower index summations of the binomial coeffi­
cients over the residue class t  +  q (mod n). It follows that when Aq is of side 
length n  =  2m -f 1 =  pa, with p  a  prime, then for positive integer h we have
o(,
h—pc
mod »L (12.13)
which, in ordinal notation, can be written as
Ordp b ^ >  >  =  F(p“, h). (12.14)
When n = Pi'pQ2 ■ ■ .pf? is composite, these congruences do not in general 
seem to hold and it often appears to be the case that Ord^ bq~h  ^ =  0. For 
simplicity we define F(n, h) = 0 when n  is not a prime power.
Composite side length does not however seem to destroy the p-adic re­
lations for the reduced coefficients of Vq . From (10.24) and (10.25) we can 
write the diagonal coefficients of as nh lb^l\  where by Lemma 11.3.2, we 
have
=  -G (p ith), 1 <  * <  r.
Combining (12.14) and (12.15) when n  =  p“ we have 
and when n  =  Pi'p*2 • • • P? is composite then
-J -  l ^ J
Ordp, > 1 <  i <  r.
(12.15)
(12.16)
(12.17)
LP< -  1.
Experimentally it often seems to be the case that the inequality signs in 
(12.16) and (12.17) can be replaced with equality signs.
Determinants can also be used to display the symmetry that exists be­
tween the bgh\  For example, ignoring sign, the r  x r  determinant
(12.18)
b[l) 42) ..
42) 43i -. .  4°
4” 42) 43> •.. 4r)
e e ’r ■
4‘> 42) 43> . . .  &
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appears to  give the symmetric result
m (m  — l)(m  — 2 ) . . .  (m — k  +  1) (2m — l)(2m  — 3) . . .  (2m — (2k  — 1)) 
k\ ' (2k +1)!!
when r  =  2k is even, and
m (m  — l)(m  — 2 ) . . .  (m — k) (2m — l)(2m  — 3 ) . . .  (2m — (2A: — 1))
< * + !)! (2k + 1)!!
when r  =  2k +  1 is odd.
Considering determinants constructed from either odd or even power di­
agonal coefficients is also quite illuminating. We give the odd power example. 
Let d(r, 0) be the r  x r  determinant defined such that
d(r, 0)
&<3) . ft'2' - 11
4 1' 4 3> 4 5> • . e - 11
4 3) 4 51 • .  4 2r- ,)
e \ ■ • e r 11
6(3) fc*51 . . e - 1’
(12.19)
Then, ignoring sign, we seem to have
m (m — l) 2 (m — 2)3 (m — k +1)* (m — k)k (m — k  — 1)it—i
d(r,0) = 22 33 fc* (fc +  l ) fc (fc +  2)*-1
2 e \3(m -  (r -  2))2 (m -  (r -  1)) (2m -  1) (2m -  3)2 (2m -  5)
( r - 1 ) 2 r  X 3 52 T3
(2m -  (2k -  3))*-* (2m -  (2k -  1))* (2m -  (2k +  I))*-1 
(2k — I)*-1 (2k + 1)* (2k + 3)t_1
(2m -  (2r -  5))2 (2m -  (2r -  3))
(2r -  3)2 (2r — 1)
(12.20)
when r  =  2k is even, and
d(r, 0) =
m  (m -  l )2 (m — 2)3 (m -  k  +  1)* (m -  fc)*+1 (m -  k — 1)
T  22 3s ' ‘ Jb* (fc +  l)*+1 (A:+  2)*
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(m — (r — 2))2 (m — (r — 1)) (2m — 1) (2m — 3)2 (2m — 5)3
( r - 1 ) 2 r  X 3 E2 7*
(2m -  (2k -  3))*-' (2m -  (2k -  1))* (2m -  (2Jfc +  I))*"1 
(2Jb — (2k + l ) 4 (2k +  3)t_1
(2m -  (2r -  5))2 (2m -  (2r -  3))
(2r — 3)2 (2r — 1)
when r  =  2k +  1 is odd.
Let s be and integer and define d(r, s) such that
(12.21)
d{r, s) =
b (l+ 2 s) b (3+2s) 6<5+2*> . b (2 r - l+ 2 s )
»(l+2») 
°2 4 3+2*) 4 5+2*> .
^ - 1 + 2 * )
111**)  
°3 4 3 + ,) . 4 2r~ 1+a)
e ; i2a)
. (3-f-2s) 
° r - l
■,(5+2.)
° r - l
,(2r—1+2.) 
* ° r - l
fcU+2*) 6<3+2*> b (5+2*) ^ (2r-l+ 2« )
(12.22)
Then for r  >  |s| with s negative (ignoring determinant sign) we seem to have
d (r,s) =  d ( r - s , 0 ) ,
m —nn—8
and for r > s  with s positive (ignoring determinant sign) we seem to have
1
d(T, s) =  (r)m , n .  d(T +  S, o),(2m +  1) m—*m+6
where d(r — s, 0)m_>m_a means tha t we consider the (r — s) x (r — s) deter­
minant defined in (12.19), with m  replaced with m — s in either of (12.20) or 
(12.21), depending on the parity of r.
The idea for the above determinants stemmed from M. N. Huxley’s De­
terminant Mean Value Theorem that appears in an appendix to the paper 
Integer points in a plane curve [23].
O bservations on R esidues o f bq ^ and m odulo n
For any integer n, the diagonal coefficients bq h  ^ of our n x n  square A!q,
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correspond to the numbers in the left hand side summation of Fleck’s and 
Weisman’s congruences. That is, when h =  2t +  1, then
ft(-(2t+l)) _  
<7
and similarly for h =  21.
It appears to be the case tha t the n  =  2m +  1 numbers
„ - F ( „ , h )  £ « 6(b-*)>0)
are only congruent to all n  residues modulo n  when n  is a prime p > 3 and 
either the power h =  p, or h =  k x  <f>(p) — 1, for some integer fc >  1. Moreover, 
it also seems to be true that when h — k x  (f>{p) — 1, then
p —F(p, ft) (jj-M fc(-M _ 6 ^ , 6 ^ ) ,  0, ~ b ^ h\  - b £ l . . . ,  -»(-*>)
s  (-1 )*  (to, m -  1 , . . . ,  2,1,0, - 1 ,  - 2 , . . . ,  - ( to -  1), -m )  (mod p),
(12.23)
and when h = k  x  <f>(p), then 
p — F(p, fc)
=  ( ~ l ) t-1 (1> 1> • • •. 1) 1> 1> • ■ • j 1.1) (mod p). (12.24)
For n  =  p° a prime power, with a  >  2, there do seem to exist symmetries 
modulo p  but not modulo n.
Turning our attention now to the diagonal coefficients bqh\  in the n x  n  
square Vq , we again look for symmetries modulo n that are either all different 
or all equal. For n  a prime p, and h = k  x  (f>{p), we also seem to have the 
congruence (12.24) but with the bq~h  ^ replaced with bq^ and with F(p, h) 
replaced with — (7(p, h). The congruence in (12.23) also appears to hold with 
these replacements, but this time for values of h =  k x  <f>{p) +  1.
For n =  p° a prime power, with a  > 2, there again seem to exist symme­
tries modulo p but not modulo n.
The final observation on such congruences concerns square free n =  
2m +  1. Let n =  P\P2 - Pr be square free, where the Pi are the odd prime 
factors of n, and let
w(n) = </>(pi)<t>(p2) • • • <HPr)-
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Then for h = k  x ty(n) +  1 we appear to  have
G(j>i*h)G(P2,h) G(pr,h)
V\ V2 • • • Vr
x (&</■>, . . . ,  is? , o, - * f f ,  - e . , . . . ,  - r ,  - i iw )
=  (m, m — 1 , . . . ,  2,1,0, —1, —2 , . . . ,  — (m — 1), —m) (mod n), (12.25) 
and when h = k  x  tu(n), then
G (pi,h) G(p2,h) G(pr,h)
Pi P2 ---rr
X (& <*>,i f f , . . . , fcff „ 6f f , I f f ,  - i f f ,  - i f f , , . . . ,  - i f f ,  - i f f )  .
=  - ( 1 . 1 . . . . , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , . . . , 1 , 1 )  (mod n). (12.26)
For
v(n) =  LCM (0(pi), 0(p2),.. - <t>(j>r)) < w(n), 
further symmetries appear to exist when h — k x  v(n) and h = k x  v(n) +  1.
A final note considers some vector properties of the coefficients bqh\  Taking 
into account tha t
V0hV0~h =  i„  -  - E ,  (12.27)
n
we deduce that for n = 2m +  1 and /i =  2t +  1 odd
m
£ * W  =  - m . (12.28)
r = l
which is just the dot product of the two m dimensional vectors
( i f f , . . . ,  i f f ) .
Let x  =  and y  =  ( if f ,  i f f , . . .  , i f f ) .  When equal-
ity holds in (12.16) and (12.17), and taking into account the prime powers 
already present in the vector entries, it is interesting to note that the dot 
product x .y  generates the prime powers
1 < i  <  r,
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depending on whether n  is a prime power or composite. It is also interesting 
to note th a t for large values of h and n the rational vectors x  and y  are 
almost perpendicular.
If Weisman’s congruence is one end of a fundamental relationship between 
binomial coefficients and prime numbers, then it may be the case that the 
bqh\  formed from linear combinations of MCL determinants, are in fact the 
other end. Under this assumption they may well be worthy of further study.
August 2009.
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